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COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

NRO17 NY C 0 DE

147P URGENT 5-6-71 JDF

T DIRECTOR 105-165429

ATT; DOMESTIC INTELLIGANCE DIVISION

NEW HAVEN 'AL INFOR Ti
SAN FRANCISCO 157-1203 HEREIN s i A

DATE
FROM NEW YORK 157-2702 IP

Mr. Sullia
Mr. Mohr-
Mr. Bishop.
MrBrennan
Mr. Callah
Mr. Casper).
Mr. Conrad_
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Felt..
Mr. Gale.-
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel
Mr. Walters_
M-. S vars
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy -

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA; RM - BPP (XBE).

A SPECIAL AGENT OF THE FBI OBSERVED b7C

DISEMBARK AMERICAN AIRLINES

FLIGHT EIGHTEEN AT SIX FIFTY-TWO A.M. INSTANT AT JFK INTER-

NATIONAL AIRPORT, NEW YORK. NEITHER NEWTON NOR WERE

OBSERVED ABOARD SUCH FLIGHT.

THE ABOVE GROUP OF OBSERVED DEPARTING

JFK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT EIGHT A.M. INSTANT ABOARD AMERICAN AIRLINES

FLIGHT TWO ZERO ONE ENROUTE TO HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT. b7C

NO BPP REPRESENTATIVES FROM NEW YORK AREA WERE PRESENT AT THE

AIRPORT TO MEET I

ADMINISTRATIVE;

AC 

'I MAY 1.2 1971

omm, --.-

RE SAN FRANCISCO TEL, MAY FOUR LAST AND NYTEL CALL TO NEW HAVE

SPEC,0L AGENT OBSERVING WASI LOCAL NYCPD AWARE 0]

ABOVE ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE. Al LI STAINED
END HEREIN IS UNCLASSFi D

P FBWASH DATE
7' A7&4



(Rev. 5-22-64) Mr. ullivan

'mr Molir-
Mr. Bishop -- -
Mr.BrennanCD
Mr. Callahan

F B I Mr. Casr --

Date: 5/6/71

Transmit the following in I Mr. -

(Type in plaintext or code) Mr. Hosen
Mr. T

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority) I Tel. Room

TO: RECTOR, RBI (105-165429) HEREIN IS

FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY
RM -
(KEY
00:

PERNVNEWTON, aka
BPP; TREASON
BLACK EXTREMIST)
San Francisco

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of
an LHM setting forth statements made by Subject: and
two copies of FD-376.

/ 5/) 5 5

~Jw

REC3
-~/

- Bureau (Enc. 10)
2 - San Francisco
JLC:mba
(4)

12MAY 12 1971

(RM)

Sent M Per
special Agent in Charge

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OF]



in
File

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)
U. S. Secret Service, San Francisco (P4)

(Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
.becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)

-376 (Rev. 4-25-68)

UNIV STATES DEPARTMENT OF ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Reply, Please Refer to WASHINGTON,D.C. 20535

No. 105-165429 April 6, 1971
Director
United States Secret Service
Department of the Treasury
Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. E Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the
U. S., because of his official status.

2. - Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other
than legal means.

3. - Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. - U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. a Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following
criteria:

(a) X Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) [ Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) W Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order
and government.

6. 0 Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph a has been furnished - enclosed 0 is not available
7 may be available through

Enclosure(s)
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File N
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iy, Please Refer to San Prancisco, CaIif ornia
o.

April 6, 1971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HUSY PicY !VTUN HEREiN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE-2At BY. : 56

One copy of this memorandum is being submitted
to the United States Secret Service, San Francisco, California.

The May 1, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther",
official weekly publication of the Black Panther Party (MP),
contained the following statements by Huey P. Newton, Supreme
Commander and Minister of Defense of the 3PP:

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, in December,
1966. It advocates the use of guns and
guerrilla tactics to bring about the over-
throw of the United States Government.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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__ _e were prepared then, as we are now,
- to gse our all in the interest-aflap-

BY pressed people. We expected the re-
UE Y P. NEWTON pressing to come from outside forces,

which -have tong held our communities
ISTER OF DEFENSE in subjection. However, the ideology

OF of dialectical materialism helped us tol
understand that the contradictions

ACK PANTHER PARTY surrounding the Party would create a

VANT OF THE PEOPLE force that would move us toward our
goals. We also expected contradictions

iginal vision of the Black within the Party, for the oppressors
arty was to serve the needs use infiltrators and provocateurs to
messed people in our com- help them reach their evil ends. Even
id defend them against their when the contradictions comefromfor-

When the Party was in- merly loyal members of the Party.
knew that these goals would see them as part of the process
,onsciousness of the people development, rather than in th
te them to move more firmly negative terms the oppressor's media
total liberation. We also re- use to interpret them. Above all, we
hat we live in a country knew that through it all the Party would
become one of the most survive.
governments in the world The Party would survive because it
e point of imperialist ex- had the love and support of the people
n communities all over the who saw their true interests expressed
did 'not expect such a re- in the actions of the Party. The Part
government to stand by idly would also survive because it would b

Black Panther Party went a political vehicle which continued
the goal of serving the voice the interests of the people and

expected repression. serve as their advocates.
w, as a revolutionary The importance of a structured poli-
repression would be the tical vehicle has always been apparent

reaction of our oppressors; but we re-
cognized that the task of the regvaLion-
ist is difficult and his life is short.
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to aus. When owe went to Sacramento, we*
wea tb the purpose of eductilnig the
people and beginning the building of a
ermanent political vehicle to serve
*eir true interests. in our most recent
ommunication with both the North and

h Vietnamese Revolutionary Gov-
ernments, they pointed out that they
understood what we were doing and saw
it as the correct strategy. They said

that a "structured organization is re-
lated to politics as a shadow to a man."
We recognize that the political machine
in America has consistently required
Black people to support it, through
laying taxes and fighting in wars; but
fat same machine consistently refuses

serve the interests of the Black
community. One of the problems is that
the community does not have a
structured organization or vehicle

Political office. Once elected.Jhena-
chinery used to thrust these people into
office simply passed out of existence
or became ineffective, insofar as
serving the true interests of the Blac
oppressed people.

A truly revolutionary vehicle which
will survive the repression it en-
counters daily is made up of a number
of characteristics. First of all there is
a small, but dedicated cadre ofworkers
who are willing to devote their full
time to the goals of the organization.
Secondly, there is a distinct organized
structure through which the cadre can
function. It is this combination of
structure and dedicated cadre which
can maintain the machinery for meeting
the people's needs. In this way a
printing press can be maintained
review the events of the day and i4
terbret them in a manner which serves

which serves its needs and represents
the people's interest. You can no more the people. It can circulate information
have effective politics without a about daily phenomena and educate the
structured organization, than you can people as to their true meaning. It can
have a man without his, shadow. They carry out programs of service which
go together and are necessary to each deliver to the people basic needs which
other. Oppressed Black people -- the are not satisfied elsewhere, because

&mpeproetarat'-- dd nt hae a the lump enprole tariat are the victims
lumpenproletariatof oppression and exploitation. A cadre
structured organization to represent and a structure, however, are notwhat

eir true interests until the Black makes the political vehicle a re-
ther Party arose from within the evolutionary one. It is the revolutionary

immunity, motivated by the needs and concepts which define and interpret
conditions of the people. 'phenomena, and establish the goalt

Across the country there have been toward which the political vehicle wi
coalitions of Black people and Black work. A revolutionary vehicle is
caucuses, but these have not served fact a revolutionary concept set into
the people as political vehicles. They motion by a dedicated cadre through a
have sa;; ly served as bourgeois particular organized structure.
structures to get Black candaReinto cr a vehicle can survive re-

3
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pression because it can move in the
necessa-ry manner at the appropriate
time. It can go underground if the con-
ditions require; and it can raise up
gain. But it will always be motivi-

ted by love and dedication to .the

terestof the oppressed communi-
ties. Therefore the people will insure
its survival, for in that survival is the
service of their needs. The structured
and organized vehilce will guarantee
the weathering of the test of internal
and external contradictions.

The responsibility of suchapolitical
vehicle is clear. It is to function as a
machine which serves the true in-
te rests of the oppressed people. This
means that it must be ever aware of
the needs of the communities of the
oppressed, and develop and execute the
necessary programs to meet those
needs. The Black Panther Party has
done this through its basic Ten-Point
Program. However, we recognize that
revolution is a process and we cannot
offer the people conclusions--we must
be ready to respond creatively to new
conditions and new understandings.
Therefore we have developed our Free
Breakfast Program, our Free Health
Clinics, our Clothing and Shoe Pro-
grams, and our Busses to Prisons

rogram, as well as other programs,
n response to the obvious needs of
lack People. The overwhelmingly fa-

vorable response to these programs in
every community is evidence that they
are serving the true interest of the
people.

Serving the true interest of the people
also nw.n that the political vehicle
must stand between the people athe

opejessive forces which prgyon
them in such a manner that the ad-
ministrators will have to give the ap-
propriate response. Sucl articulati
requires us to have apolitical org
which will express the interests of th
People and interpret phenomena for
them. The existence of such a poli-
tical vehicle is justified only so long
as it serves the true interests of the
people,

Serving the true interests of the
people, however, does aota.
the vehicle is simply a reflector of
public opinion, because the opinions
of the people have often been molded
and directed against their true
interests by slick politicians and ex-
ploitative educators. Their diversion
ary tactics often lead the people do
blind alleys or onto tangents which tak
them away from their true goals., We
can easily see this when we apply
the concept of American democracy, to
the Black community.

Democracy in America (bourgeois
democracy) means nothing more than
the domination of the majority over the
minority. That is why Black people can
cast votes all year long, but if the
majority is against us, we suffer. Then
the politicians and educators try to de-
ceive the community with such
euphemisms as "It's rule by the ma-
jority, but the rights of the minority
are protected." If, infact, participating
in the democratic process in America
were in the interest of the Black com-
munity, there would be no need for a

I



Free Breakfast Program, there would
be"'io7 need for Free HeaflfhTtnics
or any of the other programs we have
developed to meet the people's needs.

e rights of the minority are pro-
cted by the standards of a bourgeois
government, and anything which is not

in their interest- is not permitted.
This may be democratic for the ma-
jority, but for the minority it has the
same effect as fascism. When the ma-
jority decreed that we should be slaves,
we were slaves--where was the demo-
cracy in slavery for us? When the
majority decreed that we should pay

xes, fight and die in wars, dnd be
ven inferior and racist education
ainst our interests, we got all of

these things. Where is democracy for
us in any of it. Our children still die,
our youth suffer from malnutrition, our
middle-aged people suffer from sickle-
cell anemia, and our elderly face un-
bearable poverty and hardship because
they reach the twilight period of their
lives with nothing to sustain them
through these difficult times. Where
is the. democracy in any of this for
Black people? Democracy means only
that the majority will use us when they
need us and cast us aside when they

not need us. A true understanding
the working and effect of

American democracy for Black people
will reveal most, clearly that it is
just the same as fascism for us. Our
true interests and needs are not being
served.

The political tehicle of the people
muse b-yg4ed by a consistent idealogy
which represents the true interests of

the people. We see an ideoLg as
nothing--more than a systematic and
organized set of principles for
analyzing and interpreting oldective
phenomena. An ideology can only be
accepted as valid, if it delivers true
understanding of the phenomena whi
affect the lives of the people.
development of a wide variety oft
about the community, its internal de-
velopment, and the external forces
surrounding it, will lead then toaphil-
osophy which Will help orient us toward
goals which are in the true interest
of the people.

The Black Panther Party was born in
a period of stress when Black people
were moving away from the philosophy
and strategy of non-violent action
toward the sterner actions. We dared
to believe that we could offer the com-
munity a permanent political vehicl
which would serve their true interest
by meeting-their needs and advocate
their interests. We have met many
foes; we have seen many enemies.
We have been slandered, kidnapped,
gagged, jailed and murdered. We know
now, more than ever before, that the
will of the people is greater than the
technology and repression of those who
are against the interests of the people.
Therefore we know that we can an
will continue to serve the people a
educate the people.
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Huey P. Newton
Minister of Defense
Black Panther Party,
Servanff7iThe People.
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EULOGY FOR
SAMUEL NAPIER -

Delivered At
The Revolutionary Service

April 24, 1971
By Huey P.
n tb

if

Of

Newton
Defense

The Black Panther Party.,
Servant Of The People-
There's very much in my heart today.

And, I have very few words to express
them. Samuel L. Napier was one of the
first brothers to join the Black Pan-
ther Party, and therefore he is a vet-

an of the struggle. He's always been
attached to distribution of our paper,
te Black Panther paper, which is the

life of the Party. The voice of the
people. Those who would cut off
Samuel Napier would cut off the voice
of the people. But, because the .. aice

- is mai(ites ed in attfus..collectpely,

the o will go on.
Death comes to all of us, but it

varies in its significance. To die for
e reactionaries, the racists, the

capitalists is lighter than a feather.
ut to die for the people, in service

to the people is heavier than an
mountain and deeper than any sea
Samuel's death is very significant.
He will live on in spirit, because we'll
make sure that we will advance the
struggle. And we -will cry for those
who are living, because we are in very
had shape. Samuel has now put down his
burden; arnd it will be very heavy for
us, because he carried the burden for
thousands. He was an extremely hard
worker. We 'won't be able to replace
him. No. We can only fill in the rank,
with a hundred, with a thousand men.

Samuel Napier was a servant of the
people; he gave the supreme gift to th
people. So therefore Samuel Napier wa
the Supreme Servant of the peopl

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE

THE BLACK PANTER, SATTJEURY, MAY 1, 1971



HUEYPERC NJJEWTON

Samuel L. I Napier is publicly known as
the former Distribution Manager of the 3PP
newspaper. He was shot and killed in New
York City on April 17, 1971. The BPP held
a revolutionary funeral for Napier in
Oakland, California, on April 24, 1971.
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5/11/71

1

SAC, New York (157-2702)

Director, FBI (105-s6542<ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
IEREN IS UNCLAUJiED

(BPP) DATE
HUEY P fEWTo
RM - BLACK PANTHER PARTY
(KEY BLACK UMEM1ST)

Television program directories reflect Newton
scheduled to appear David Frost show night of 5/14/71
originating New York.

New York verify this
make audio recording thereof.
highlights after show followed
of recording.

1 - San Francisco (157-1203)

JIA:drl (5)

NOTE:

This is a recorded sh
interest as undoubtedly Frost w
he did Charles Garry, when Garr

TolsonNA a

Sullivan
Mohr MAY I1i I
Bishop
Brennan, CD.
Callahan

Casper
Conrad

Dalbey
Felt
Gale0
Rosen
Tavel

Walters
Soyars
Tele. Room

GllaneOOMT TELETYPE UNIT=

appearance and arrange to
Submit summary teletype of
by detailed LM and copy

ow which should be of
ill lead Newton on as /
y appeared.

ifREC 18

#6 MAY 13 197,

Airtel

To:

from:

y/
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Mr. Sullivan
Mr. Mohr-

Bishop
ennanCD

r. Callahan..

NR 001 SF PLAIN Mr. Casper.
Mr. Conrad ..
Mr. Dalbey...

1127AM URGE 5-11-71 MS / Mr. Felt.
Mr. Gale.._...

TO DIRECT (105-165429) ) Mr. Rosen.
Mr. Tavel .

NGtvTA~ EE.W ltE ......LOS NGELES (157-5552) AL. WaiIemr

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) IP 5 ms U L iT ee

DAIL&Ii± BY-c

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE)

RELATEL MAY SEVEN LAST.

FOR INFO LOS ANGELES, NEWTON DEPARTED SAN FRANCISCO NIGHT 0 b7,

MAY TEN LAST, FOR NEW HAVEN, CONN., WHERE HE IS ATTENDING TRIAL OF

BOBBY SEALE. DATE NEWTON TO RETURN TO SAN FRANCISCO AREA NOT YET

KNOWN.

IN VIEW OF FOREGOING, IT APPEARS THAT NEWTON WILL NOT APPEAR

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (UC) AT IRVINE, CALIF., FOR HIS

ENGAGEMENT NIGHT OF MAY ELEVEN, INSTANT. HOWEVER, SAN FRANCISCO HAS

NO INFORMATION THAT NEWTON HAS IN FACT CANCELLED THE APPEARANCE.

LOS ANGELES DETERMINE IF NEWTON'S APPEARANCE AT UC AT IRVINE

HAS BEEN CANCELLED.

END EC 1

it MAY 131971
PLB FBI WA

M"AP 7191



113a (9" 29-6 5)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 5-10-71

Our Los Angeles Office is requesting
approval to have Agent personnel record
speech of Huey P. Newton at the Universit
of California, Irvine, California, at
8:00 p.m., 5-11-71. They have advised
that this will not be done unless full
security can be assured. This speech is
open to the public.

Huey P. Newton is the leader of one
faction of the Black Panther Party (BPP)
and it is extremely important that we secure
recordings of his speeches in order that
we might use them as evidence should he make
inflammatory remarks. If you concur, our
Los Angeles Office will be instructed to
tape record Newton's speech provided full
security can be assured.

ABK:rs .



ALL v7TO OT
NR 003 LA CO

254PM UR NT 5-10-71 DLK

TO DIR TOR (105-165429) ATTN -- DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVI

FROM OS ANGELES (157-5552)

Racial Matter-Black Panther Party

HUEY EWTON, RM DASH BPP O(EY BLACK EXTREMIST).

RE LOS ANGELES TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR, MAY SEVEN LAST.

BUREAU APPROVAL IS REQUESTED TO HAVE AGENT PERSONNEL

,RECORD SUBJECT'S SPEECH AT UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT

IRVINE UCI), IRVINE, CALIFORNIA, ON MAY ELEVEN NEXT.

SPEECH SCHEDULED TO BE HELD CRAWFORD HALL ON CAMPUS AT

EIGHT P. M., OPEN TO THE PUBLIC. TAPE RECORDING WILL NOT

BE DONE UNLESS FULL SECURITY CAN BE ASSURED.

END IIEC-41

IIAXVFJ

RGSTOMUV;8 -

NI

- 1

(13 971



Tolson
Sullivan
Mohr
Bishop -
Brennan, C.D. -
Callahan
Casper
Conrad
Dalbey
Felt
Gale
Rosen
Travel
Walters
Soyars
Tele. Room
Holmes

5/11/71

A

r

CODE

TELETYPE ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREb; IS UNCLAS IED
DATEZ 2 By

TO SACS 1oS ;=L (137-5552) 1
SAN (157-1203) 1 __

0lDER4L BUREAU CF !NoT

NEW MMUNICANS SECTI

ROM DIRECTOR FBI (105-163429) MAY 11971

TEr-LE
HUEY P. NEWON, RM - BPP (KEY BLACK R IST) .

RELATEL MAY TEN LAST.

PROVIDED FULL SECURITY ASSURED BUREAU AUTHORITY GRATED

TO RECORD SCHEDULED SPEECH BY SUBJECT AT IJV RS1TY OF

CALIFORNA AT InvINs, CALIFORNIA, 'tIS at. FOR zrOMweO

LOS MGELES SUBJECT DEPARTED SM FRANCSOD MAY TO LAST AND

ARRTYRD W YORK CITY EARLY A.M. TRIS ATE Ewn

NEW HAVN TO ATEWD TRIAL OF BOBBY SEALE. IN VIEW OF

TRAVEL THERS IS POSSIBILITY HE MAY NOT SW1W OR SCHEDULED

SPEECH.

SAX"VRANCISCO, NEW HAVEN AND NEW YORK 3 ALERT FOR

TRAVEL OF SUBJECT AND IMMEDIATELY ADVISE BUREAU AND LOS

ABF acs (5) SEE NDR PME T

MAILROOM= TELETYPE UNITES

,~-' ~:
-~ I



1NOTEI

By veferenced .*4etype 10 n" rquefted
authority to have A ent 9404elr spch y- 1XevtoA;i
At the 14versity'Of CaifO,*W at Irwlirt1t; is open

-to the public. Speech to bere .,p fU lSecuritY.
assured. 'Di~ttor 'Advised of request tb vezo'd by
Wno native Note aSiA-comdred irith X'p datic that
40bh authority be grmzita jtoe' An' pes.
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FEDERAL TJREAU OF INV IGATON9 COMMUNICATIONS CTION

MAY 51 1

TELE PE
R 021 SF C 0 E

9 43 PM NI L 5/4/71 BEH

TOs D RECTOR (105-165429)

NEW HAVEN

NEW YORK

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY PERCYi(EWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE)-

RELIABLE SOURCE ON MAY FOUR INSTANT, ADVISED

Mr. Dalley

Mr. Felt .
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel
Mr. Walters
Mr. Soyar

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes......
Miss Gandy...........

WILL PROBABLY GO TO NEW HAVEN, CONN., MAY SIX NEXT AND WILL

ATTEND TRIAL OF BOBBY SEALE AND ERICKA HUGGINS.

FRANCISCO*

END OFPAGE ONE 4

HAS AT BPP
/62

RALLIES IN SAN,
-o /4 / =
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.13 1971
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

AMERICAN AIR LINES OFFICIAL ADVISED MAY FOUR INSTANT, THAT
b6

NEWT ON, HOLD RESERVATIONS b7c

ON AMERICAN AIR LINES FLIGHT EIGHTEEN DEPARTING SAN FRANCISCO

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AT TEN FI EEN P.M., MAY FIVE NEXT AND

ARRIVING AT KENNEDY AIRPORT, NEW YORK CITY, SIX FOURTEEN A.M.,

MAY SIX NEXT. THEY ALSO HOLD RESERVATIONS ON AMERICAN AIR LINES

FLIGHT TWO ZERO ONE DEPARTING KENNEDY AIRPORT AT EIGHT At1., MAY

SIX NEXT, WHICH ARRIVES HARTFORD, CONN., EIGHT FORTYTWO A.M. RETURN

RESERVATIONS OPEN.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL TO BUREAU APRIL TWENTYNINE LAST, CAPTIONED "TRIAL

OF BOBBY SEALE AND ERICKA HUGGINS, SUPERIOR COURT, NEW HAVEN,

CONNECTICUT, NOVEMBER SEVENTEEN NINETEEN SEVENTY, RM".

SOURCE IS b2
b6

NEW YORK AND NEW HAVEN, ALERT APPROPRIATE SOURCES AS TO THE b7c

TRAVEL OF NEWTON ANDI TO YOUR AREAS AND ARRANGE APPROPRIATE

END OF PAGE TWO

I



PAGE THREE

SF 157-1203

COVERAGE OF THEIR ACTIVITIES SINCE THEY ARE KEY BLACK EXTREMIST

SUBJECTS.
b6

SAN FRANCISCO WILL FOLLOW ACTIVITIES OF NEWTON AND [ b7C

AND ADVISE APPROPRIATE OFFICE OF THEIR DEPARTURES.

END

HOLD
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refillRH

iirnnan6&
fi. Cllaha

Casper
Conrad-.

.r Felt

Ir. Gal

rj

NR 014 LA CQDE

603 PM NI EL 5-7*71 RWM

TO DIR TOR (105-165429)

SA FRANCISCO (157-1203)

FROM LOS ANGELES (157-5552)

HUEY P. EWTON, RM - BPP (K

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED THAT BLACK STUDENT UNION

OSU) AT UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT IRVINE (UCI) HAS BEEN

ALLOWED PERMISSION BY SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION TO 'SPONSOR SUBJECT

AS SPEAKER ON MAY ELEVEN, NEXT AT EIGHT PM AT CRAWFORD HALL

ON CAMPUS. EVENT TITLED "CULTURAL EVENING WITH HUEY NEWTON"

AND PART OF "BLACK CULTURE WEEK" AT UCI.

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION CONDITIONED NEWTON'S APPEARANCE

ON NO WEAPONS BEING CARRIED BY NEWTON OR ENTOURAGE AND NEWTON'S

ALLOWING SEARCH OF HIS PERSON AND BODYGUARDS.

SECOND RELIABLE SOURCE HAS ADVISED THAT THREE THOUSAND

TICKETS BEING PRINTED FOR OCCASION ASKING ONE DOLLAR DONATION.

LOS ANGELES BPP MEMBER HAVE BEEN TRAVELING TO SANTA ANA,

END PAGE ONE $EC 43 ' /&z.3
E(-103 I

6 2MAY 20 1971 MAY 1 1/ I

K

NTAN, 1r. TavelI I -. J 1, 1J 1 4'1 'Mr. Walters....
ALNO. S-ars

' E Tele. Room.-....
Miss Holme.....,.
Miss Gandy.

b6
b7C

2P.

EY BLACK EXTREMIST).
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LA 157-5552

PAGE TWO

CALIFORNIA TO ASSIST IN ARRANGEMENTS FOR EVENT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

SOURCE ONE IS h
b6E

I ]SOURCE TWO IS b 7C

SOURCE ONE ADVISED THAT CAMPUS SECURITY IS NOT ALLOWED

TO TAPE SPEECHES ON CAMPUS. SHERIFF'S OFFICE ALSO NOT

ALLOWED ON CAMPUS. LOS ANGELES IS SURVEYING POSSIBILITY

OF ESTABLISHED SOURCES TAPING SPEECH. IF SUCH ARE NOT

AVAILABLE AND SECURITY CAN BE ASSURED, LOS ANGELS WILL

REQUEST BUREAU AUTHORITY TO HAVE AGENT PERSONNEL RECORD

SUBJECT'S SPEECH.

.SAN FRANCISCO ADVISE OF DATE AND TIME OF NEWTON'S

DEPARTURE WHEN AVAILABLE.

END
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NEW HAVEN

FROM LOS ANGELES (157-5552) IP

HUEY P. NEWTON, RM - BPP (KBE).

RE LA TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR MAY SEVEN, LAST.

A RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT CANCELLED APPEARANCE

AT UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT IRVINE, WHICH WAS SCHEDULED FOR

MAY ELEVEN, INSTANT. NO OFFICIAL EXPLANATION AVAILABLE YET.

RUMORED SUBJECT MAY BE TRAVELLING TO NEW HAVEN INSTEAD, REASON

UNKNOWN.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

SOURCE IS SAN FRANCISCO

CONFIRM.
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Re CV tel to Bureau, 4/26/71, captioned a above.

An established source, who has provided reliable
info in the past, advised that since HUEY NEWTON did not spea
at Cuyahoga Community College (CCC), on 4/24/71, tentative
arrangements have been made forbLm to appear in CV, Ohio,
and speak at CC on 5/26/71. Detailed plans as yet have not
been set. It is noted that CV will follow such developments
and report appropriate activities as necessary.

Chicago and San Francisco are requested to contact
their sources and, if appropriate, keep CV advised of any
travel plans of NEWTONt
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o : DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

&

DATE: 5//a/71

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3765) (P)

SUBJECT: / HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
M - BPP; TREASON (KBE)

(OO: SAN FRANCISCO) Z jg

Re Chicago airtel and HM dat .

Enclosed for the Bureau are
LHM concerning the appearance of HUEY
on "Kup's Show" 4/10/71, in Chicago.
are enclosed for San Francisco.

11 copies of a
PERCY NEWTON
Three copies

The first source utilized in the enclosed
LHM is highly confidential and sensitive. b2

b7D

The second source is

The enclosed LHM is classified 1 as
information contained therein could reason ably result
in the identification of confidential sources of con-
tinuing value and compromise future effectiveness
thereof. b2

b7D

monitored "Kup's Show" at which time
he taped it. The original tape is retained in CG 157-3765-lB.

Chicago continues to follow this case and will
advise of all pertinent information developed.
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Chicago, Illinois
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FileNo. 157-3765 May /( , 1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

On April 2, 1971, a source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that Huey Percy
Newton participated that date in a taped interview at
NBC studios, Chicago. The interview was on "Kup's Show,"

a television talk program moderated by Irving Kupcinet,
a Chicago television and newspaper personality. The
program is to be televised at a future, unknown date.
The source added that Huey Percy Newton is the Supreme
Commander of the Black Panther Party (BPP).

The BPP is described on the appendix pages
attached hereto.

On April 16, 1971, a second source, who has
furnished reliable information in the past, provided the
following taped recording of Newton's appearance on
April 10, 1971, over WMAQ-TV, NBC, Chicago, on "Kup's
Show."
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This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is'loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON 7-
Irv Kupcinet

"How do you do and welcome to the Lively Art
of Conversation. This show is unrehearsed and the
conversation is uninhibited and I'm Irv Kupcinet.
I'd like to take just a moment to extend the holiday
greetings this weekend which combine both Easter and
Passover. Among the guests will be Huey Newton one
of the most controversial figures on the scene today
and one of the leaders of the Black Panthers, Marvin
Aspen, Legal Office for #1e Cook County Sheriff and co-
author of the Crim, --- of the book Criminal Law for
the Layman. Another guest will be J.A. Parker a
spokesman for the Young Americans for Freedom."

"Now let me introduce one of the most
controversial figures on the American scene today.
This is Huey Newton. Mr. Newton is the Minister of
Defense for the Black Panther Party, one of the
organizer's of that Party and this is Marvin Aspen,
Legal Officer for the Cook County Sheriff and co-
author of a book called, 'The Criminal Law for the
Layman' add from Washington, D.C., J. A. Parker, a
leading spokesman for the Young Americans for Freedom.
Welcome gentlemen. Huey, if I may call you Huey, tell
me what is the goal of the of the Black Panthers --
there's there's so much contradiction and confusion
I think about what the real goals are for the Black
Panthers, perhaps briefly you could cite what your
aims are."

Huey Newton

"I don't know how briefly but I'll try to be
a brief I'm rather long winded. The Black Panther Party
was organized in 1966 about October and it was organized
around a Ten Point Program, and within the program we're
very concerned about developing a black community that
was stripped away from us after the conquest of the mother
country, Africa. The family was disbursed and generally
the concept of community was destroyed as far as we were
concerned. Now at this late date some 400 years later we
find our black people living mostly together concentrated
in various urban areas in the city as well as a large
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U

population of blacks in the south but all of these areas
where we blacks live have one thing in common, a most
oppressed area, the housing is very poor and sub-
standard, the medical care is below standard considering
the advancements in medicine and as far as the advantages
of living in the country thats supposed to be so very
afluent and so fair and Democratic we see the blacks do
not benefit by these advancements even if .

Kupcinet interrupts Newton

"So far everything you say is what every other
good black organization wants for their fellow blacks is
it not? To improve the lot of the black man in this
country. Now you have been identified so much with
communism, Maoist communism branch of communism, is this
the means by which you hope to bring about this kind of

a change?"

Huey Newton

"It's impossible to import a particular kind of
movement from one community to the other. When I speak of
community now I'm speaking of geographical location thats
commonly called nation. I view the world now as a (inaudible)
collection of communities. Each community has its particular
problems and it has to be dealt with in a way that is

appropriate. (Inaudible) will grasp the imagination of the
people and mobilize them in the direction towards freedom.
The Black Panther Party is dedicated to analyzing the
problem in the most scientific way and in the most
objective way so that eventually we can act in our own
most subjective interests."

Irv Kupcinet

"Thats a very calm and sort of a peace like
proposal your putting forth but yet the Black Panthers
have been identified with violence and Hilliard one of
your spokesmen said we must have an armed revolution in

this country and Eldridge Cleaver I think believes in a
form of violence which he deems. You would like you get
away from violence is that a... an accurate portrayal?"
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

tuey Newton

"The Black Panther Party was always dedicated to
the abolition of violence, war and the gun. We use some
statements from Chairman Mao and also from (Inaudible two
names) Patrice Lumumba (phonetic) and MarcusGarvy (phonetic).
We use many statements if they are appropriate, and if they
are similar and fit our need."

Irv Kupcinet

"You mean your rhetoric is worse than your
action?"

Huey Newton

"I think the oppressors action is worse than
can be described. And this is what I'm getting at...."

Irv Kupcinet (interrupts)

"I'm talking about your own rhetoric though."

Huey Newton

"We have a motto which says we're advocates of
the abolition of war. Although sometimes war can only
be abolished through war in order to get rid of the gun
it becomes necessary to take up the gun. This statement
is clearly not dedicated to armament but what it is
dedicated to is to the elimination of (inaudible). In
other words I think that one being an American would be
very arrogant, very racist, and very unfair to say that
the Vietnamese are dedicated to violence, the Vietnamese..."

Irv Kupcinet (interrupts)

"Which Vietnamese are you talking about the
South or the North?"

Huey Newton

"No I'm talking about the Vietnamese in both
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the south and the north who are fighting to oust the
foreign intruder which happens to be the American
aggressor, the fascist."

Irv JKupc inet

"Well I don't think your facts are correct
there, are they? Do you think the south Vietnamese is
fighting to kick the Americans out of Vietnam?"

Huey Newton

"Ofcourse, the provisional revolutionary
government is located in the south not the north."

Irv Kupcinet

"Your talking about the Viet Cong."

Huey Newton

"Wait a minute I'm talking about Vietnamese
people. They call us Niggers they call them Cong you
see, I call them Vietnamese people because I've never
heard them call themselves Cong."

Irv Kupcinet

"Well the VC is not a derogatory term.''

Huey Newton

"Well, Viet Cong is derogatory to the Vietnamese
as he calls himself the Vietnamese."

Irv Kupcinet

"I never heard, I never heard it being derogatory
but thats besides the point but you must admit there are
a lot of south Vietnamese fighting on the (inaudible) of
the American."
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Huey Newton

"Have you ever heard the South Vietnamese
call himself a Viet Cong?"

Irv Kupcinet

"I can't say I have and I can't say I haven't...
I don't know. The term is used commonly."

Huey Newton

"Well then you should investigate because you
could learn something..."

Irv Kupcinet

"You may be right. I don't think its an
important point."

Huey Newton

"Anyway, anyway, I'm saying that just as the
Vietnamese are oppressed by a police action because the
President said long ago that theres no war going on in
Vietnam its the police action just as we had in Korea
some years ago. There's also a police action going on
in our community and we feel that we must defend our-
selves from that kind of aggression."

Irv Kupcinet

"You mean all the violence from the Black Panthers
is a reaction to the police action is that what you're
saying?"

Huey Newton

"Well the victim is never violent. The victim
can only use self-defense. Aggression is related to
violence. We must understand the difference between the
self defense of the victim and the violence of the aggressor,
so I charge the United States ruling circle, I charge
Mayor Daley and a his vicious police dogs who killed Fred
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Hampton and Mar! .lirk right here in Chicago. I charge
them with viole: ?. And also the Grand Jury charged them
with violence I believe, so, I can't very well say that
Fred Hampton was violent when he only suffered violence.
The black community throughout this country did not create
the situation that we not only suffer aggression and a
physical weight from the police revolver but we also suffer
violence from being deprived and matter of fact its more
daily than anything else because it makes you a living
dead man..."

Irv Kupcinet

"You charge that the Chicago police and Mary
Aspen have been connected in one form or another. Do
you have any comment to make about that?"

(Another Speaker) Number I

"Well, I think the whole tone of Huey's remarks
are kind of interesting. You know the scattered end
approach, the saying in one breath that you know we're
not for violence with the gun yet we've got to take it
up. Practically every bit of violence or every war for
that matter is justified because this is a means to end

a war of violence and that kind of circular reason isn't
effective as far as ....

Huey Newton

"American thinks so. Or else they would with-
draw their troops from all the communities in the world
if..."

Number 1 Speaker

"Well, we're not talking about the Vietnam war.
Now I happen to agree that with....".

Huey interrupts - says something inaudible.

Number 1 Speaker

"Well lets lets talk about Huey Newton and the Black
Panthers."
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All speakers talk at once in argument form.

Number 1 Speaker

"Let's keep it to the domestic situation
before we get to the a foreign situation."

Huey Newton

"Lets talk about the murder of Mark Clark
and Fred Hampton."

Number 1 Speaker

"Well perhaps we can talk about some of the
things that happened before the murder of Fred Hampton...."

All speak at once again.

Number 1 Speaker

"I think its very interesting, the blanket charge
against Mayor Daley and his police. As a matter of fact the
police officers involved in the unfortunate incidents are
being investigated right now by the Special Grand Jury
composed of both white and black lawyers in the City of
Chicago. From what I can understand they have not had
too much cooperation from the Panthers in this investigation.
I think there's no question that the people involved in
this were not Chicago police officers as such. In other
words they were Chicago police officers on loan to the
States Attorneys office and were under the direction of
the States Attorneys investigative personnel. They were
not under the command of the Chicago Police Department at
the time and even if they were they wouldn't be under the
command of Mayor Daley. So this is just an example of the
broad brush that you sweep with."

Huey Newton

"Fred Hampton is dead. That's not broad."
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Huey Newton

"Mark Clark is dead."

Number 1 Speaker

"Yeah, but the charges you made were against
Mayor Daley and his police. He's pointing out that
these were States Attorneys police and had nothing to
do withthe Chicago Police Department."

Huey Newton

"Well, I'm used to people passing the buck but
Fred Hampton's mother will not pass the buck."

Number 1 Speaker

"Well, we're not denying that but wure making a
charge that...."

All speakers and Huey Newton argue together at once.
Inaudible.

Number 1 Speaker

"You are making erroneous, irresponsible charges
that you don't have any facts to support."

Huey Newton

"I'm, I'm not only...

Number 1 Speaker

"And its that kind of arguing that loses people
who might sympathize with some of your social means and
goals... ."

Huey Newton

"Alright, I'll,I'll say this. I'm used to hearing
the justifier speak and he always passes the buck and say
its not the local, its the state.. Its not the state its
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the domestic, its not the domestic its the international
policy.. I said that with all of these words theres
something behind the violence. The Black Panther Party's
dedicated to eliminating this violence and in the process
we will defend ourselves from it. Now you don't even
know who's responsible or what agency was responsible."

Number 1 Speaker

"NO, I don't know. We're trying to...."

All speakers argue at one time.

Huey Newton

"In other words what you are saying is that
Mayor Daley was not connected at all with the States
Attorney, has no control on him and that actually
something is wrong with the structure of the government.
In fact there's something wrong with the structure of
the American government, and that is that we always
get a situation where someone wants to pass the buck.
I said that you are responsible and in some way I am
responsible and I'm not attempting to make the trans-
formation so that I will no longer be responsible. I
would not stand witness in other words to murder. If
I stand witness to murder and I do nothing then I'm
not standing witness and agreeing. I will be responsible
when we go into the community to organize survival
programs as far as health is concerned. We have here
in Chicago a very large a health clinic where we feed
children. We try to make them live and then when the
police try to end that life with the service revolver
then we take up arms and will defend ourselves. Then
the Black Panther Party is the most violent group in
the whole world.

Irv Kupcinet

"Let me interrupt for just a moment we'll come
right back to this discussion with Mr. Newton and the
others after this message."

Commercial.
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Irv Kupcinet

"Mr. Parker you wanted to get a word in."

Mr. Parker

"Yeah, well Huey I know you've been...I've
been reading some of your quotes, at least the quotes
attributed to you, for a number of years and you've
been suggesting a different kind of political and
economic system. I'm interested in just what kind
of system you're interested in replacing our political
and economic system with?"

Huey Newton

"First the Black Panther Party believes that a
transformation is necessary because we're not satisfied
with the kind of treatment and the kind of...."

All speakers argue again.

Huey Newton

"May I finish please."

Speaker

"But just what kind of a system will it be?"

Huey Newton

"Well I have to start at the point that I want
to. That is that we see there's a need for transformation.
I'm sure you agree with that."

Speaker

"Well I-I-1-"

Huey Newton

"Because you're not satisfied...."
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Speaker

"I believe that you agree that theres a need
for transformation I want to know what the transformation
is going to end up as."

Huey Newton

"No. I asked you a question. You also think
that there needs to be some improvement don't you?"

Speaker

"Wait a minute. I just asked you the question
now all you have to do is answer it. Don't answer a question
with a question to me,"

Huey Newton

"I don't know if I want to answer your question..."

Speaker

"Oh, thats a different ball game then. Your
not... your not..."

Huey Newton

Alright, would you answer my question... would
you answer my question..."

Speaker (Keeps talking at same time Huey talks)

"I just asked a simple question. I just want
to know where you are - I just want to know where you are.-.
so we could go from there..."

Huey Newton

"Are you satisfied with the situation of a people
of color in this country, black people...."
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Speaker

"Huey I'll be very happy to answer questions
you ask as long as you answer mine. I just asked you
a very simple question."

Huey Newton

"Well I won't answer your question. If you
asked the question I might answer it at first...."

Irv Kupcinet

"Let me ask you a question Huey."

Huey Newton

"And I'll ask you one and lets see how it
works out again. Go ahead."

Speaker

"I...you want to make some changes in the
economic system of the United States."

Huey Newton

"Don't you think some changes are necessary
in this country at this time?"

Speaker

"Absolutely. But I want to know what changes
you want to make."

Huey Newton

"Now, you've qualified because you've...."

Speaker

"I didn't qualify at all, I just asked you what
kind of changes you want to make."

-13-
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Huey Newton

"No, no first you've qualified at for me to
answer the question. In other words if you would not
answer a simple question then I will not answer your
question."

Speaker

"I answered your question."

Huey Newton

"You did?"

All speakers argue.

One Speaker says while Huey continues talking

"We'll we'll come back to you in a minute,
we'll come back to you in a minute."

Huey Newton

"I don't want to talk to you cause you didn't
answer my question. Now first we need change, secondly
we must go about analyzing the problem in a scientific
manner. We must not use emotionalism but we should try
to resolve contradictions which brings about either a
peaceful kind of confrontation or else one thats violent.
We would like to see a negotiated peaceful transformation
but do, not believe it will come about because of the
greed of the ruling circle. We would like a cooperative
type of government where the people and the various
communities in the country will have complete control
of all institutions and will appoint representatives
to run their co-ops. They will own these things where
there's housing, where there is a market place, and
where there is education. We cannot back track history,
you can never turn history back. This is a very highly
developed urban country the technology is fast going
into technocracy. So we have sume big national industries.
We feel that these national industries should serve the
community by pouring the resources back into these many
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dispersed ethnic communities throughout the country so
that the people can integrate into their cooperatives.
This is the plan. Its not a whole plan because after
the transformation there will be many things...."

Speaker

"How do you accomplish this Huey?"

Huey Newton

"Does that answer your question?"

Speaker

"That answers the question, yes."

Huey Newton

"Thank you."

Speaker

"To me what you're espousing is the type of
socialism that many organizations advocate. Many
candidates go on the ballot in this city and throughout
this country on that type of a program but I think...
its a form of socialism."

Another Speaker

Huey Newtc

Speaker

Speaker

"No, its more Maoism."

n

"I'll say it is."

"I wouldn't want to put words in Huey's mouth."

"All right."
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Huey Newton

"I cal it the cooperative government."

Speaker

Speaker

"Yeah, all right."

"I wouldn't want to put words in his mouth."

Huey Newton

"I appreciate that...May I ask you a simple
question...."

Speaker

"I asked you first though..."

All argue.

Irv Kupcinet

"We'll come right back to you Jay. We'll come
right back to you Jay."

Speaker

"I don't really care what (inaudible) you put
in it. I think its fine. I think in this country...
this show is probably an example of it...anybody can
espouse any type of government or social institution
they want. But to me whats even more relevant..."

Huey Newton (interrupts)

"Well I don't think that qualifies...."

Speaker

"Let let me finish.. ,a minute Huey."
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Huey Newton

"The structure for a democracy of being fair.
It shows fascism in this country is so advanced, is so
brazen, it can let the victim speak and feel secure that
nothing will happen. In Spain where fascism is somewhat
weak the government is afraid so if you utter a word
against it then they (inaudible) come down. So this
very program is a monument for the people to see that
the country is so fascist and so strong it will even
let the victim scream."

Speaker

"Well, as I started to say before...another
speaker interrupts. ."

Speaker

"The other (inaudible) is that we do encourage
dissent in this country and we give everybody a voice to
speak their mind..."

Huey Newton

"Right, you know but you do not..."

Speaker

"I'm very curious.. .Huey... I'm very curious.
All that you say is fine and whether you agree that we
have a democracy this program is a democracy in action...

Huey Newton

Speaker

Huey Newtc

"Oh yeah, who fought democracy?"

"All right whether it is or not thats irrelavent..."

n

"The people don't have a democracy ... "
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Speaker

"Thats irrelavent to the point that I'm
making right now. My point is simply this. How
are you going to accomplish this?"

Huey Newton

"We will accomplish it by things that are
sufficient, efficient, and necessary."

Speaker

"Forget that gobby gook. How are you going
to accomplish it. In action not words. What are you
going to do?"

Huey Newton

"I will not let you rest in peace and a give
you the plans so that then you will say well, I'm
satisfied he said if you'll let me stay in power because
he'll only accept compromises."

Speaker

"Maybe I want to join your organization Huey,
maybe I want to join forces with you if you tell me that
the plan is then maybe I can.."

Huey Newton

"You wouldn't be able to join because you don't
answer simple questions."

Speaker

"Don't say I won't be able to join you. You
don't know if I might be converted on this program... if
you say the right things. Who knows?"

Huey Newton

"It would be easier for a camel to go through an
eye hole of a (inaudible) than it would be for you to be
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transformed into a peoples advocate."

Speaker

"I just learned something I didn't know."

Another Speaker

Parker?"
"Where did you.draw that conclusion on Mr.

Huey Newton

"My father's a preacher."

Speaker

"Well I said I just learned something cause
I didn't know you believed in the Bible."

HUEY NEWTON

"Well, I don't have to believe anything. And
the other thing is that you don't understand the English
language."

Speaker

"You told me that you do?"

Huey Newton

"In order to quote...Did I say that I believe
that?"

Speaker

"That's why I'm asking the question."

Huey Newton

Well you should have asked it first, and not
pretended that I made a statement."
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Speaker

"Well I'll get around to asking all kinds of
questions...."

Speaker

"Huey, I still don't understand how you are
going to accomplish these things that you say you're
going to do. Are you going to do it by the ballot box?
Are you going to do it in the street? If so how are
you going to do it in the street? I think these are
the important things rather than...."

Huey Newton

"Well, actually (inaudible) is dedicate the
service to the people and its not what we would do
because we can't do anything. The people mobilize
the people on the move. They will make the trans-
formation that an organization or party can make. The
transformation thats necessary in this country.

Speaker

"Well, how are they how are the people going
to do it Huey?"

Huey Newton

"What we can do is build a kind of institution
thats necessary so they can exert power and these will
be countered to the bourgeois institutions including the
electoral kind of arena where the only people who enjoy
the democracy..."

Speaker

"Well, now you've made a very firm statment that
you're going to reconstruct organizations. What kind of
organizations are the people going to express themselves
in.
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Huey Newton

"Well, if you were socially aware you would
know that right here in Chicago we have a health clinic,
that it is very much used by the people and we also feed
children."

Speaker interrupts

"I know very well on West 16th Street."

Huey Newton

"We make loans to a welfare recepients throughout
the country and we pass out clothing. We do everything
so the people will survive..."

Speaker

"You .had a Breakfast Program which has been
successful but has reduced itself for some reason or
another."

Huey Newton

"There's always trials and tribulations with
the victim to exist. If we were satisfied then we would
have already won a.....

Speaker

"Now are these the methods you need to convert
the -people by these various things you have just cited?"

Huey Newton

"I've given you some of the means by which we'll
use to survive but this will not deliver us our salvation.
It will not bring us to the goal because in order to get
rid of the survival program we would have to first eliminate
the causes of it and in order to eliminate the cause it will
take a complete transformation of American society."
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Speaker

0

"How are you going to accomplish that trans-
formation?"

Huey Newton

"By those means that are efficient and sufficient..."

Speaker

"Well what are they? Obviously..."

Speaker

"I mean yoxtre talking in a circle now.
you don't want to answer that question."

Apparently

Huey Newton

"I've answered the question."

Speaker

"No I think he did say originally that he didn't
want to let anybody know outside of his organization or....

Huey Newton

"No, I didn't say that."

Speaker

Speaker

"Well you suggested that anyway..."

"One minute gentlemen....."

Huey Newton

"If you have a problem with semantics a ... "
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Everyone speaks at once; inaudible.

Irv Kupcinet

"One gentlemen in Chicago the Reverend the
Reverend Jesse Jackson..."

Huey Newton

"I think you have both a comprehension problem
also a word problem."

Speaker

"All right."

Irv Kupcinet

"Let me get back to the conversation. I'll
come right back. You want to ask a question Jay. I'll
bow to you sr."

Jay

"I'd simply like to know what kind of economic
system you would advocate once we reached some kind of a
transformation in this system."

Huey Newton

"Do you consider a...

Jay

"Oh, come on Huey just answer the question you
know don't ask me a question when I ask you a question."

Huey Newton

"I refuse to speak with you Comrade Brother."

Speaker

"Upon the grounds that it might in a sense
incriminate you..."
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Huey Newton

"Your questions haven't been very profound so
that I cannot deal with them and give you an intelligent
answer but I refuse to let you. ."

Speaker

"You refuse..."

Huey Newton

"Force me to do something that I don't want
to do. A matter of fact is what the Black Panther Party
teaches. No matter what we will maintain our dignity
and we will choose the course. You see, in other words,
we will not yield to the spear because men should never
yield to the spear but make the spear yeild to them...."

Irv Kupcinet

"We're just engaging in conversation there's
no spears here..."

Huey Newton

"That means that a.. .there are many here. But
you don't understand the..."

Speaker

"Do you mind some questions of a ofa somewhat
personal nature Huey? If you do I won't ask them. I
was curious about a couple of things I've read about
your..."

Huey Newton

"I might answer and I might notask the question."

Speaker

"All right. I was curious about your bond
money. I've read things...
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Both Huey and Speaker talk at once.

Irv Kupcinet (interrupts)

"One at a time please."

Speaker

"Some reports say that a perhaps this is
Panther money that was ear marked for other things
for example your Breakfast Programs. It was used
for your bond money."

Huey Newtca

"I might answer that if you answer a question
that we could consider personal. Where did the States
Attorney get the money to hire Sullivan who costs so
much. Does he use the taxpayers money? Its rumor
Sullivan is one of the most highest paid attorneys in
this state. He charges so much an hour and its rumor
that the States Attorney, in defense of himself, because
he has to ge before the Grand Jury is now hiring this
man..."

Irv Kupcinet

"Well Mary can answer that he's in that area."

Mary

"I'm not aware of the Sullivan that they've
hired. There are a lot of expensive Sullivan's in this
town who are attorneys. I'm not too familiar with them..."

Irv Kupcinet

"I don't know any so I won't get involved in
this..."

Huey Newton

"Well you you ought to investigate this attorney
because the people want to knot Sullivan. As you very
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well know I'm from out of state even though I'm concerned
with the victims everywhere..."

Marv

"No, I honestly don't know the answer to your
question Huey."

Huey Newton

"Well the question as far as my bail money was
concerned is that I could give you an answer but I won't."

Irv Kupcinet

"And lets pause here for a moment for a message.
You get an answer to this right after this message."

Commercial.

Irv Kupcinet

"Mr. Parker you represent or are a member of the
Young Americans for Freedom in Washington, D.C., and
Phi ladeIphia?"

Mr. Parker

"That's correct, I'm Director of Community Affairs."

Irv Kupcinet

"The what?"
Mr. Parker

"I'm Director of Community Affairs for the National
Organization."

Irv Kupcinet

"What has been your impression of the Black Panthers?
You certainly have come in contact with them in Washington
and Philadelphia."
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Mr. Parker

"I have not had any personal contact with them
in Philadelphia or Washington, other than through the
newspapers, radio or television, but my impression is
not a good impression of them in terms of what I've
been reading about their advocacy of changing the
political and economic structure of our country."

Irv Kupcinet

"How do you feel about the violence which has.
been attributed to the Black Panthers and has been denied
as you heard Huey deny today that they believe in this
kind of violence?"

Mr. Parker

"A perhaps you'd better refresh my memory so
we can deal with the specific piece of...

Irv Kupcinet

"Well the big argument was quoted by their
attorney in San Francisco who says something like 28
had been killed then he reduced it to 19 and then a
man named Epstein wrote a story in New York in which
he pointed out that only two really accused could be
victims of murder (inaudible) two were in Chicago right
here."

Huey Newton

"Kup may I esculate that to put this in true
perspective. It was a mistake, a tragic mistake, I
heard the Frost program where Honorable Attorney Charles
Garry attempted to go through and justify or argue the
30 murder that the police have committed against the
Panthers. I would like to esculate it so that the
argument can be more lively that I charged genocide,
number one that not 30 a black people killed but over
50 million, and this is according to a Bachelor Davidson."
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Irv Kupcinet

"Whats that got to do with Panthers we're
talkingabout the Black Panthers?"

Huey Newton

"The Black Panther Party are only the advocates
of a black community and we're not important at all.
The community is important and the reason we exist is
because of the 50 million over 50 million that a..."

Iry Kupcinet

"You want to a stick to that statement that
youl-e not important at all. Is that what you mean?"

Huey Newton

"Of course, we're willing to sacrifice ourselves
on behalf of the people. That means individually we're
not important, but our community is important."

Irv Kupcinet (interrupts)

"Your community is important, you individually
not important? I thought that was your whole point that
you as individuals are not important."

Speaker

"ltue not important as an individual. I'm
curious about this thing Huey."

Huey Newton

"Not when compared to the community. You're
interested in the whole community. You have Breakfast
programs for a community which I think are commendable.
To feed the poor and the young is commendable no matter
who does it. And you're interested in all these things...
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Huey Newton

"That's a very..."

Speaker

"And your not important so I'm..."

Huey Newton

"Comments when you attempt to feed the people..."

Speaker

"What about your $650 a month penthouse that
you'reliving in right now in California?"

Huey Newton

"What about it?"

Speaker

"Well, it seems thats thats (inaudible) important
yet you say you're not important."

Huey Newton

"I don't.. .I refuse to answer your question until
you answer mine first."

Speaker

"Wouldn't it be more important to put that money
in the community to the children who should be fed; to the
poor who should be clothed."

Huey Newton

"I would think so..I would think so but the Central
Committee of the Black Panther Party feels it necessary to
protect beings from certain murders a..."
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Speaker

"Well they feel that you and the party are more
important than the people apparently."

Huey Newton

"And that Fred Hampton and Mark Clark suffer

as far as my individual assessment of the situation. I
think its too much for my own defense.

Speaker

"Then why do you keep it?"
Huey

"I must explain our structure then. I'm
governed by a Central Committee. Our party is organized
along the lines of democratic centralism....."

Speaker interrupts and talks at same time Huey does

"Yod repassing the same buck that you were
accused of as passing the buck before...."

Huey

"I'm not passing any buck whatsoever for the
simple reason that I take part in the Central Committee
because I am a member. I'll stand by their decisions and
defend them. Now my own personal assessment of my work
I give you insofar as the strategy the Central Committee
has used I think that it is good strategy to protect
an individual........I don't think I'm important
enough for that...,"

Speaker interrupts

"Let me ask you one question.,does thea....."

ALL ARGUE TOGETHER
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Speaker

"Lets forget the $650) lets assume that you
have it.,.."

Huey
"Its really more than

like $750 I think or $800.....
:650 its its really something

Speaker

"Whatever it is.....Where does the Central Committee
which made this decision stand between you and Eldridge
Cleaver?"

Huey

"Now wait I wanted to add something, what's even
more than that,..."

Speaker (interrupts)

kfey.

Huey

"Will you get around to answering that question

"The Black Community and the Black
spent over $300,000 to save me from the gas
don't think that they should have done that

Panther Party
chamber. I
but . .. ..

Speaker

"How did they save so much money
overturned that conviction of guilty?"

when the court

Huey
"I spent three years in the penitentiary as a,they

overturned and after that...."

C
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Speaker (Iry)

"They couldn't have spent thOnt Iind of money...
its impossible to spend that kind of money....

.Euey

"There was an intercommune you would say international
campaign to a bring the people of the world's attention upon
the murder that was about to take place in (inaudible)
county. So it took much energy manpower but even more than
that ....

Speaker

"I thought the California reviewing court reversed
the decision......"

Another Speaker

"Yeah the court reversed it...."

Huey

"Pardon me?"

Speaker

"I thought the court reversed it....?

Huey

attorneys

Speaker

Huey

"In other words you didn't know that I had
to fight the case,.,."

"Yeah, but you said Fo300,000 thats preposterous....."

"I guess, its very expensive in such cases...,."

M



Kupe met

"Let's forget that for a moment Huey. Let me
go back to the Central Committee you said makes this
important decision,"

"Let's talk about a greater (inaudible) than
$750 lets talk about $300,000."

Kupcinet

"Alright let's before we get there I'll come
back to you in a moment. But you said the Central
Committee made a decision that you should live there
regardless of what the people...."

Huey
"Right, right...and I support that decision."

Kupcinet

"Where does that Central Committee which makes
those decisions stand now in the battle between you and
Eldridge Cleaver? Where is the Central Committee?"

Huey

"Oh they've decided that Eldridge Cleaver
accepted the party."

Kupcinet

"Oh, he's out now?'

Huey

"The Central Committee decided that he...."

Kupcinet

"And you participated in that decision?"

Huey

"Of course."
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Kupcinet

"Did he
way whatsoever?"

Huey

"uYes."e

Kupcinet-

participate in that decision in any

"He did?"

Huey

"Yes".

Kupcinet

"And he is now out of the Black Panther Organization?"

Euey

"Yes he is,"

Kupeinet

"Well that's a recent development then is it not?"

Huey

"Well, if you a watch our news organ you would
see that its a little old, a couple of weeks..."

Kupcinet

"Well he said that he is organizing a group in
New York to oppose your group in California the last I
heard."

BHuey

"Well you have to ask Eldridge Cleaver about that."

XKupc inc t

"But there was a ki3ling just a short time ago in
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New York."

Huey

"Was there?"

Kupc i net

"Which a Mr. Webb which figured in this division
between you and Eldridge apparently."

Huey

"Who killed him?"

Irv

"I'm not gonna say who killed him I just said
there was a killing which ym'xe aware of I'm sure. "

Huey

"I heard about it a through the paper...."

Kupcinet

"So that there is a still is friction I presume
between you....."

Huey

"Between who. Between you and Eldridge?"

Kupeinet

"Between you and Eldridge."

Huey-

"How's that. What is the relationship between
a man being killed in New York and a dialectical argument
between Eldridge and I."
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Kupcinet

"Because the Party, apparently the Black
Panther Party, is split very divisively with Eldridge
Cleaver having a New York segment and you have either
the rest of the country or the west segment and this
other killing resulted according to the newspapers as
a result of this division between the two of you."

"7ell as I said I believe very little what I
read in the newspaper and I would suggest that you do
the same because usually its not very accurate."

ALL ARGUE TOGETHER AGAIN

Speaker

"Now you know why I'm asking you questions while
your sitting right here Huey."

nluey

"As far as my concerned, the Black Panther Party
is not engaged in any warfare on any factional basis and
we don't view the parties being split."

Kupcinet

"You don't."

Huey

"No."

Kuncinet

"And Cleaver is just out, thats that, the works.
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Huey-

"That was the decision."

Kupcinet

"That's one thing you said that was definite now
We got that much clear rightt' Therets no question about
Eldridge Cleaver?"

Huey

"Wll I said...I said that at first he defected."

Speaker

"Are there any blacks Yuey other than those in
the Black Panthers whom you respect in terms of their
commitment. I know you've characterized Jesse Jackson
as peculiar and I think you said some unkind things about
Stokely Carmichael, correct ne if I'm wrong. Are there
any other blacks outside of the Panther movement whose
motives aren't suspect or that you feel are doing good
for their people?"

Huey

"Well I respect thirty million black people
and thats all...."

Speaker

"I'm talking about....I'n talking about....leadership...

Hucy

"So most of them are outside of the Black
Panther Party as far as leaderhip. Therds no leadership
at this time because what the American fascist will do with
a leader is to eliminate him and put him into prison.

Kupcinet

"Did you have any respect for a gentlemen like
Whitney Young for instance, the lanto Whitney Young as a 16ader.
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Did you regard him as a leader?"

Huey

"In other words I'm saying that I respect black
people generally and in the whole struggle for freedom
we've used many approaches and we've had many
contradictions and arguments with each other as far as a..."

Kupcinet

"That's understandable...."

Huey

"As far as attempting to arrive at a tactic that
will give us our freedom I'm concerned that it's a
worthless argument to talk about a contradiction with
someone as far as the people I respect. I respect all
of them.

Kupcinet

"Now Jesse Jackson, as he mentioned a few
weeks ago, has called for a Third Party Huey to achieve

some of the same objectives I'm sure you want to achieve.
Could you support him in this effort? Do you see a third
political party as a means in which you could operate?"

Huey_

"Well first I would have to find out if the
people would support that move because we are servants
of the people and we would have to find out would they
grasp this or have they been totally disillusioned."

Kupcinet

"Of course you have a committee which makes
major decisions. By your own say so a few moments ago
won't the Central Committee consider..., will they consider
supporting Jesse Jackson?"
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Kupcinet

"Jay Parker,"

Parker

"It appears Irv that Mr. Newton is talking in
terms of a (inaudible) when he refers to the blacks and also
the poor whites, now by definition he refers to poor whites,
it seems as though we're talking about class. Now I wonder
if he's talking in terms of all blacks also in other
words individuals who are referred to as burgeois blacks,
those who a perhaps may be a half million dollars or something
of that sort. I know it's a typical question simply
because if we're talking in terms of a classless society
ultimately we're talking in terms of equalitarianism. I
think its visionary utopian and I simply don't see any
grass roots grounds swollen on the basis of anything like
this.

Kupc ine t

"You say the blacks in other words..."

Parker and Irv Argue (inaudible)

Huey

"'-What I would say, first I would like to
say that I would like to rally or encourage the black
community to focus upon the trial of our chairman Bobby
Seale and Ericka Huggins in Now Haven, Connecticut, who
are now standing trill for their lives and to come to their
aid and do everything possible...."
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Speaker

"Like what. .. 7"

"In order to get them out of that oppressive
situation, now secondly I would like to say as far
as the party is concerned we are now emphasizing the
need to create a comprehensive collection of institutions
which again means community and we are doing this by
erecting a program based upon survival. We see that the
change is a need to come about. We know that there are
a few people in this country, some experts say its
about 76 companies, others say its about 20 according
to the report on civil disorders of President
Johnson. It was written a few years ago and it was
stated then that approximately 76 corporations controlled
the economy of the United States and no one could really
compete with those corporations. They are monopolies
and a they not only control the economy here but of the
world. So we say that there needs to be some redistribution
of wealth and power in this country and subsequently the
world as far as a candidate is concerned. If the
candidate is tied to supporting or dealing with these
76 companies without any transformation we say its lost
already."

Kupcinet

"You're against the concentration of power aren't
you?"

Huey

"Yes. I wouJd like to have....."

Kupcinet

"Are you against the concentration of power
by Mao in China who controls it all in his own hands?"
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f:ucy

"Well that's your analvsis and I doubt if
you're a scientist."

Kupcinet

"Well I think it's -retty well said that ..... don't
you agree that he does?"

Huey

"No I don't agree."

Kupcinet

"You don't think h'e's a former dictator?"

"Was Chian- Kai Che!- (PU), a dictator?"

"Damn right he was."

Did America support Chiang Kai Click?"

Kuncinet

"HeT did at one time, yes."

-43-
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Huey

"Do they support him now in Formosa?"

Kupcinet

"Only to our own advantage temporarily."

"Thats what you always do because your an opportunist."

Kupcinet
hatss the answer though..."

Huey

"You You You will support....."

ALL ARGUE

Kupcinet

"Do you want the concentration of' power like
Mao has?"

Huey

"Do you know what this man just said? lie said
that he will support any one i its to this country's
advantage and what he rcally...."

Ku)cinet
"Dic I say. that?"

Hucy

"You said that you would..,,"

Ku pc ine t

"I said that the country is doing that, I didn't
say 't was doin,; that..."
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Huey

"You support the country don't youi?"

Kupeinet

"I don't support that policy.... we have the right
to differ you,. see we ,,avc dis-srt in this country, rou 1avc
a right to orpress it a you have....."

RUey

"In other words maybe im-proving..,,

ALL ARGUI

Kupcinet

"But you are against the concentration in this
power of the cou try but 3ou'rent against the concentration
of power in Red China. Why?"

Huey

"No. No I disagree that its concentrated number
one..."

Kupcinet

"Well that ridiculous if you don't agree its
concentrated thats against all the known....."

Huey

say it's

Kupcinet

Huey

"Now secondly....it's ridiculous that you would
ridiculous,

"Its against all known history."

"No, it's not known to a..,."
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Kupcinet

"You just want to change history to appease your
own ends".

JLuey

"Okay. I could tell you some people that will
disagree. Would you like to ,ear?"

Speaker

"Is there a concentration of power in the Soviet
Union?"

Hluey

"Pardon me?"

Speaker

"Is there a concentration of power in the
Soviet Union?"

Huey

"There might be".

Speaker

"What do you mean there might be? Yes or No?"

Kupcinet

"Why d&n't you want to admit these concentrations
of power by the dictator?"

luey

"The first thing is this... that first will
you agree that there is a concentration of power in this
country right?"
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Kupcinet

"I have to agree that they are getting more today sure"

Huney

"According to Fclix Graham they get more so
at some point there vwas some breakdown in the concentration
of power. Maybe not as miuch as you would like but you have
to agree the suffering was redistributed isn't that right."

Kupcinet

"Well maybe you got to agree that the concentration
of power isn't always bad".

Huey

"No wait just one minute now..."

Speaker and Huey and Irv Argue (Inaudible)

Huey

"First you said that many many people, according
to Felix Graham in Shanghai, before the revolution bodies
were found every day from starvation. After Chiang Kai Shek
was defeated there has been no starvation."

Kupcinet

"That's not the point your getting away from
the point.,.my point... my point was that you disagree or
that you don't want concentration of power here-but your
willing to accept it elsewhere because it's yom'repolitical
process...."
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Huey Saying At Same Time Irv is Talking

"No, the point the point is...you asked me...
oh you speaking absolutely...your speaking absolutely
when I talk about process. I 'm saying that what is happening
there the people are gaining more power and to take
note of what was before and now will show you that their
position has improved. So in the process of revolution
the process never stops as it stops then it becomes
reactionary so the process of getting the people more and
more freedom more and more power and more and more of the
good life and the good life is....."

Kupcinet

"Well why don't you take recognition of the
revolution going on in this country with the changes going
on (inaudible) in this country?"

Huey

"No revolution can go in this country when it's
the seat of reaction by a placing their troops their
fleets at the shores of every country that opposes their
reactionary way of government....."

Kupcinet

"That's a broad statement kluoy that you know
isn't true.....'"

Huey

"In other words what is the relationship between
why the United States would go into Vietnam, stay so
long and killso many people in the name of peace. Why
would they go into the Dominican Republic. A few years
ago, why would they support the Greek regime that's fascist
and everyone knows it. But they would do it simply to

maintain power and to not let the process of revolution go on.
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So I'm saying that there's no absolute, no, there's
no place in the world today where power has been
disbursed to the point where there's absolutely
no concentration. But whcn this happens they will reach
a Utopia. I don't believe in Utopias so any country
that we can imagine you will find some degree of concentration
of power...but what we have..."

Kupcinet

"Let a Marvin get in a word wil you Huoy your ... "

Huey

"But what we have to do is this. We would
have to gauge and see if there's imprownent and if there
is improvement then is the process going on because
once it stops then that government is reactionary."

All Argue (Inaudible)

Kupcinet

"Let Marvin get in a word."

Marvin

"I'm interested in of course what Huey has to
say about China and Russia and Vietnam and all these
things just as I'm interested in any one's views on it
but I think he's avoided geting explicit. A...."

Huey

"He's (inaudible) refused to answer any questions."

Marvin

"Well let me finish Jayfor a minute. I think
that you know there are a lot of things that the people
who are listening to this program would like to know
about the Black Panthers. You refuse to be explicit you've
given us a lot of verbias when I've tried to pin you down
you said something before..."

Huey__

"Like what like how like who paid bail...."
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Marv

"Let me try again. Let me try again Huey.....
here's something their interested in Huey. You mentioned
that the people listening should support Bobby Scale in
his trial....Alright...."

Huey

"And also consider Fred Hampton and Mark Clark."

Mary

"Alright, be specific. What should the people do
to support Bobby Seale. Vhat are you.asking the people
to do?"

Huey

"A well in the first thing I don't I don't....."

Mary

"Because they might be confused as to what you're
saying. They might know you really don't know what
you want them to do."

Huey

"Alright, alright, I'll tell you. To see that
justice is to be done and take note that 15 hundred jurors
went through that courtroom and none of them qualified.
In other words, to get 12 jurors it took 15 hundredask
yourself the question why the American way is not for
people to come into the court tine after time and say
in that city....."I'm so racist...."

Speaker

"Well what do you want the mian on the street to do
then?"
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Rhey

"I'm so racist and so I cannot give any black
a fair trial. Now what I'm saying the man on the
street should first understand that the judicial system
does not work for him t!at he should use whatever means
that's efficient..,,"

Sneaker

"What means? For namlc .... "

Huey

"Necessary and sufficient....to make the
transformation."

Speaker

"Give us an exzample...."

Kupcinet

"You're stuck on thosevwords efficient and sufficient..."

Spoaiker

"Give us an exNample of some of those means..."

Iluey

"It keeps us ilcxible. We don't telegraph (inaudible)."

Speaker

"Alright without (inaudible) give us an example
of a method or a means of sufficient, efficient what's the
other one? What's the liturgy? A efficient, sufficient
and necessary..."

Huey

"And that depends very much upon the oppressor's action."

- 51 -
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Speaker

ttAlright, well give me a..we know what the
oppressor's action is according to you. AI.1ogedly oppressor's
action is trying Dobby Seal. Alright now what....."

Iluey

"No, no no....the tmurder f Mark Clark and
Fred Hampton that's the action."

Speaker

"I'm asking you about Bobby Seale. What can the
person on the street do....

Huey

"The killing of 50 million blacks,.."

Speaker

"What can the person on the street do to support
Bobby Seale? You've asked the people on the street to
support Bobby Seale.

Huey

"The support of the Greek Regime. That's the
thing that the country is guilty of and those are the
things I want to ... "

Kupcinet

"We've asked you a specific question about Bobby.
Huey, you can answer that can't you?"

Hucy

"What did he say. .what did he say. we we vere trying
to harmonize I think..."
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Speaker

"No what I was saying...no what I was saying Huey
is that you asked the people to support Bobby Scale by
sufficient, efficient and necessary means. Well the average
person listening to this prograra might not be sophiscated
enough to come up with an example of a sufficient, efficient,
and necessary means. What are some examples, give us seven
or eight of them without telling us which one you're
interested in..."

Huey

"Alright, alright..."

Speaker

"What are some means?"

Huey

"That's for the people to know and for you
to find out."

MANY PEOPLE LAUGH

Speaker

"Well I played that game when I was five years old..."

Huey

"And you're only three now,"

Kupcinet

"Is that the best answer you can give him though
seriously without...."

Huey

"That's the only answer I will give...ask the
people what they would do. They'll show you through action."
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Kuncinet

"What action what k1ind..vihat kin, of action..."

Speaker

"What can we participate in."

Huey

"TConsider the People, ask, them."

Speaker

"We.1ll pjuke part of the people, I'm asking you,"

?'No, but the people collectively will decide and
they'll tell me what to do."

Speaker

"But the people individually make up their minds...."

Speaker

"Did the people tell you to appear on this program
today?"

Hue y

"Yes. I have a mandnte from the people. Got on
your phone and call them rapidly,"

Kupeinet

"Did you vant to say something, Jay?"

Jay

"Yeah. You know I gt concerned about this this
Newton talking." ,

- 5d. -
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Speaker

"fYouIre concerned, I'm confused."

Speaker

"Well being confused--well not confused but I'm
just almost frustrated frankly...."

Huey

"You shouldn't be frustrated.. (inaudible)"

Spea ker

"Well just relax a second fluey.,,.just relax for
a second Iuey..just relax a second. I'd just like to know

where 2 persons headed thats all, There's no reason why
anybody in this country...."

ALL ARGUE Three speakers talk at once (inaudible)

Kupcinet

"Hold it just a minute will you gentlemen oh
Huey hold it a minute hold it Huey this doesn't make sense.
One person at a time. Jay you had the floor...."

Jay

"You know I appeared on the program here in Chicago
with some fellows from the American Nazi Party one time.
They gave me the same rhetoric. They said once we transform
society we perhaps, after I pinned them down, for saying
that they may have to have a concentration of power
for a period of time until they could straighten the system
out. You know...I'm... it appears as though your saying
the same thing if your not say so."

Huey

"I 'm not."
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Jay

"Alright, I just want to know whats in store for
me. That's all you know, in other words you think I'm
gonna sit here and listen to this rhetoric and listen
to emptiness. I don't see how you could recruit anybody
like that...."

MLC y

you * . .

"Well the first thing I'm not here to recruit

Jay

"Well not me. But you have an audience out here you
have an audience out here your talking to its television
Huey. . .

Huey saying at same time Jay is speaking

"The people appreciate what I'm saying. If the
people don't appreciate it then they will discipline me
not you."

Speaker

"I'm not disciplining you."

Huey and Speaker Argue

Speaker

"How would they discipline you?"

Huey

"Pardon me?'"

Speaker-

"How would they discipline you if they disagree with
what Ywth saying?"

* r
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Huey

"They would criticize mc."

Speaker

"I don't consider you beyond redemption Huey but
I'm not going to sit here and discipline y!ou or criticize
you in the sense that 3ets try and miake you say something
that you don't want to say, I mean you 're a free man and..."

Huey

"No. I'm not free. But you have illusion of freedom
and that's just the Point..." .

Speaker

"Well, you're free in the context of this program
to say what you want just Jic the :four of us, you know."

"Well actualy...."

Speaker

"No, he's not free cause he speaks on the consensus
of his people apparently."

Speaker

"Oh, I see".

Speaker

"I mean."

Huey

"And you're not free because you have to obey
the reactionary laws of this country."

Speaker

"Are you really saying that you're saying or do you
have a tape recording. Are you rcn]1y saying what you're say
or are you ping a tape recorder button?"

..1L
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Huey

Speaker

"I don't understand your language, "

"Well obviously not. I cquestioned your comprebension
a little earlier."

Huey

"Alright. You know what? The
your problem is this, number 1 that your
to support a thing (inaudible)."

Speaker

"You better watch it or you'll
practicing medicine without a Jicense."

thing is that
program is

be guilty of

Huey

"Yeah, alright."

Speaker

"Okay."

Huey

"I'm a witch doctor and also say that you have
been civilized by white Christianity wstern....therefore,
the only thing that we could do with you is to deliver
you to the people so that they will taIn rid you..,.
(inaudible) cause of the problem."

Speaker

"Number one, you don't know if I adhere to
Christianity or not do you?"

- 5S -
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Speaker

"How ouLld the peon rid themselves of people
like Mr. Parker? I mean what do you suggest they do.
I mean you use the word that pe~opc are going to rid you...."

Huey

"You know you're a very nosy man. You always
want to know the opinions of thc people."

Speaker

"I think that's human nature beiievc it or not."

Kupcinet

"Huey, let mje ask you a quiche question. Now
theres been some talk about the possibility of forming
a Black Nation within the colony where blacks would
have their own nation within the United States. Do
the Black Panthers visualize such a thing?"

Huey

"The first thing is that Nation has been negated
through the reality or by the reality of the empire.
In other words nations could not exist along side a
modern empire because the very definition of the empire,
the modern one, is that it controls all other countries
either in a direct or indirect way so the countries of the
world have now been transformed in oppressed communities.
That's why we see a oneness with all of the people
in. the world because 7G companies not only control all
of the communities here, they also control all of those
first communities that use to be called nations. Their
economy, their culture, and corporal institution so controlled
until the United States is the decider. So first I would
like to say this. That's not realistic to talk about
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nationhood at this tim;ie. All we can talk about is srKl.f-
determination for tie community. The dispursed commtn;nities
of the world . WIethcr they he b" ac k, Chinese xican,
or a poor white or Vietnamese, we want the people to
have the power, anC to be frec to decide what means and
what tactics they vill usc. The only definition I could
give would be somewhat arrogant, If I would outline it
for them I'm sure it would mean they would do what is
efficient and necessary in order to cause the kind of
(inaudible) they want. As far as this man's concerned
that a.,,."

Kupcinet

" Which man?"

Huey

"We ll this ian..."

Kupcinet

Huey

man,. ."

Speaker

"Mr. Marvin A-pen and Mr. Jay ParkCr."

"And as far as this man is concerned and this

"Do you member y:v name Pay?"

luey

S'ne a ker

"I don't take theim seriously."

"Do you remember ny name May?"

Huey

"Bccause a....pardon me?"
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Speaker

"Do you rcmemcr iay name?"

Huey

"To me your name it....."

ALL ARGUE

Speaker.

"Irv introduced me. You know I rembcr your name
you know I give you credit for having that much intelligence
can you remember me?"

Huey

"Well I thank you Ior letting me make an
impression upon you but I'll tell you, you are a blank.
So you cah't requike....."

Speaker

"You didn't impress me at all. As a matter
of fact, I think I had a ,ttle higher regard for you
before I met you...and had a conversation with you...."

Huey

"Okay....I appreciate that because any time that
you respect me then I will fee very bad."

Kupcinet

"I'm sorry we have to end now on such a sour
note but our time has run out we must say goodbye to Iuey
Newton the Minister of Defense for the Black Panther Party.
The nan who believes in efficient, sufficient and all
necessary means and this is Marvin Aspen, the Legal
Advisor for the Cook County Sheriff and co-author of a
book called, "Criminal Law for the Layman" and this is
Mr. J. A. Parker, the leading spokesman for the Young
American for Freedom. c will pause here for a message
and we shall be back with other gue s t in afw o s.
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Hue y

"Alright, thank~ you.
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5t27PM NITEL 5 10/71 JAK

TO DIREC OR (105-165429)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 1

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA, RM-BPP; TREA ON (KBE).

NEWTON APPEARED IN ALAMEDA COBN Y SUPERIOR COURT, DEPT.,

FIVE OAXLANQ, CALIF., BEFORE JUDGE HAR D HOVE ON MORNING

MAY TEN INSTANT, AT WHICH TIME JUDGE HOVE SET DATE FOR RETRIAL

AS MAY TWERtISIX NEXT. JUDGE HOVE STATED AT NOTHING IS GOING

TO INTERFER WITH NEWTON'S CASE TR'LAS SON AS THE

BOBBY SEALE CASE IS COMPLETED IN NEW HAVEN, C NN.

ALLR..Fg Bo *CONTAINED
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Mr.BrennalMAY 1019 1 Mr. Callahi
Mr. Casper
Mr. Conral
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Mr. Felt.
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Mr. Rosen-
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8z06PM TEL 5/10/71 JAK DAMiss Gand

ITO DIRE OR (105-165429)

FROM SAN FRAN ISCO (157-1203) IP,

K1BEY PERC EWTON, AKA, RM-BPP; TREASON (KBE).

NEWTON APPEARED IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR 0CURT, DEP .9

FIVE, OAKLAND, CALIF., BEFRE JUDGE HAROLD HOVE ON MORNING

4AY TEN INSTANT, AT WRICK TIME JUDGE HOVE SET DATE FOR RETRIAL

AS MAY TWENTYSIX NEXT. JUDGE HOVE STATED THAT NOTHING IS GOING

TO INTERFER WITH NEWTON'S CASE COMING TO TRIAL AS SOON AS THE

BOBBY SEALE CASE IS COMPLETED IN NEW HAVEN, CONN, IN AS MUCH

AS SEALE'S ATTORNEY, CHARLES R, GARRY IS ALSO NEWTON'S ATTORNEY.

SEND.*** ~ 7X29-Id
KPT FBI WASH 3 REC39/v 4
CLR ef 
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Mr. Tolson _
FEDERAL BUREAU C W Mr. Sullivan.
COMMUNICATiONS SECT ON Mr. Mohr.
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Mr. Casper-....NR 003 SF CODED Mr. Cadr
Mr. Conrad
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HEREIN IS UNLASSlIED Min Gand

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) DAMiasnd-- BY
b 6
b7C

HUEY P. NEWTON RM DASH BPP (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

00: SAN FRANCISCO.

SOURCE REPORTED NEWTON RETURNED TO HIS APARTMENT IN5

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA FROM SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA EARLY

AFTERNOON OF MAY FIFTEEN, INSTANT. SECOND SOURCE REPORTED

THIS DATE 9E6TON MAY GO TO NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUTT EARLY

MORNING MAY SEVENTEEN, N 4T TO ATTEND FINAL SESSION OF

BOBBY SEALE TRIAL AS NEWTON ANTICIPATES VERDICT IN THAT

CASE WILL PROBABABLY BE REACHED MAY EIGHTEEN, NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE DATED MA FOURTEEN, LAST.

FIRST SOURCE IS SECOND

SOURCE IS

NEWTON'S ACTIVITIES WILL BE FOLLOWED AND APPROPRIATE

OFFICES ADVISED OF HIS TRAVEL.

ENDe MAY 19 1971

KPT-FBI WASH
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No; 0 A T I ON")S SW i0

NR 004 SF CODE C A.
59, P NITEL 5/5/71 MCC L

DIRECTOR ATTN D I D

LOS ANGELES

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (151-0-367O) (157-1203) 1P
b7C

'BLACK STUDENT UNION (9SU) -UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, TRVYTNE,

CALTl-0- %Lk-o RtI H UEY PERC!?-EWTON, AXAt RM - BPP (XBE)

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED MAY THREE LAST , THAT ARRANGEMENTS

HAD BEEN FINALIZED FOR AN APPEARANCE BY CUEY NEWTON, BPP SUPREME

COMMANDER , AT UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,9 IRVINE,9 FOR MAY ELEVEN

NEXT.
Eju

Ngg \8 UCLASS R

NERMTN IS TO SPEAK IN CONNECTION WITH BLACK CULTURAL WEEK

ACTIVITIES BEING HELD AT THIS SCHOOL DURING THE PERIOD MAY NINE

THROUGH SIXTEEN NEXT. NEWTON IS TO RECEIVE A FIFTEEN KBNDRED

DOLLAR FEE FOR THIS APPEARANCE. B

ADMINISTRATIVE 
l

SOURCE IS 7

RESFAIRTEL APRIL FOURTEEN LAST.

LOS ANGELES ARRANGE COVERAGE OF NEWTONSOS SPEECH.

SAN FRANCISCO WILL ADVISE TRAVEL DATA WHE E NDR

ADMINISTRATIVE

END A NOT ERlP o V
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 19S2 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GWRNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

Francisco

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, MIAMI (157-3874) (RUC)

HUEY PERCY ?EWTON, aka
RM - BPP
TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)
(00: SAN FRANCISCO)

DATE: 5/17/71

Re Cleveland airtel and LM 4/16/71; San
tel to Bureau 3/30/71.

identified
[black--students at the niity of Miami

Coral Gables, Florida. This source also reported that
the black studAe fgT l the University of Miami sponsored a
black culturAl week on that campus from April 25 to May 1,
1971. Black students in an effort to attract speakers to
the campus during that period were making contact with
various "black leaders" throughout the United States. He
said they were successfull in arranging for the appearance
of CHARLES RST Jr., President of Malcolm X University,
Chao, Illinois, onthe evening of 4/27/71.

and advised that
HUEY NEWTON has not appeared on the campus of the University
of Miami and both advised that they did not know of any
plans for NEWTON or any other black extremist to visit that
campus or the Miami, Florida, area.,.

Bureau (RM)
San Francisco
Miami
(1 - 157-3174

JCM:ajv
(6)

(157-1203) (RM)

) b2
b7D

AdRA N CONTAIN(Q
HEREIN OSSIFIED \

y4

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

4

b2
b6
b7 C
b7D

b2
b7D
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
COMMUNICATIONS SECTIOiV

MAY 141971 /
TELETYPE

NR 002 SF CODE

3:40 PM URGENT 5-14-71 DEP

TO DIRECTOR (105-165706) ATTN. D I

LOS ANGELES

' NFORMFROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) n

HUEY PERCY NEWTON , AKA., RM - BPP (KBE).

D

1-

/

>1

6)

ON MORNING OF MAY FOURTEEN INSTANT, BPP SUPREME COMMANDE

HUEY P. NEWTON /AVELED FROM OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, TO RESIDENCE

OF

CALIFORNIA, BY AUTOMOBILE. NEWTON ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN SEALE,

OAKLAND BPP MEMBER WHO IS NEWTON'S CHAUFFEUR AND BODYGUARD.

ANNOUNCEMENT AT UCSC THAT AT ELEVEN A.M..
MAY FOURTEEN INSTANT, NEWTON WILL MAKE TELEVISION TAPE USING

END PAGE ONE

REC- 69 10
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PAGE TWO

FACILITIES OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT IN THE

COMMUNICATIONS BUILDING AT THE UNIVERSITY.

INFORMATION HAS ALSO BEEN RECEIVED BY THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE

IN SANTA CRUZ THAT NEWTON WILL SPEAK TO BLACK STUDENTS

ATTENDING THE UCSC

b6

A SOURCE REPORTED MAY THIRTEEN LAST, THAT Fb
b7

ADMINISTRATIVE:

SOURCE IS
b2

LOS ANGELES CONTACT APPROPRIATE SOURCES FOR ANY INFORMATION bl
b7C

CONCERNING TRAVEL OF TO SANTA CRUZ.

ACTIVITIES OF NEWTON AT SANTA CRUZ WILL BE FOLLOWED

END

DEB W DC FBI
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FEDERAL BUjrAU OF , i
COMMUNICATC1 S SECTiON

,(I 1971

NR017 NY CODE TELETYPE

121PM UR NT 5-15-71 RVD

TO DI CTOR

ATT DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

SAN FRANCISCO ALL1NFORMAT ON

HEREIN is ui!r-)FROM NEW YORK 157-2702 (P)
D ATE 1A

HUEY P.AWTON, RACIAL

49

MATTERS-BPP; KPE

HUEY P. NEWTON APPEARED ON THE DAVID FROST TV SHOW '

DURINGG THE EVENING OF MAY FOURTEEN, SEVENTY ONE. NEWTON'S

APPEARANCE LASTED FOURTY FIVE MINUTES DURING WHICH TIME, HE

DISCLOSED HIS PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY. HE NOTED THAT ALL EVENTS

OCCUR IN A HISTORICAL CONTEXT SO THAT THE AIMS AND METHODS OF

ACCOMPLISHING GOALS MUi) BE COMPATIBLE WITH THE PREVAILING

SITUATION AND INSTITUTIONS IN SOCIETY.

NEWTON DECLARED HE WAS A DISCIPLE OF NON-VIOLENCE AND THAT HE

AND THE BPP WAS FOR WORLD DISARMAMENT. THE BPP DOES NOT PLOT

PER SE AGAINST THE ESTABLISHMET, BUT SUCH PLOTTING IF IT OCCURS,

ARISES OUT OF THE EXPERIENCE OF THE BLACK COMMUNITY

END PAGE ONE
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HE NOTED THAT THE UNITED STATES IS THE WORST OFFENDER AGAINST

WORLD PEACE.

NEWTON OBSERVED THAT HE RARELY USE THE TERM PIG AND INDICATED

I40 4 THAT IT WAS MERELY A RHETORICAL PHRASE UTILIZED BY

THE PARTY TO HEIGHTEN THE AWARENESS OF THE BLACK COMMUNITY. HE

ALSO OBSERVED THAT HE WOULD NOT EXCLUDE THE POSSIBILITY THAT THE

POLICE %RE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE RECENT MURDER OF SAM NAPIER

IN NEW YORK.

NEWTON ALSO REVEALED THAT HE IS NO LONGER SUPREME COMMANDER

OF THE BPP, BUT IS NOW KNOWN AS THE DEFENSE MINISTER AND

SERVANT TD0THE PEOPLE.

ADMIN I STRATIVE

NEW YORK TAPED NEWTON'S APPEARANCE.

LHM TO FOLLOW.

END
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Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

F BI

Date. 5/35/7

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

------------------------------------------------------------ ---------

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

FROM SAC, SPRINIELD (157-24 CONTAINSPINFIL V i ". aU"14

HUEY PERCY NEWTON
Aka -P (B
RM - BPP (KBE)

OO:San Francisco

Re: Springfield airtel, 5/21/71, captioned "SECOND ANNUAL
NATIONAL SURVIVAL DAY, 6/19/71, Cairo, Illinois, RM11"
SI File 157-2820

In view of Bureau instructions regarding Key Black Extremia
Program, and information contained in reairtel indicating
HUEY P. NEWTON may travel to Cairo for the 6/19/71 activity, (
San Francisco should immediately alert sources and informants
acquainted with activities of NEWTON. Furnish Springfield
specific information regarding travel at the earliest possible
date so that arrangements may be made to cover NEWTONs activities
in compliance with KBE Program.

Springfield, at Cairo, Illinois, is maintaining contact
with sources in a position to furnish additional information
concerning the 6/19/71 event, and Bureau and interested offices
will be advised.

SBureau (105-165429) (RM)
2:San Francisco (157-1203)(RM)0-
3:Springfield (157-2431)

(1: 157-2820)
DTS: vr
(7)
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FBI

Date: 111/7

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL All NA

(Priority)

DIRECTOR1 FBI (105-165429)
r

FROM: AN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

ALL INF
HUR PERC ) Z J N Al.NF
RN - BPP (KB!) EM

I MAC O"M
I2S 6N

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight (8) copies of an
LHN setting forth remarks made by NEWTON on 5/19/71.

The enclosed LRKN.u classified iC-Gal to
conceal identities of the sources, disclosure of which could
reflect adversely on the national defense.

First source is SF b2
b7D

Second source is SFm

The Bureau will note that remarks by NEWTON continue
to reflect the direction of the BPP has recently taken in order
to gain the support of the black people in te camunities.

Bureau (Encls.8)(ik
San Francisco
1 - 157-1203
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b2
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gent in Charge
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UNI STATES DEPARTMENT OF OSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

InReply,PleaseReferto San Francisco, California
File No.

May 21, 1971

C 0 N F TIAL

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

On May 18, 1971, a source made available a program
for The Third Annual Martin Luther King, Jr., Lectures, May
18, 19 and 20, 1971, presented by The Center For Urban-Black
Theological Studies, Berkeley, California.

According to the program the Martin Luther King,
Jr., Lectures commemorate the significance of the life,
teaching, and death of Dr. King for our national community.
The Center offers tribute to him and to those who have spent
their lives in the struggle to create a new humanity. The
Lectures offer the theological community the opportunity to
hear and experience the genius and depth of the spiritual and
religious life of the Black community. The Lectures also
bring together west coast Black clergy to share and analyze
their respective work.

The program also sets forth information that the
lectures are being held in conjunction with The Black Odyssey
Festival. The Second Annual Black Odyssey Festival celebrates
a wide spectrum of the Black community's cultural life. The
Festival involves the resources of community as it celebrates
the life of a people in coordination with the Berkeley School
District, the Berkeley Public Library, and local churches.

The program shows that on Wednesday, May 19, 1971,
at 11:00 AM, Huey P. Newton, minister of Defense of the Black
Panther Party (BPP), Oakland California, will speak on

C 0 N F TIA L

ul1

7Excludy from automatic

downgr ding and declassification

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

"New Directions for the Black Panther Party, A Survival
Program"

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, in
December, 1966. It advocates the use of
guns and guerrilla tactics to bring about
the overthrow of the United States
Government.

A second source advised that Newton spoke at the
above mentioned series as scheduled. According to this
source, Newton stated in part as follows:

There has been a change in the thinking of the BPP.
BPP members are going to begin attending church and get
involved in the church. The BPP wants and needs the support
of the black community.

The BPP was formed to oppose evils in the society.
The BPP thought itself as the vanguard of a people who wanted
things changed. However, the BPP found it was not the van-
guard for anything and because of its actions the BPP lost the
favor of the black community and left the people behind.

The BPP thought it could change things without the
people themselves changing them but it was wrong. He said he
was not calling the things done by the BPP mistakes but pre-
ferred to refer to them as phases of development the BPP has
gone through.

The Pantherswill now involve themselves in anything
or any stage of a developing change in the community. The BPP
will support it and try to introduce some insight into it. The
BPP will continue to criticize the system and will operate
with the system so it can change it.

In the past the BPP has criticized the church by
saying it was only spiritual and not relevant and we were not
going to have anything to do with it. In the future the only

-2-
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

time the BPP will criticize the church is when it does not act
upon the evils we feel cause black men to be driven to their
knees.

The BPP plans to open clothing and shoe factories in
the Berkeley-Oakland area with the intention to give away the
products.

Newton also stated he was the son of a minister and
went to church for the first fifteen years of his life.

Approximately 200 persons attended the speech by
Newton, most of whom were neatly dressed and appeared to be
church-going people.

- 3* -
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File No.

May 21, 1971

Title HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Reference Memorandum dated and captioned
as above at San Francisco,
California.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendationdnor conclusions of the FBI. it is the property
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your agency.
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TO Mr. C. D. BrenrA
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1
1
I

1
1
1
1
1SUBJECT: BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

RArTAL MATTER

- Mr. W. Sullivan
- Mr. J. 7. Mohr
- Mr. C. D. Brennan

DATE: 5/17/71

Tolqon
Sullivan .. .

C.D.

ca 
ad1

Felt
Cale_______
Rosen

Tavel
Walters
Soy ara ______
Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

Newton certainly kept his vow. He managed to evade
every question asked by Frost by launching into a harangue
that led him far from the intended subject matter. Newton
did not mention the FBI, and the only accusation he directed

105-165706
RNB:drl
'RBdl(9) CONTINUED- 1!51? 1971

D. &

. The purpose of this memorandum is to vise of
the appearance of BPP Supreme Commander Huey P. Newton o
the David Frost television program 5/14/71.

The 90-minute program consisted of a 30-minute
interview of Dr. John Morsell, Assistant Executive Director
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) and a 60-minute interview of Newton. Morsell, bc
who made a dignified appearance, did not make an issue of
criticizing the BPP but made it clear he did not fully approve
of them. He said the BPP has created a new awareness of the
problems of the Negro race and has provided a rallying symbol
for young Negroes, but he referred to their "peculiar half-
baked Marxist philosophy" and indicated that the NAACP does
not consider the Negro race a "colonized people."

Our special coverage of Newton's plush apartment
(previously determined that Frost wanted Newton and Morsell
to appear together representing views of violence and non-
violence. Newton, however, refused to appear with anyone
and threatened to walk off the show unless he appeared alone.
Newton had previously stated that BPP attorney Charles R.
Garry, who appeared on the Frost show several weeks ago,
made a fool of himself, did the BPP a disservice and he
(Newton) would make up for Garry's mistakes. Newton vowed
he would not debate with anyone nor get involved in contro-
versial issues.



Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan
Re: Black Panther Party (BPP)
105-165706

toward law enforcement was that Samuel Lee Napier, BPP
Circulation Manager, was murdered by "police" in New York City
Ion 4/17/71. (Actually, there is every indication that Napier
was killed as a result of internal BPP factionalism.). Newton
characterized the BPP as the servant of the people. He
insisted the BPP is nonviolent and advocates only self-defense.

Frost attempted to draw Newton into a discussion
about the previous allegation by the BPP that 28 Panthers
have been killed by police. Newton refused to discuss it
by talking around it as he did every controversial topic
raised by Frost. All of Newton's remarks were clearly
intended to promulgate the new BPP line emphasizing its
service to the community and deemphasizing violence.

ACTION:

For information.

cV 61-
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SUPPLEMENTAL CORRELATION SUMARY "

(See Correlation Summary dated 5/29/69 filed as 105-165429-31)

File No: 105-16549, CVITAINED Date: -S/?*
Subject: H P DOWe ca

Subject: Huey Percye~e1ERE SH R Date Searched: 9/23/70

All logical variations of subject's name and aliases were
and identical references were found as: -C"asiae

\ 9 ewton, Huey Percy
e o One
e H.
e on, Heuy
ewton, Hewey
eton, Hue P.
ewton, Huey

-4
iewton, Huey S.
lewton, Huey T.
lewton, Hugh Percy
[ewton, Hughie
ewton, Hughie P.

This is a summary of information obtained from a review of
all "see" references to the subject in Bureau files under the names
and aliases listed above. All references under the above names ^
containing data identical with the subject have been included except
any indicated at the end of this summary under the heading REFERENCES
NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY. References indicated in the block as
SI contain the same information as the foregoing serial although the
information may have been received from a different source.

THIS SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR USE AT THE SEAT OF
GOVERNMENT AND IS NOT SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION. IT IS DESIGNED TO
FURNISH A SYNOPSIS OF THE INFORMATION SET OUT IN EACH REFERENCE, AND
IN MANY CASES THE ORIGINAL SERIAL WILL CONTAIN THE INFORMATION IN
MORE DETAIL.

Analyst Coordinator Approved

I ENLO"B0

60AUG 4

DELAS OFPi: 12?S 53 iS CT
MCT

JUN 3 1971

1971

Main
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ABBREV

Add. info....

NATIONS

.Additional information appearing in
this reference which pertains to
Huey Percy Newton can be found in
the main file or elsewhere in this
summary. This information may have
been received from a different source.

BPP.............................Black Panther Party

SDS.............................Students For A Democratic Society

The following references in the main files of the individuals
listed below indicated that they visited Huey Percy Newton at the
Alameda County Jail in Oakland, California. Newton, BPP co-founder
and Minister of Defense, was in jail awaiting trial on charges of
murdering an Oakland police officer.

INDIVIDUAL DATE OR PERIOD
OF VISIT

REFERENCE & SEARCH
SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-11159-3 ep.1,4
(195

157-12001-1 ep.1
(185

157 18404-1 ep.1,4

44-42385-5 ep.2,3
(9

(continued)

> - "11 " <L 11.
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(continued)

INDIVIDUAL
b 6
b7C DATE OR PERIOD

OF VISIT
REFERENCE & SEARCH
SLIP PAGE NUMBER

1 -442464-31 ep.3,7
(2 195

140-37650-5
(-, 161

p.1,4 ,15

157-11310-3 ep.2-4
(173

I advised that
was requested by Huey Newton, national officer, BPP, to

come to Oakland, Calif., and bring with him all the funds from the
Seattle, Wash., Chapter, BPP. Source further advised lleft
Seattle on 7/20/68 for Oakland by air and reportedly carried a gun with
him on this trip.

(39

]advised that subsequent to 8/15/68,
Okinawa to participate in

demonstrations there sponsored by the Gensuikin-Zengakurer Conference,
an international conference sponsored by a group of revolutionary
Japanese students held in the principal cities of Japan from 8/2/68 -
8/12/68. Source further advised that the purpose of trip was
to internationalize Huey Newton, the BPP leader charged with murder in
Oakland, Calif.

(71

-3-



The "Daily Gater", student newspaper published by th
Associated Students of San Francisco State College (SFSC), San Francisco,
Calif., in its 9/25/68 issue, published an article entitled "BSU
States Its Philosophy, Goals and Achievements". This article in part
stated "We went to talk to Huey Newton about a month ago and he asked
about the Black Students Program and said he would like to enter
SFSC when he gets out. We discussed some of the methods of implementing
the BSU".

This serial indicated that BSU was the Black Student Union,
a black nationalist organization that had engaged in acts of violence
in the past.

Add. info.

15 -8 72-163 ep.10

b2
b 6

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) (100-439190) i7c
I b7D

SNCC's analysis of
the BPP and Huey Newton. Indicated the following:

SNCC would support Newton's fight; Newton should be seen not only as
a Black Panther but as a revolutionary hero for all black people to
imitate; in order to maintain open communication between the Panthers
and SNCCjinformal meetings should be encouraged among individuals in
the two groups.

10?-439190-33-48 ep.10A
(2

b6

b7C

protect identity), advised on 11/18/68 that b7 D

continued to hear rumors that Huey Newton and other BPP members may
come to KSU to support the Black United Students' (BUS) (157-11999)
demands. These demands included amnesty for nine BUS members charged
with organizing a demonstration to protest the recruitment activities
of the Oakland, California Police Department on the KSU campus.

15 -11999-6 ep.2,7
( 8)



b

157-8415-243-46 ep.6
(21

b6

(protect identity) advised during b7C
January, 1969 that he had received certain literature by mail from b7D

Radio Havana, Cuba. Included in this material was a booklet
containing articles dealing with the revolutionary struggles of
various peoples around the world, glorifying the Communist revolution
and guerrilla movements. One article, entitled "Black Power and the
Revolutionary Struggle", was fragments of an interview between Huey
Newton and an unidentified member of the "Movement" wherein Newton
explained the Black Panther ideology and described Black Power as
being a nationalist revolutionary group whose purpose was to fight
and destroy the two evils of capitalism and racism. Newton also
defined Black Power as the black colony attempting to gain power
over their own destiny.

100-445759-67ep. 2
(3

Los Angeles, Calif.,
Chapter of the BPP, was questioned regarding his knowledge of the b6
whereabouts of Leroy Eldridge Cleaver (100-447251) and his affiliation b7c

with the BPP. his first contact with the BPP
came when Huey Newton, BPP Minister of Defense, spoke at Jefferson
High School in Los Angeles in October, 1966. He was impressed with
what Newton had to say and subsequently joined the BPP.

(continued)
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(continued) b7D

(protect
identities), inmates, California Men's Colony, advised that they had met
Newton shortly after he had arrived at this institution to serve time.
Sources advised that Newton had given them information concerning
Cleaver and the BPP, but they were reluctant to reveal this information
since Newton was so powerful and had so many friends out of prison
that they feared for their lives.

10?-447251-481 p.P-S,30
(3
SI 100-447251-333 ep.1-4
(3

b2
b6

advised that in approximately b7C
was expelled from the BPP

for having displayed cowardice during a confrontation with Oakland,
Calif., police officers while on a "patrol" in company with Huey Percy
Newton.

(protect identity), furnished information revealing signed
the Visitor's Register at the Alameda County Jail on as a
visitor to Newton. Wright listed his relationship to Newton as 6

It was noted that at that time, Newton, BPP Defense Minister,b7c
was awaiting trial on charges of having murdered an Oakland police b7D
officer, and was subsequently found guilty of voluntary manslaughter.

refused to comment on 1/27/69, when asked if he was
acquainted with Newton.

(7',191

b6
b7C

(protect identity), furnished a tape recording of a b 7 D

speech by Eddie Eugene Bolden made at the Martin Born
Cafeteria, Midwestern College, Denison, Iowa, on 2/26/69. This

(continued)
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(continued)

speech was sponsored by the Afro-American Student Association aitx
Midwestern College. In his speech about the BPP, Bolden set out the
facts surrounding the founding of the BPP by Minister of Defense,
Huey P. Newton. Bolden also set forth the Ten Point Program drawn
up by Newton for the BPP.

(17

advised that he had gone
to school with Huey Newton in Oakland, Calif., inl land be
first became acquainted with Newton's political views at that time. b7c

further advised that prior to his suspension from the BPP in
approximately March of 1969, he had met with Newton in jail and believed
that he was in Newton's favor.| also advised that one of Newton's
strictest principles was that BPP members should not carry guns, but
that Newton admitted violating both this principle and his belief
that the people needed political education before a revolution could
be started. |further advised that Newton had told him that he
would probably serve the full fifteen years in prison and that it would
be necessary for someone else to implement what he knew needed to be
done, but that he had not picked anyone to replace himself in the BPP
as yet.

bo7C

Lhad become affiliated with the BPP whenited

BPP had conducted an armed invasion of the California States Legislature
Assembly, Sacramento, Calif. She further advised had
become a close associate of Huey P. Newton, BPP Minister of Defense,
and several other BPP members.

(115

-7-



The following references in the file captioned "Commu41
Influence in Racial Matters" pertain to CP activities in connection
with the BPP and BPP Defense Minister, Huey P. Newton. On 1/30/69,

a CP member, claimed that he had a close relationship
with the top leadership of the BPP in California and had spent b6

b7C

On 4/19/69, at the Midwest Socialist Educational Conference of the
Young Socialist Alliance in Urbana, Ill., a statement of solidarity
with Newton was suggested. At the 19th National Convention of the
CPUSA held in Brooklyn, N.Y. from 4/30/69 - 5/3/69, a resolution was
approved calling for cooperation with and defense of the BPP and Newton.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-442529-2858 p.2,15 ,26 ,27  (3I0
-2892 p.3 ,8 (109

This reference pertains to a hearing of the Subcommittee
on Internal Security of the Committee on the Judiciary in Washington,
D.C., on 6/26/69. Information regarding the BPP activities of Huey P.
Newton, BPP Minister of Defense, was set out in an exhibit.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-6-34-3038 ep. 100 (171

furnished a copy of a letter and
enclosures dated 7/24/69 which had been circulated by 87c

New Jersey CP. This letter called for support of the b7D

Plainfield Joint Defense Committee (PJDC)(100-454699) in its work to
strike back at racism and other forms of oppression. One of the
enclosures to this letter set out resolutions adopted by the PJDC.
It was resolved that local committees be set up in all areas to unite
both black and white to a joint nation-wide counter-offensive against
the growing police-state repressions, since the object of jailing Huey
Newton and the arrest of scores of other black and white militant
leaders was intended to decapitate the leadership of the freedom struggle
in order to force the oppressed to submit to their oppression.

10 -454699-2 p.10,19



This reference is a copy of an editorial entitled "Studtes
of Violence Misleading" which appeared in the 8/4/69 edition of "The
San Diego Union". This editorial criticized a report on violence
prepared by Jerome Skolnick, Professor at the University of California.
In this report, Skolnick described the BPP as a defensive organization
and suggested that the police provoked its members to violence. This
conclusion was based on a statement (not explained) made by Huey Newton,
who was serving two to fifteen years in a California penitentiary for
voluntary manslaughter resulting from the shooting of a policeman who
stopped him for a traffic violation.

62-112288-169 p.1

(14

The following references pertain to activities held in
protest of the 10/28/67 arrest of Huey P. Newton for the murder of an
Oakland, Calif., policeman. These activities covered the approximate
period 7/16/68 through the fall of 1969 in numerous cities throughout
the US, and included rallies and demonstrations sponsored by the BPP
and co-sponsored by other organizations, including the SDS, the Peace
and Freedom Party and the Young Socialist Alliance. Many of these
activities were held to raise money for the Huey Newton Defense Fund
and called for Newton's release. Newton was confined to jail in
California during this period and his appeals for bail were denied.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

62-112228-3-31 p. 1 , 3 , 4  (95

62-112228-15-35 ep.1,3 (13

62-112423-107 p.1,17,151,224,225 , (,10
228-230,234,268,287

100-16-27-481 p.15 ,104  ( 101

100-308353-150 p.25 ,38  (2

100-427226-37-4X p.17,18,40 (2

100-427226-50-6 p.9,10 ,19  (24

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NU

100-442695-28 p.10 ,11  (3

100-446997-9-21 p.7 8 ,120,127 ,303 ,340  (3 104
100-451542-3 p.4,11 (

100-452260-23 p.9,60,61,103,108 (3

100-453455-5 p.5,18 (34

105-89231-48 p.8-10  (114

105-183400-109 ep.6  (75

105-190411-16 ep.2 (7

157-8415-243-61 encl.2,p.1 (176

157-13422-5 p.2,3,7 (85

157-14306-1 ep.3,6 (181

176-1438-6 p.5,6,9  (18

The following references in the file captioned "Republic of
New Africa" (RNA) contain information pertaining to the activities of
Huey Newton, BPP Minister of Defense, in connection with this
organization. Sometime prior to 9/26/69, Newton had sent a letter to
Milton Henry, First Vice-President of RNA in Detroit, who in turn, sent
a copy to John Taylor, RNA member in Dayton, Ohio. In this letter
Newton proposed a merger of the BPP and the Black Legion of the RNA
if each Black Panther could have rank and power.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-9079-711 p.1,2  (8
-730 ep.2,6 (
-772 p.51,105 (8#-w

-10-



The following references in the file captioned "Students
For a Democratic Society" contain information pertaining to SDS
activities in support of BPP Defense Minister, Huey P. Newton, who
was serving a sentence of two to fifteen years on a conviction of
manslaughter in connection with the killing of an Oakland, Calif.
police officer. During the period 11/21/68 - 9/26/69, in California,
Illinois, Indiana, Massachusetts, Ohio and Texas, SDS chapters held
rallies and demonstrations in behalf of Newton, sponsored and showed
movies to raise money for Newton's defense, and urged support for the
BPP and Newton at their conventions.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-439048-5-602 p. 4 6 , 5 5 ,1 7 5 ,1 86  (24

100-439048-10-110 p.1A,6,36,61 (2f

100-439048-11-182 p.44  (10

100-439048-21-115 p.2,16  (104

100-439048-33-139 ep.15,16,47 (2

100-439048-42-85 ep.17,18,125 (2
-97 ep.7,2 4  (104

100-439048-47-167 p.18 ,41  (24

The Indianapolis Office furnished a copy of an interview
with SDS member Mark William Ruddl on 9/30/69, by Bob
Rouse, announcer WAAC Radio, Terre Haute, Ind. This interview
pertained to the SDS and its goal to overthrow the US Government.
Rudd stated in this interview that there was a system of slavery still b7c
going on and that when black people spoke out, they were put in jail
like Huey Newton and a whole bunch of others.

(7)
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b6I
b7C

(protect identity), furnished a leaflet concerning a proposed student b7
strike on 11/14/69, which indicated that the Radical Jewish Students
Union (RJSU) (100-456686) was calling for the "immediate and unconditional
withdrawal of all US forces from Vietnam". (Locality not given.)
This leaflet indicated that the RJSU urged support of the proposed
release of political prisoners BPP Chairman Bobby Seale and BPP
Minister of Defense Huey P. Newton in exchange for the release of US
prisoners held by the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.

100-456686-4 p.8,10
(114

This reference in the file captioned "Charles R. Garry"
contains information pertaining to the activities of Garry in
connection with his defending Huey P. Newton and other BPP members.
Garry was called to defend Newton in November, 1967 after Newton was
charged withbilling an Oaklandjpolice officer. These activities
covered the approximate period November, 1967 - December, 1969 in
various cities in California. Besides defending Newton, Garry gave
numerous speeches in support of Newton and the BPP activities, and
he also attacked the US judicial system as an instrument of US racist
society.

10%259902-35 p.13-1
6,18,19 ,22-28 ,

(T,10f 45,47,48,50,51,56,57,
67,71,72,75 b

,bD

On 12/4/69, advised that Karen Lee Wald (100-446938)
was intimately involved with BPP Defense Minister Huey Newton. Source
further advised that Wald had authored articles favorable to the BPP
and anti-US. (Locality not given.)

10 -446938-38 ep.2,5
(3?

-12-



On 1/1/70, was observed
in her home with a large number of books and periodicals b2
dealing with Black Nationalism and the BPP. Included in this material b
were BPP greeting cards. Two of these cards contained photographs of b

ailed BP ader Huey P. Newton and "Huey P. Newton's Guerillas". b7 D

(10I)

The NYO furnished a copy of a transcript of an interview with
Bobby Seale e which was telecast in the New York area on
5/26/70. This interview had been conducted in San Francisco, Calif.,
on 2/13/70. Seale discussed a book he was writing which had started b6
out to be an autobiography of Huey P. Newton but was transformed into b7
a story of the BPP, the genius of Newton. Seale set out details of
how he and Newton had met and decided to form the BPP. (Copy of
Transcript set out.)

(115

The following references in the file captioned "Stokely
Carmichael" contain information pertaining to speeches made by
Carmichael, in which he mentioned Huey P. Newton, on 7/26/68 in Mobile,
Alabama and on 4/9/70 in Washington, DC. During both speeches, he gave
the history of the organization of the BPP and Newton's part in it and
stated that Newton had undying love for the black people which was
necessary for survival in America. He stated he had always been
impressed by Newton and had a great deal of respect for him.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-446080-2350 p.1 4 2 ,150,151 (10
-2626 ep.8,9,48 (10

-13-
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The Department of the Army Headquarters, US Army Intelligence
Command, Fort Holabird, Md., furnished a summary of information dated
5/18/70 concerning the Movement for a Democratic Military (MDM)
(100-456565). Set out was information regarding this organization, it
preamble, and a list of demands of the MDM. One of these demands was
to free all political prisoners. The MDM stated that in return for
captured American troops in Vietnam, they supported freedom and amnesty
for Eldridge Cleaver (not identified),Huey Newton, the Conspiracy 8
(not further identified), and their brother war resisters at home and
abroad.

10?-456565-38 ep.2
(3)

The following references in the file captioned "Racial
Matters" pertain to the BPP activities of Huey P. Newton, BPP Minister
of Defense. Numerous rallies and demonstrations were held in support
of Newton after he was incarcerated in connection with the murder of
an Oakland, Calif., police officer in October, 1967. These activities
covered the period 4/9/69 - 6/18/70 in California, Connecticut,
Maryland, Massachusetts, New York and North Carolina. Newton was one
of the initiators of a petition protesting the genocide of races which
was presented to the public for signatures on 6/18/70, and was to be
presented to the next session of the UN General Assembly.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-6-A "People's World", 7/11/70 (74

157-6-3-3152 p.1,2  (1
-3154 ep.3,7 (7

157-6-5-942 ep.2,6 (74

157-6-8-3432 p.l,ep.1,3-7,38,47,53 (164

157-6-10-1350 ep.67 (174

157-6-32-957 p.1  (174

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-6-34-2987 p.1 (174
-2991 ep.2, 9  (174

157-6-47-1375 p. 1 , 2  (17
-1439 ep.2,5 (174
-1478 ep.3,40, 54 ,58,66  (17

b7D

(protect identity),
advised that City Commissioner William Grear met with five members of
the Cry of Black Youth (COBY) (157-17731) organization at their head-
quarters, 517 Northwest Avenue A, Belle Gladeon 7/1/70. Grear told
them they preached brotherhood and peace, but at the same time had
posters of known militants such as Huey Newton on the walls of their
meeting place, and in his opinion, this did not indicate they.were
peaceful.

b7C_

On 7/14/70, one of the co-sponsors of
COBY in Belle Glade, advised the posters of Newton and other militants
at COBY headquarters, were often necessary to get and keep the interest
of the younger members up.

15J-17731-4 ep.4,10
(89

In connection with the Pan-African Committee of the Black
United Front-Tour of Africa, July - August, 1970 (157-17889), a WFO
informant (not further identified) advised that black Africans exhibited
particular interest in the violence-prone BPP and its leaders,
Bobby Seale, Huey Newton, and Eldridge Cleaver.

157-17889-11 p. 1

(8

-15-



The following references in the file captioned "Black Panther
Party" pertain to the BPP activities of Huey Percy Newton, co-founder
and Minister of Defense of the BPP. Included was information
pertaining to numerous BPP activities held throughout the US and
internationally in support of Newton after he was jailed in connection
with the shooting of an Oakland, Calif., police officer. These
activities covered the approximate period between 1965 when Newton
started making plans to organize the BPP and 11/4/70 after he had
been released from prison and resumed his BPP activities.

REFERENCE

105-165706-812 p.1
-846 p.1

-903 p.4-6 ,12,17,21,25,26 ,
29,34,36

-919 ep.1,3
-1054 ep.3,5
-1136 ep.1,2,7
-1138 p.1,ep.1
-1219 ep.2
-1243 p.1,3,ep.1,5,6,10,11
-1275 p.1

-1354 p.1,ep.1,14,16,17
-1418 ep.2,4 -6,28
-1421 ep.6,7,23
-1434 p.1-3,5,12,17,19,20,

38,ep.18
-1441 ep.2,3,9
-1442 ep.1-7,9
-1449 ep.6-8,13
-1468 ep.6,11,37
-1490 ep.2
-1550 p.2

-1559 ep.8-12,32
-1564 p.3 ,9 ,12 ,23

-1565 ep.3,7,9
-1583 ep.3,6
-1642 p.1

-1729 ep.1
-1993 p.7-10 ,28

-2452 p.1,2,16-18,20,29 -34

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(4
(11
(4,14191

(44
(114
(1l1
(116
(4 114
(4, 2
(1 2
(12 .(14
(4 2f
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(continued)

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

105-165706-2467 ep.1,2,4,6,7,11,14  (13
-2577 p. 1 , 3 , 6 , 2 6  (13
-2751 p.3, 3 1 (
-2896 p.1,ep.1 (,1
-3216 p.1  (1
-3262X p.1 (8
-3296 p.1  (5f
-3297 p.1  (5f

105-165706-3-329 p. 5 - 7 , 1 8  (5,13

105-165706-5-84 ep.5,10,16 -21,3 5 ,36 (5(13

105-165706-9-41 ep.2,3,6 -8,14 ,15,24 ,28, (5
55,64,65,67,68,76,88

-151 p.33 ,45  (13
-292 ep.29,34,35,44 ,88 (5f
-827 p.1,ep.1-9,13,18,22-25, (5,134

27,31,42

105-165706-10-22 p.3  (5

105-165706-13-53 ep.2,5 (146

105-165706-15-14 p.1  (54
-50 p.1  (51
-262 p.1  (141
-279 p.1,ep.1-7,12 (149

105-165706-21-70 ep.4,5 (14f
-89 ep.5,18,21 (14

105-165706-23-68 p.1  (144
-218 p.1  (14?

105-165706-26-228 ep.2,10 (14
-264 p.47,49 ,50, 77 ,93,104  (144

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

105-165706-26-352 ep.1,2,14 ,15,2 7 ,32, (14
34,37

-505 p.5,7-9 ,35,3 6 ,38-58, (224
70,73,77,79

-647 p.15,21,29 ,52,63-65,
70,72-74,76,82,116

-764 p.4 ,53 (1
-976 ep.10,11,28,33,37 (614
-1124 ep.1,13,19 (
-1244 p.12,15,24 ,26 ,27,2 9 , (615

47,50,67
-1281 ep.2,3 (6,15

105-165706-30-43 p.3,26,36 (6

105-165706-32-30 ep.5,7 (66
-144 ep.8,26 (15f
-209 ep.3,7,10,15,18,34, (151

76,79
-1136 ep.3 (15
-1484 p.2 (6

105-165706-34-156 p.21 (1
-199 ep.1-3 (2
-577 p. 7 , 1 2 , 14 , 1 7  ( 15
-610 ep.2,3,5-9,11,13,19, ( ,15?

21-25,27,28
-A "The Washington Post Times (15

Herald", 2/18/70

105-165706-35-48 p.1  (61

105-165706-37-45 ep.1,3,9 (15

105-165706-38-12 ep.5,6,20,22 (
-27 ep.7,9,15,19

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

105-165706-46-44 p.12 ,16 ,23  (15A
-115 p.15 ,18,29  (161

105-165706-50-148 encl.1,p.10,encl.2,p.3 ,23 , (616
encl.3,p.2,9-11,44-46

-165 p.1,3,9,15-17,47 (7, 64
-358 p.5 ,21 ,22 ,36  (169

105-165706-53-408 p.1,2  (16
-422 p.1,2  (165

105-165706-61-11 p.2  (16

105-165706-67-50 p.1,ep.1,3 (1
-89 p.4,17  (7,166

105-165706-84-155 p.1  (7/
-567 p.1  (7)

105-165706-221-30 ep.5,7 (164

REFERENCES NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY

The following references on Huey Newton and Huey P. Newton
located in files maintained in the Special File Room of the Records
Branch, Files and Communications Division, were not reviewed, and it
is not known whether they are identical with the subject of this
summary:

continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(1

(1~

(111
(1$

(5

100-448006-911
-1156
-1314

105-165706-3289

See the search slip filed behind file for other references
on this subject which contain the same information (SI) that is set
out in the main file. Although the information is the same it may have
been received from different sources.
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FD-36 Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

. #t
FBa

Date: 5/26171

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR HAIL
(Priority)

TQ: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)AIIINF9RMATIO' COI 4 'INED
: DEY PERCY NEWTON, aka BY

RM - BP? (KBE) S

Re San Francisco airtel and LIN dated 5/21/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are the original and one
xerox copy of article captioned "What Newton Thinks: The
Church And The Panthers", which appeared in the 5/24/71,
issue of the "San Francisco Chronicle", a daily San Francise
California, newspaper.

The Bqeau will note that the enclosed article is
written by TI INDLEY, a staff reporter for the "San
Francisco Chronicle", who is a close friend of REWTON and who
has written *-ftIeles sympathetic to the BPP in the past.

-r

0- Bureau (Inca. 2)
1 - San Francisco

/

Sent _ M Per

Special Agent in Charge

Approved:

U. S, GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1969 O - 34

m
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(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

W*tNewton Tbiks

%T r Churdan
The Pantheri
"Religion is a stai coming into the church just

r hore to shoot other e as we're coming into other,Iinstitutions In the black corn-
George Btt unityy"

OBSERVERS
im F To observers close to New- L 1It

Htuey Newt ton and the Panthers, the an-
uistent problem ouncement was neiteaur
lating complica . sing nor incoat
ments that are frequ At the heart of the re
interpreted withsi gi e lit ltween Newtoh
meamngs. (oraer Panther inis f

When the Black Pan*o co- lifomation Eldridge (I v-
founder and minister*I Oe- p were differences over

fense gt r the party was to be,
his p i as Newton saw it, a "grass
pro a s' organization in the

News with ls for community or limited
arm a elf 'Cleaver's view of a slash-

Analysis defense. in the guerrilla cadre.
Nat io n's Newton's view, the par-

gettos, alarmists saw it as tif had become increasingly
ry for racial warfare. alienated from important

JWhen Newton told a theo- segments of the black co
lcal seminar in Berkeley, unity through r e peat e

Thursday that the shootouts and even more fr -
tends to "get invo q nt violent rhetoric.
the church," it was co iic. PORGRAMS
ed by some that Newtonh d is own programs of
got himself religion, breakfasts for children, free

MESSAGE shoe factories and communi-
But the message from the ty housing were suffocated

29-year-old son of a former by Cleaver's furious de-
Baptist preacher is th 0, mands for urban warfare.
in both cases - self 4 ,Newton told the theologi-
nation for the black omnmu- ans that "the Black Panther
nity and .he overthrow of Party and the church have
status que., both become alienated from

NeWlan -took of A
tote ('rduat9
Unton with a Idid of ' bece

'wlt ryf W disgustlI
yesterday. misere~

"The Black Panher rty on's statement
is relating to titaos chmen that "w
in the black co ," he have more effect on
said. "Thuhr Yery 2n vipn veargs"

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)

4+ S.F.Chronicle

San FranciscoCalif.

Date: 5-24-71
Edition:HOme

Author: Tim Findley
Editor:and Pub.:Chas.

itr: deYoung Thieriot
Title:

Character:

or

Classification:

Submitting Office:SF

E Being Investigated
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V.

clear, have no intention of such as the church, Newton
abandoning their- apon, said, will probabylg in
and his speech Thursday was them "modifying each oth-
intended as an offer of alli- er," but he said the goals of
ance, not a supplication the Panther Party remain

"We have made mistake,". unchanged.
told the theologians," but "The scriptures don't

m not going to apologize for ab
Ilem. Instead of calling aying ao heav hur M

things w have done mis- yesterday. " assumetakes, I refer to them as then that the church Will sim-
phases of development we've be negated when we
going through." our social problems.

With an implied reference that happens, the
to Cleaver, Newton said he Panther Party will
recognized that "we will be 0 negated. Until then
criticized by revolutionary t bott is still between the
cultists for trying to effect c as a whole and
change by stages. But to do the status quo_4h.M op.
all we want to do, we just

r through all the
ges eOlopment: We

tnnot jump from A to Z as
some thought

"We have to find out what
the people WILL do at a cer-
tain time in history, not what
they CAN *.do, because we
know they canP do everyrthie
We have to know "hshatcp
will do at a particular th~t
and aater they do that wehur
move them to a higher level.

tbi they eventually control
dir Own destiny. "

CHURCH
Itewton, a Marxist, said

some in his party hadl arro
gently t tduhmped" ta church
and rejected those who be-
lieve in God.

God is commonly de-
scribed as an unknown," he
said. "As science discoversmore and more, the unknoP
becomes smaller and ae fw
the attributes we thoughts
possessed to exist within
+d we grow larger. out we
teept we don't know all -
akone who says he does is
afrogant."
Pauthe u yontln4 on ft stiny;"

ewt on, aW Mast, said

4
- 9
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(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

What-He ton Th V

0I"

t A

'/1
"Religion is a stakinq coming into the church just
"relio st ae stlki- as we're coming into other

horse to shoot othr fowl." institutions in the black com-
George Herbert munity."

y OBSERVERS
By Tim Findle? To observers close to New-

Huey Newton has a per- ton and the Panthers, the an-
sistent problem in postu- "ouncement was neither surt
lating complicated argn- prising nor incosistent. I
mnents that are frequently At the heart of the recenI
interpreted with s i m p 1 e 4 split between Newton ana
meanings. former Panther Minister of

When the Black Panther co- information Eldridge Cleav-
founder and minister of de- er were differences over

fense brought whether the party was to be,

A his party into as Newton saw it, a "grass
prominence roots" organization in the

Ncws with calls for black community or limited
armed s e if to Cleaver's view of a slash-

Analysis defense in the Ing gurrilla cadre.
N a t i o n's Ii Newton's view, the par-

ghettos, alarmists saw it as ty had become increasingly
a cry for racial warfare, alienate d from important

INWhen Newton told a theo- segments of the black cor -
cgical seminar in Berkeley unity through rep e ate d

Thursday that the party _ shootouts and even more frin-
tends to "get involved with quent violent rhetoric.
the church," it was conclud- PORGRAMS
ed by some that Newton had His own programs of
got himself religion.6 breakfast's for children, free

1ESSAGE shoo factories and comeni-
But the message from the

29-year-old son of a former
Baptist preacher is the same
in both cases - self determi-
nation for the black commu-
nity and the overthrow of tse
status quo.

Newton took reports of ls
leech to the Graduate Theb-
Ingical Union with a kind of
gharacterists 'Wry disg ust
yesterday.

"The Black Panther Party
Is relating to all institutions
in the black community," he
said. "The church is a very
important institutiga in the
black community, and we're

ty housing were suffocated
by Cleaver's furious de-
manis for urban warfare.

Newton told the theologi-
ans that "the Black Panther
Party and the church have
both become alienated from
the black community. We
must alanyze our position

and approach arid become
more consistent."

But missed in most reports
was New ton's statement 10
the chtrchmen that "wk
hone to i:ave more effect on
you than vice versa."

WEAP.Q j ..
Panthers, Newton made

4
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clear, have no intention of , such as the church, Newton
abandoning thei--weapons, said, will probabT rciTeLi in
and his speech Thursday was thiem "modifying each oth-
intended as an offer of alli- er," but he said the goals of
ance, not a supplication. the Panther Party remain

"We have made mistake," unchanged.
] e told the theologians," but "The scriptures don't say
Jqm not going to apologize for anything about the church
tnem. Instead of calling bing ihavte churh11bn5i heaven." Newton
things we have done mis- said Zyesterday. "I assume
takes, I refer to them as then that the church will sim-
phases of development we've ly be negated when we
going through." solve our social problems.

With an implied reference When that happens, the
to Cleaver, Newton said he Black Panther Part h el
recognized that "we will be nete . twile also be negated. Until then
criticized by revolutionary the battle is still between the
cultists for trying to effect community as a whole and
change by stages. But to do the status quo.J.hatis op-
all we want to do. we just pressing it."
1ave to go through all the
stages of development. We

cannot jump from A to Z as
some thought.

"We have to find out what
the people WILL do at a cer-
tain time in history, not what
they CAN do, because we
know they can do everythingi.
We have to know -what they
will do at a particular tire
and after they do that wet
move them to a higher level
uq~til they eventually control
their own destiny."

CHURCH
Newton, a Marxist, said

some in his party had arro-
gantly dumpedd" the church
and rejected those who be-
lieve in God.

God is commonly de-
scribed as an unknown," he
said. "As science discovers
more and more, the unknovfn
becomes smaller and we find
the attributes we thought it
possessed to exist within As
and we grow larger. But we
accept we don't know all -
anyone who says he does is
alrogant."

Panther inoyLvment in
black community institutions

/
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5-113a (9-29-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 5/27/71

Attached relates that the
the retrial of Huey P. Newton,
of the Black Panther Party who
tried for murder of an Oakland,
California, Police Officer, has
for 6/28/71.

iate for
a leader
is being

been set

Copy of attached sent to Internal
Security Division of the Department.
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NR 015 SF PLAIN

8 10 PM NITE 5/26/71 BEH

TO: DIR TOR (105-165429) (ATTN: DID

FROM: N FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA , RM - BPP , KEY BLACK EXTREMIST.

Mr.BrenianC]v
Mr. Callaha;Y
Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad-
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Felt
Mr. cale
Mr. Rosen--
Mr. Tavel
Mr. Waltem -

i Mr sovmr

SUBJECT APPEARED IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT, DEPARTMENT

FIVE, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, MORNING, MAY TWENTYSIX, INSTANT. AT

REQUEST OF NEWTON'S ATTORNEY, DATE FOR RETRIAL OF NEWTON FOR MANSLAUGH-

TER SET FOR JUNE TWENTYEIGHT, NEXT. NEWTON'S ATTORNEY EXPLAINED THAT

CHARLES R. GARRY, WHO IS NEWTON 'S ATTORNEY AND WHO REPRESENTED

BOBBY SEALE IN THE RECENT NEW HAVEN TRIAL, WOULD WIND UP MATTERS

DEALING WITH THE SEALE CASE WITHIN THE NEXT FEW DAYS AND

WOULD THEN NEED A SHORT WHILE TO PREPARE NEWTON'S CASE. ALAMEDA

COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY WAS AGREEABLE TO TRIAL DATE OF JUNE

TWENTYEIGHT, NEXT.

END

411 3

EBR FBI WASH DC

FOR TWO
12JUN 4 1971

58JUN 10 1971
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F BI

Date: 5/25/71

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL I;

(Priority)
-- ------------------------------------------------------------ L--------

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

FROM: C, NEW HAVEN (157-1031) (P)

SUBJECT :HUEY P. I'EWTON
(KEY - BLACK EXTREMIST)

RM - BPP
0O:SF

Re New Haven airtel and LHM, 2/5/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies of an LHM concerning
specific details concerning subject's appearance at Yale
Univ., 2/2-4/71. Enclosed for San Francisco are 2 copies
of instant LHM in view of their interest in subject's
activities.

&nclosed LHM is classifiedgP ito protect the
dentity of a source whose disclosure could affect the
national security adversely.

1 San Francisco is requested to review the enclosed article
which has been described by source as "accurate". It is

C Y)poted that "8 weeks" after NEWTON's seminar
and HUEY NEWTON met in NEWTON's Oakland
apartment and joined only by land one as-
ociate of NEWTON's". They continued their discussion

* ,informally. Their relationship reportedly is to continue.
N

rNew Haven ossesses no additional information to verify
continued relationship with NEWTON nor the BPP.

however, ew Haven will remain alert in the future for any
details concerning this matter.

Original copy of a -men ned article is being rtane
in NH file 1,57-1 jObnU'

/c r3 el1,4 o MAY 28 1971- Bureau (Enc. 8) (RM)
2 - San Francisco (Enc. 2) (RM)MA 217
3 - New Haven (2 - 157-1031) (1 - 1-7I

L6
b7c

Sent M Per

U. $. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

I

41

b2JUN8
Approved: , -



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New Haven, Connecticut
May 25, 1971

RE: HUEY PERSON NEWTON
Seminar, Trumbull College
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut
February 2-4, 1971 _

A characterization of the Black Panther
Party (BPP) is contained in the Appendix.

On May 24, 1971,. NH T-1, a source with whom insuf-
ficient contact has been had to determine his reliability,
furnished the enclosed article entitled "Erik Erikson and
Huey Newton." Source stated that this article is extremely
accurate and contains additional details concerning NEWTON's *
activities while in New Haven, Connecticut, in February, 1971.
Source also advised that the author of this article is JEFFREY
NEIL GORDON, a senior student at Trumbull College, Yale
University. GORDON is scheduled to graduate in June, 1.971,
and reportedly is interested in a career in journalism.
The above mentioned article appeared in the May edition
of the 'ale Alumni Magazine'; a monthly publication published
by Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut. This article
is set forth as follows:

DEC ,kS~~ S Y.

This document cqiains neither
recommended ation nor colclu!ons
of the FI. It i:; the pro2ety
of the FLI ad is loanad tc your
a[e ~cy; it aid its conents are
11, to b distribUbd oil-'ide

_- '1 agen(!,,:.'

KI2d2.Ci
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Huey Newton
by Jeffrey Gordon

For three days at Yale the old sociologist and
the young Panther talked, listened, and began

'a relationship that would continue'

7-if

4 k 1/

I



A short time ago a new film
called "Bright College Years"
had its premiere in the com-
mon room of Yale's Trumbull
College. The first half of the
film depicted last spring's
tumult over the New Haven
trial of Black Panther Party
chairman Bobby Seale. The
second half contrasted that
intense period of student ac-
tion with the less serious be-
havior of the University's Old
Blues returning for Alumni
Week in June.

The film recalled the most
dramatic moment of "Black
Panther Spring": Panther
chief of staff David Hilliard's
fiery harangue before a tense
crowd in Ingalls Rink, in
which he said that "killing
pigs" was necessary and
proper as part of the impend-
ing revolutionary struggle-a
statement that was heavily
booed by most of the largely
Yale audience.

Now, less than a week after
the showing of "Bright Col-
lege Years," David Hilliard
walked into the Trumbull
College dining hall for dinner
-in the company of Panther
defense minister and supreme
commander Huey P. Newton.
Nine months earlier such an
entrance would have elec-
trified everyone. Now Hilliard
and Newton could go through
the cafeteria lines, be intro-
duced to a few black students,
and sit down for a leisurely
discussion. Their presence
naturally drew excited stares,
but mostly those in the dining
hall maintained a slightly
quizzical distance.

Jeffrey Gordon, a senior,
worked on the Yale Daily
News for three years. He
plans to take a year off before
going to law school and is
currently looking for a job
on a small-town newspaper.
Photographs by Reginald A.
Krasney.

It was # cident that
brought Newton and Hilliard
to Trumbull for dinner; nor
did their appearance stem
from a desire to see whether a
nine-month gestation period
had given birth to any new
Yale commitment to the
Panther cause. Newton and
Hilliard were at Yale simply
because they had been in-
vited.

Newton had agreed to par-
ticipate in a three-day collo-
quium with Erik Erikson,
14 students and two faculty
moderators; Hilliard was
part of his entourage. This
meeting between Huey New-
ton and Erik Erikson had
great potential. The 68-year-
old Erikson was the eminent
sociologist and author of psy-
choanalytic biographies of
revolutionary figures, notably
Luther and Gandhi. And the
29-year-old Newton was, after
all, a leading figure in the
current revolutionary pan-
theon.

Originally, plans for the
encounter were rather
modest: Newton, Erikson and
some students would engage
in a few days' discussion in the
unimposing Trumbull Semi-
nar Room. The subject would
be Newton's new philosophy
of "intercommunalism." Ex-
penses would be covered by

a fund that Yale regularly
uses to bring political figures
to the University. Newton
would be the guest of Trum-
bull College, whose Master,
Kai Erikson-Erik Erikson's
39-year-old son, a noted
sociologist in his own right-

bad been in
making array
Erikson hop
would take s
college and
participate
affairs-such
pattern of a'
tary."

Meanwhi
publishing h
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e Panthers and security-conscious Panthers'
e naturally amen- standard operating procedure
ir own reasons whenever their leaders speak.
s also agreed. At Reportedly they found no
e "informal dis- knives, guns or otherweapons
"me "the con- among the 1,200 well-dressed,
'the colloquium." mainly white spectators.
anizer, Kai Erik- Fially, at 9:35, Huey P.
face rising com- Newton himself walked out

sure, including on stage, accompanied by
ther publishing two bodyguards who towered
rom a Hollywood over his 5' frame. He raised
o wanted to film his hands above the podium to
Erikson turned applaud the crowd which was
niversity Press, applauding him. "You ap-
ct for the intellec- plaud me and I applaud you
of the meeting for helping to set me free," he

uld trust. The said, in a voice closer to a
change for first high-pitched whine than a
s on any book revolutionary roar. "We have
merge, matched a right to use any means neces-
other publishers scary to free Bobby and
o the use of its Ericka," he said as the crowd
library as the site. settled back to wait for the

fire-breathing exhortation
wton's first ap- they had come to expect from
Yale took the form Panther chiefs.
night speech in Thus most of the audience
ll. Although the was surprised when Newton
een scheduled to began to talk about "subjec-
0, Newton did'not tive idealism" in contrast to
age until two "materialism." "In order to be
Most of that delay as subjective as people for the

the meticulous interests of the people, we
must be objective with the
facts," he said. "We must
learn to manipulate the envi-
ronment. That's what power is
-the ability to define phe-
nomena and then manipulate
phenomena. f

Had the audience somehow
stumbled into a philosophy
lecture? Newton's speech
was a systematic development
of a new ideology of his own:
"revolutionary intercommu-



nalism." He cited Rant, Pierce,
Janes, Hegel, Marx, Freud,
Jung and Frikson as he spoke.
He referred to notions of the
"global village," the "his-
torical accident that the ruling
group in the United S.aes is
white," and to the Oedipus
complex as "the son's hostility
to the father and wanting to
rip him off." He finally closed
his address on a utopian vision
of man with a "universal iden-
tity. .. Man will dictate to
the machine-he will be free
from the machine and free
from the ruling group. The
father is dead and God is
dead, and man will be his own
father and his own God and
the son of his father."

Most of the audience
walked out at the end feeling
somewhat cheated. Newton
had not used one profane
word, had not made one ref-
erence to "pigs" or "offing
pigs," had not Lambasted
white racists. His speech prob-
ably struck some as the dis-
connected ramblings of a
barroom revolutionary who
had once read through part of
an anthology of "Great Think-
ers of the Western World."
Yet, although the talk was
laced with many standard
borrowings from Marx and
Lenin, it nevertheless con-
tained a good amount of
original thought, especially
Newton's notions about the in-
direct blessings of "imperial-
ism by the U.S. ruling group."
Imperialism had centralized
the whole world into one com-
munity, he said, creating a
condition of "reactionary in-
tercommunalism." But im-
perialism carried with it "the
seeds of its own negation"
into "revolutionary inter-
communalism." As Newton
expressed it, "The expro-
priated will expropriate the
expropriators."

He one cogent point
about thort-sightedness of
any national socialist move-
ment: With all the world's
wealth held by the U.S. ruling
group, how could individual
nations have any substantial
wealth to distribute to their
people?

Newton also played his
ideology off against the
theories of such New Left
thinkers as Herbert Marcuse.
Marcuse had maintained that
the newly emerging revolu-
tionary class would be the

"the conflict of the sp and
thepseudo-species, [ We]
one group claims that the
others are not homo sapiens."
He said that man's "universal
identity" (an Erikson term)
would be made possible by
the universal spread of tech-
nology inherent in inter-
communalism.

Most of those who had not
been put off by Newton's ver-
biage and the unaccustomed
sight of a Black Panther dis-
cussing philosophy were im-
pressed with Newton's speech.

.3-

middle-class technocrats, the
proletariat of tomorrow. New-
ton stood Marcuse on his
head. He pointed out that this
burgeoning technocracy-in-
fluential but numerically small
-would eliminate increasingly
large portions of the popula-
tion from meaningful work.
Thus for.Newton the emerg-
ing lumpenproletariat-the
unemployed and unemploy-
able-would be the source of
support for any revolution.
This was his defense of the
Black Panther emphasis on
recruiting "brothers of the
block"-the lumpenproletariat
-rather than the black work-
ing class.

The most important part of
Newton's address for the -
colloquium to follow was his
attempt to reach out to Erik
Erikson. He cited Erikson in
his description of the fratrici-

What Newton seemed to need
most to establish his stature
as a fine ideological mind was
a good editor. His intellectual
display also quashed what
must have been a fear on the
part of the colloquium or-
ganizers: that Huey Newton
would have little of substance
to say to Erik Erikson.

The next day, Monday, New-
ton moved into the Trumbull
College guest suite, a modest
two-room apartment. With
him came Hilliard and Connie
Mathews, who functioned as
his appointments secretary.

The Trumbull people who
helped Newton move in said
they were impressed by his
"enormous personal appeal."

"He struck me as a very
polite, courteous person-he
didn't come off as the media's
image of a Panther, fierce
and angry," one said. Newton
told the Trumbull people-Kai
Erikson's secretary and his .
student aides-that he wanted
to talk to as many students as
possible. He said he didn't
mind if people called him on
the phone.

That night Newton came to
dinner in the Trumbull dining
hal. Escorted by Kai Erikson
and accompanied by Hilliard,
he walked through the com-
mon room, draped his khaki
field coat over a chair, and
walked through the cafeteria
lines for dinner. Erikson ac-
companied him to a table near
the door, introduced him and
Hilliard to some blacks al-
ready seated there, and left.
Newton sat down with his
back toward much of the
dining hall. The table soon
filled up with black students.

During dinner Newton
looked over his shoulder at the
vast expanse of the wood-
beamed Trumbull dining
room, built more like a Gothic
hall than a cafeteria. He
noticed several pairs of eyes
staring at him, and, as was
his custom, smiled. Imme-
diately those eyes turned
away, as was the custom of
Yalies trying not to be caught
in the social error of Staring
at the Famous Man. Newton
apparently interpreted that
gesture as a hostile one-later
that week David Dellinger
chided Yale students for their
"hostile reaction" to Newton
and cited the "turning of eyes"
at dinner.

After dinner Newton was
accosted by a black student
who asked if Newton didn't
agree that "Marx was a wooly-
headed adolescent who
doesn't mean anything, who

uw~ ,
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Newton ipated in none
of Trumbu activities during
the rest of his stay. All the re-
quests by students and teach-
ers to speak with him or invite
him to a class were rebuffed
with references to his "tightly
packed schedule."

- jThe colloquium. was sched-
Z 'iled to begin Tuesday morn-
Sing at 10 ir the library of the

Yale Univetsity Press. Newton

deology." and his party arrived at 10:30.
e com- He took off his field coat, put
as faced down a long baton he carried
different -black Bakelite, tipped with
of Yale's a silvery metal-and sat down
amental- across from Erik Erikson.
hich was Tension in the library was
al col- manifest. The room itself
aching looked more like a corpora-
turn to tion board room than a library.
aders in True, its walls were lined with
xist black the Press's distinguished pub-
her, lications, but the focus was a
s coat, huge mahogany table, 20 feet
self and long by five feet wide. Three
xit. Later large microphones were in the
iva on center of the table, reminding
time on," each participant that is
a post- words were being recorded
ton re- for posterity.

to the Newton's presence was
formidable. That first day he

es" and wore a dark blue T-shirt that
ere not revealed massive biceps-a
ich gave sufficiently impressive display
ression for everyone to recall it in dis-
not want cussing Newton. His was the
night clear aura of command. As

ned to Eldridge Cleaver once wrote,
res "I found myself sharing with
t their Bobby Seale the same attitude
was toward Huey-the same will-
ncidents ingness to place my life in his
Newton's hands, the same confidence
dents that Huey will do the right
et the thing at any given moment,

lb0- that his instincts are sound
reason, and that there is nothing to do

but follow Huey and back him
up." (Since then Cleaver has

broken with Newton.) For his
part, Chester Kerr-the
walrus-moustached director

of the University Press-
Newtin reminded him ol ul
Newman-"he had the same
narrow head, that slender
lithe look, the muscular
stance."

Erik Erikson's figure was
much less physically powerful
but no less prepossessing.
Ruddy-faced and white-
haired, Erikson had a pres-
ence that went beyond the
calm demeanor of a tweedy
professor. He was one of the
age's elders, a man whose
compassion and understand-
ing seemed implicit in his life
and work. If Newton was a
revolutionary, Erikson was a
chronicler of revolutionaries; if
Newton was a prophet, Erik-
son was a saint. Both men had
reportedly been upset at
what some people were billing
as a "confrontation" between
them. Both would soon dispel
that notion with their mutual
courtesy.

Two Yale professors were
present: Kai Erikson and
Elting Morison, Master of
Timothy Dwight College and
chief trustee of the fund that
was to have financed New-
ton's visit before the book was
proposed. If anyone "pre-
sided" over the colloquium,
it was Kai Erikson, though his
direction was minimal.

The fourteen students who
participated were a strange

sample of the Yale commu-
nity. Ten were from Trum-
bull and Timothy Dwight-
each Master chose five-and
the other four were picked
by Erikson upon advice "of
various faculty and University
administrators." None of the
student participants were
known as "heavy political
people. ' One was a member

of the New Haven Panther
Defense Committee, but even
his radicalism was likened
"more to Mississippi Summer
than to hard-core revolution-
ary practice." Five of the stu-
dents were women; one was
in women's lib. Six were
black, but none was identi-
fied with the more militant
wing of the Black Student
Alliance. One of the black
students was secretary of the
class of 1971; another was a
member of one of Yale's oldest
and wealthiest senior societies.
One of the white students was
the goalie of the hockey team.

Elting Morison said he had
chosen students who he
thought "would have an in-
terest in race relations." Erik-
son said he chose students
"somewhat at random,"
within the framework of try-
ing to facilitate a "people-to-
people exchange." Few of the
students had attended New-
ton's Woolsey Hall address;
fewer had read his speech on
intercommunalism in the
Panther newspaper before the
conference began. Most how-
ever, had become familiar
with Erik Erikson in intro-
ductory psychology courses.

Kai Erikson began the col-
loquium by inviting Newton
to make his introductory re-
marks. Newton responded by
talking for nearly an hour and
a half, essentially reiterating
his Woolsey Hall address on
intercommunalism. After a
short break the students began
questioning Newton about the
specifics of intercommunalism
-how would it come into be-
ing? Newton answered by



referring to the contradictions
he saw inherentin history,
th6 contradictions that would
transforni the social and polit-
ical system. He mentioned
that he had been. unable to
read or write until he was 16
though he had been in the
Oakland public school system
since childhood. One of the
students later observed that
this revelation about a man
so obviously intelligent was
the most glaring indictment of
an educational system that he
could imagine.

Erik Erikson did not speak
that first day. Throughout
Newton's comments he took
copious notes on an artist's
sketch pad with two felt-
tipped color pens. Major
thoughts he wrote down in
blue; these he connected with
red lines and circles. (Kai
Erikson once described his
father, who in his youth was
an art student, as a "geomet-
ric thinker who saw his
thoughts in spatial relation to
one another.")

If the first day of the col-
loquium was Huey Newton's,
the second day was Erik Erik-
son's. Erikson began his re-
sponse to Newton's comments
of the day before. From the
start he made it clear that he
would pay more attention to
the "creed of one man" than to
the "ideology of a party." His'
major interest seemed to be
how "the New Newton" had
emerged from "the old Huey"
-how the thinker and the-
oretician had emerged from
the ghetto gunslinger, with a
black beret, bandolier and
gun.

He compared the "positive
identity" that Newton had
established for himself-the
source of his dignity and stat-
ure as a man-with similar
efforts by Martin Luther and

Cand kor Erikson the
centrcWemma facing a
would-be revolutionary figure
was not his commitment to
violence as opposed to non-
violence, but his commitment
to discipline. Thus Erikson
saw disciplined violence and
disciplined non-violence as
correlative rather than antag-
onistic. In making that point
Erikson referred to a passing
remark Newton had made
about "armed love"-a phrase
which Chester Kerr, director
of the Press, said struck him

caused it to be create-
perior to all the other
mere mortals."

Picking up Newton's pre-
vious references, Erikson said
that "pseudo-speciation" was
the greatest obstacle to a
"universal identity" for man.
Erikson said that intercom-
munalism-a feeling of com-
munity within those who im-
mediately live together and
an emphatic connection with
other communities through-
out the world-could provide
an alternative to pseudo-

-_WV

as a good title for any book
that might result.

Erikson dealt with New-
ton's idea of intercommu-
nalism in terms of his own
theories of personal and social
development, especially the
notion of "pseudo-speciation."
Erikson describes this social
phenomenon as denoting "the
fact that while man is obvi-
ously one species, he appears
and continues on the same
scene split up into groups
(from tribes to nations, from
castes to classes, from reli-
gion to ideologies) which pro-
vide their members with a
firm sense of distinct and
superior identity-and immor-
tality. This demands, how-
ever, that each group must
invent for itself a place and
moment in the very center of
the universe where and when
an especially provident deity

speciation. Erikson quoted the
young Marx: "Until the world
revolution,*no one anywhere
will really be an adult." Per-
haps the most perceptive use
of Newton's intercomnmal-
ism, Erikson suggested, was
in its redefinition of "adult,"
now defined in terms of
pseudo-species.

One of the student par-
ticipants described Erikson's
comments as "a heavy rap."

In his response Erik Erikson
had clearly tried to overcome
the gap-intellectual and so-
cial-inevitable between a
68-year-old professor and a

t

29-year-oldie~v9'k H
had not embraced Newton's
entire position with its accom-
panying commitments. In-
stead he had picked up New-
ton's arguments, given them
a close examination, and
turned them a bit to expose
their various facets. He had
shown how many of Newton's
points fit into his own theories,
recalling that in his youth in
Vienna he had been a revo-
lutionary himself, struggling
against the Freudian estab-
lishment. He depicted his
estrangement from his own
native country as the stepson
of a Jew in Austria in the face
of an imminent Nazi invasion
-and his temporary sense of
homelessness as an immigrant
to America. (In a discussion
with students during one of
the breaks, Erikson had
spoken of the different levels
on which he and Newton
operated: "I'm an academic
psychoanalyst; Newton, I
think, is a bit of a prophet.")

During the colloquium and
over two dinners, a personal
bond between the two grew-
Newton began to refer to
Erikson as "Erik" rather than
"the Professor." Yet in his re-
sponse Newton seemed to
think that Erikson had partly
misunderstood his position or
confused some of his points.
He didn't feel that Erikson's
problems in immigrating were
comparable to his own sense
of alienation from the current
government. (Neither did
Erikson, as he emphasized
later.) Nor did Newton agree
with Erikson's description of
his commitment to disciplined
violence. Rather, he said that
the Panther strategy of an-
nouncing a willingness for
armed struggle was less a
tactic of "armed love" than a
device to educate the com-
munity politically. "It's wrong
to publish a military strategy
for military reasons," Newton
said, quoting Ho Chi Minh.
"It's right to do it for political
reasons." Later Newton re-
portedly said that he didn't
think Erikson really em-



pathized with the revolution-
ary Bgures he wrote abbut, nor
was he "really relevant" to the
Pantier's current revolution-
ary struggle.

Newton's relations with the
student participants in the
colloquium were less gogdK
He apparently felt that "the
students weren't with it polit-
ically; not that they didn't
agree with me-they just
didn't know what's happ en-
ing."On the third day of the
colloquium, the students had
their opportunity to question
th'e two principals. Most of
their questions were directed
at Newton-mostly they
sought possible links between
Newton's revolutionary com-
mitment and their own lives:
"How can we as college stu-
dents relate to your philoso-
phy?" "What does your theory
tell us about how we should
raise our children?" "How
does your philosophy relate to
Panther practice?"'"What
should we do as college stu-
dents about the war in Viet-
nam?"

Newton answered the ques-
tions with reference to his
previously staked out ideo-
logical positions. Although
obviously frustrated with the
tenor and direction of the stu-
dent queries and feeling some-
what singled out as a target,
he nevertheless responded
patiently to most questions.
Eventually, the students'
questions became almost total
paraphrases of questions pre-
viously asked: Newton's
answers were paraphrases as
well. The "dialogue" with-
ered. Finally, after three
hours, one student made an
impassioned personal state-
ment that the time for comnit-
ment had come; Newton had

obvious Iiosen to "pick up
the guni it was time for
each stuck t to decide if he
too was willing to make that
commitment. "Right on!"
mumbled Huey and excused
himself to go to the bathroom
as the colloquium ended.

Some of the students felt that
Newton hadn't been entirely
fair to their questions-that
he had pulled words out of
context without responding .
to the sense of their queries.
They also felt that Newton's
answers rarely went beyond
his already thought-out ideol-
ogy. On the other hand, if
Newton was occasion-illy
testy, it could be blamed on
what Chester Kerr called
"careless language" by some
students. At one point, for ex-
ample, a student asked New-
ton how he could possibly
explain his intricate ideologi-
cal system to the masses of
the ghetto and middle Amer-
Ia. "But I'm from the ghetto,"
Newton replied. "But you're
intelligent." Here a hard smile
played on Newton's lips. Half-
laughing he said, "Let's take
a break." One black student
interjected, "Some people
would call that a racist re-
mark. I won't, but some peo-
ple could."

Thus the decision by Kai
Erikson and Elting Morison.,
to avoid choosing "heavy
political people," the hope of
avoiding the cant of radical
rhetoric, seemed to have back-
fired. Because almost none of
the students shared Newton's

ideological commitments, they
belabored precisely th
poirit: Newton's comm O ut
and their distance from it.
Virtually none of their ques-
tions was directed toward
Newton's theoretical develop-
ment of intercommunalism;
nobody challenged him on the
philosophical underpinning
on which he based his ideol-
ogy. Newton reportedly had
come to Yale to be "intellec-
tually challenged on his phil-
'osophy not on his revolution-
ary tactics." What could Yale
students-surely among those
from whom the expropriated
will expropriate-tell Huey P.
Newton of revolutionary
tactics?

The students were caught
up in a self-construed di-
lemma about whether "to pick
up the gun" -a dilemma cer-
tainly irrelevant to any real
considerations in most of their
lives. These Yale students-
who prided themselves on
their keen intellectual grasp
-practically ignored the in-
tellectual content of Newton's
thinking to become engrossed
in the emotionalism of his
revolutionary appeal.

Thus they ignored their
golden opportunity to develop
the Newton-Erikson dialogue,
the colloquium's real poten-
tial. Each of the principals
had essentially delivered a
position paper; neither
seemed willing to question t!e
other sharply in the collo-
quium's public forum-prob-
ably to avoid the dangers of
"confrontation." The stu-
dents could have acted as in-
tennediaries between the two
men to provoke their thinking
on the important issues that
&the colloquium had raised:
the development of revolu-

tionary identity and commi
ment, both philosophically
and psychologically, and the
illumination of those subtle
areas where Marx and Freud
speak to each other in theory
and practice.

But they didn't. Almost all
their questions were on the
ideological level, where they
had least to say to Newton;
none of the questions led
Newton and Erikson into a
discussion of the philosophy
that was the foundation of
Newton's ideology. Could this
impasse have resulted from
the students' unconscious be-
lief that a black revolutionary
couldn't really think and talk
philosophy? Could it have re-
sulted from the students'own
paucity of thought? Ideally

the students might have stood
as the third leg of a triangle
connecting these two im-
portant men; instead they
stood between them, thwart-
ing the deliberative process
that Huey Newton and Erik
Erikson had sought.

What began at Yale, however,
didn't end there. Eight weeks
later Erik Erikson and Huey
Newton met again, this time
in Newton's Oakland apart-
ment. There, joined only by
Kai Erikson and one asscciAte
of Newton's, they discussed
in more open terms those
matters of ideology and per-
sonal development that had
been missing at Yale. Though
they agreed that the Yale
meeting had been "too big a
circus," they also agreed that
it was the beginning, for
them, of a relationship that
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UNT STATES DEPARTMENT OF J ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU.OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
In Reply, Please Refer to May 25, l 7]
File No.

ALL INFO CONTAINED

DATE BY
Huey P. Newton

Raial Matters - Black Panther Party

A characterization of
the Black Panther Party
(BPP) is attached hereto.

On May 14, 1971, Huey P. Newton appeared on the
David Frost Television Show broadcasted over Channel 5
WNEW TV, New York, New York.

Huey P. Newton initially thanked the people for fighting
for him whilele was previously incarcerated since their
efforts resulted in his subsequent release.

Newton then went on to relate that the National
Association For The Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
had performed admirably for its time and place in history.
If there were no NAACP there might not be today any BPP.
Newton noted that no one organization has all the answers and
that the leadership of the BPP was acutely aware of this.

Newton noted that in the past he was always
embarrassed by the title Supreme Commander of the BPP and
therefore, his title has been changed to Defense Minister
of the BPP and Servant of the People.

Change is an inevitable product of history aid those
who are afraid of change are for the status quo. He noted
all ideas and groups must change with history and defined
revolution as the process which wipes out the old and plants
the new. The BPP itself does not plot per se to do anything
against the established orderihowever, such plotting as it

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.
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Huey P. Newton

exists arises out of the experience of the black community.

He noted that he himself was in favor of non-violence;
however, drew the distinction between the violence of the
qgresor and the self-defense of the victim. The United
States in his estimation is the primary aggresor in the world.

Newton noted that there were approximately 38 chapters
and branches of the BPP throughout the country. The Harlem
branch of the BPP left the party and is no longer associated with
the BPP. Newton related that Eldridge Cleaver has done some
very strange things in the recent past but has however made
contributions to the party in the past. He recognizes that if
it were not for Cleaver the party would probably not be where
it is today.

Huey P. Newton defined the BPP as an organization which
presents an organized structure through which the people can
vent desires and persue their goals.

Newton declined to describe Eldridge Cleaver as an
Agent of the Government and/or the CIA just because " he might
be upset with him from time to time." Contradictions he noted
are necessary for progress

Newton declared that the BPP wants the community to
challenge the status quo and the partywould serve as its voice
and use strategic from time to tine to insure the attention
of the establishment.

Newton observed that policemen are workers also and
that he himself seldom used the word "pig". The term."pig"
is a matter of semantics and is the response of the victim to
the aggresor. It is a rhetorical phrase utilized by the party
to heighten the awareness of the black community. Newton stated
that it was his hope that the developement of the BPP was not
in an antagonistic fashion but realized that contradiction is a
principle of the universe. He noted that the real problem in
the world today is that the people want to control their
institutions and retain destiny over their lives.



Huey P. Newton

Newton concluded his fourty-five minute appearance
with the statement that the police were probably responsible
for the recent murder of New York City BPP functionary
Sam Napier. He admitted that he has .no direct evidence of
such involvement by the police in Napier's murder however he has
evidence that the police are capable of such behavior.

-3-



FEDERAL1 BUREAL OF INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATInNk rETIOr Mr. Tolson..
Mr. Sullivan.........

JU -17 Mr. Bishop
Mr.Brennan

TELETYPE Mr. Callaha
Mr. Casper...

NR005 NY CODE, Mr. Conrad
.. Mr. De b ) y

345 PM URG 6-7-71 -JPM . Mr. Felt
PM . Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen
TO-DIRE OR 105-165429 Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

ATT: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION Mr. L'Sis.
Tele.Room-

NEW HAVEN i Miss Gandy.-

SAN FRANCiSCO 157-1203) BY
FROM NEW YORK 157,2702 2P

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA; RM-BPP (KBE).
b6
b)7

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS PROVIDED RELIABLE INFORMATION

IN THE PAST, ADVISED ELEVEN FIFTEEN A.M. INSTANT THAT

INFORMATION HAD BEEN RECEIVED CONCERNING AN INQUIRY BY THE NEW

HAVEN CHAPTER OF THE BPP CONCERNING WHETHER THE "GROUP"WAS

THEN ENROUTE TO NEW HAVEN. THE SO-CALLED GROUP ARRIVED AT

JOHN F. KENNEDY AIRPORT THIS A. M. AND ACCORDING TO SOURCE, HAD

NOT AS YET LEFT FOR NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT.

ADMINISTRATIVE: - -

Ts J N 9i 1971

RESFTEL JUNE SEVEN INSTANT, CAPTIONED AS ABOVE. --

b2
NEW YORK SOURCE IS b7D

GROUP IS BELIEVED IDENTICAL TO THOSE DESCRIBED IN RETEL. NEW

HAVEN REMAIN ALERT FOR POSSIBLE ARRIVAL OF SUBJECT AND ASSOCIATES

END PAGE ONE

vl
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PAGE TWO

IN NEW HAVEN DURING P. M. INSTANT. NEW YORK ATTEMPTING TO SECURE

ADDITIONAL DETAILS REGARDING SUBJECT' S PLANS. NYCPD ADVISED.

NEW YORK FOLLOWING.

END

TRC FBI WDC
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Date: 6/4/71

Transmit the following in
<Type in plaintext or code)

7\IRTEL AIRMPIL
Via

'Priority)

ALL INFOMAT O TAINED-
HL[RL IS UNLS E

TO: DIRECTO, FBI (105-165429) M

FROM: SAC, SAN FPANCISCO (157-1203)

SUBJECT: HULY PERCY NEWTON aka
RV - BPP b6

(KEY BLACK EXTY'EMIST) b7C
00: San Francisco

Re Sprin'gfield airtel to Bureau dated 5/25/71.

Fan Francisco has received no information as of this
date to indicate that NFWTON will travel to Cairo, Illinois
to participate in the Second Annu-al National Survival Day
activities on 6/19/71. Appropriate sources have been alerted
and any information developed indicating that NEWTON will
travel to Cairo will be immediately furnished to the
Springfield Office.

For information of Springfield, in the past, on a
few occasions when NEWTON had speaking enqaqements scheduled
in the mid-west he did not appear and a representative of the
Chicago BPP Office appeared in his placc. If not already done,
Springfield should consider advising Chicago concerning the
activities in Cairo or 6/19/71 so Chicago can alert appropriate
sources in the event a representative from the Chicago BPP
Office is selected to speak in Caire.

Bureau (PM) / l9-
1 - Chicamo (Info) (RM , "
2 - Springfield (157-2431) (EM
2 - San Francisco 2 JUN 8 1971
JC/jln b10

(7) b6
b7C

Approved: Sent M Per
SpeciblAgent in Charge



RAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION Mr. Tolon-

M UNICATIONS SECTION Mr. Sullivan-
M M71__ 

M r B ish aP -JUN 9 1971 MrBena(
NR 011 SF PLAI 1 XT.J Mr.BreiiniflO

'W 
Mr. Tolsonr

9:34PM NITEL 6 /71 CRH Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dabey-

XO: DI CTOR (105-165429) Mr. Gae-t~
Mr.Rosenn

NEW HAVEN Mr. Tavel-
Mr. Walters-

NEW YORK .o ' AI E t~TL. ooifls-

AU TMr. COOM-

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) r.LMs Gay-

Mr.s Gaey

HUEY P.C'NEWTON, AKA, RM BPP (KBE) b7e

SUBJECT JOHN SEALE NEWTON'S BODYGUARD AND BROTHER OF BPP

*P~1AMAN BOBBY SEALE, AND[

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ON AMERICAN

HU 40RiNES FLIGHT ONE FOUR FIVE AT FIVE FORTY P.M., JUNE EIGHT

4UBJENT, FROM NEW YORK CITY. THEY WERE MET BY KNOWN BPP O

MMBER FROM OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA.

ADMINISTRATIVE: EX4 j
RENYTELCAL, JUNE EIGHT INSTAL /
ARRIVAL OF ABOVE INDIVIDUALS OBSERVED BY SAS

b6
b7C

ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT WILL BE CLOSELY FOLLOWED AND THE

BUREAU KEPT ADVISED OF PERTINENT INFORMATION.

END

REC 4:.

REMF ~IAH DC CLR C1



Mr. Sullivan _...
Mr . Mohr---.....9 FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION Mr. Bishop -

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION Mr.rennan
Mr. Callaha

NR 052 NY CODE JUN 81971 Mr. Casper-
fr. Conrad

. Dalbey
812 URGENT 6--71 KEX TELETY r. Felt

- Mr. Gale.

TDI CTOR (105-165429) Mr.Rosen-.
Mr. Tavel_...
Mr. Walters.-..

TTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION Mr. soyars
Tele. Room.. ...

NEW HAVEN Miss solme
Miss Gandy -.....

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

FROM NEW YORK (157-2702)

b6

HUEY P. WEWTON AKA; RM - BPP (KBE). b7C

AMERICAN AIRLINES, NEW YORK

CITY, ADVISED THREE THIRTY P.M. INSTANT DATE THAT THE SUBJECT, HUEY

NEWTON, WAS A LAST MINUTE PASSENGER ABOARD AMERICAN AIRLINES

FLIGHT ONE FOUR FIVE WHICH DEPARTED JFK AIRPORT, NEW YORK CITY,

THREE P.M. INSTANT, ARRIVING SAN FRANCISCO NINE FORTY-FIVE P.M.

PACIFIC TIME. HUEY NEWTON WAS TRAVELING ALONE.

AT THREE FIFTEEN P.M. INSTANT A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS

PROVIDED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED THAT

A BPP FUNCTIONARY IN THE NEW YORK CITY AREA,

HAD INQUIRED OF IN NEW YORK

CITY ON SUCH DATE AS TO THE WHEREABOUTS OF NEWTN
b 6
b7CINDICATED HE HAD HAD NO CONTACT WITH NEWTON AND WAS UNAWARE OF

HIS CURRENT ACTIVITIES AND OR WHEREABOUTS. REVEALED H 1971

HE HAD LAST BEEN CONTACTED BY NEWTON DURING THE EARLY A.M. OF

JUNE SEVEN LAST. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
JUNE SEE LAHEREIN I 'NCLASSlFIEL

EN^fd1171 DATE oa > Y



PAGE TWO

(157-2702)

ADMINISTRATIVE

REFERENCE NEW YORK TELEPHONE CALL TO SAN FRANCISCO INSTANT

AND NY TEL TO ABOVE OFFICES JUNE SEVEN LAST, CAPTIONED AS ABOVE.

PROVIDED THE ABOVE INFORMATION TO SUPERVISOR b2
b6
b7C
b7D

NEW YORK SOURCE IS NEW YORK

END

MKA FBI WASH DC



FEDE44 XREW&~ OF wTCTob COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

JUN 121971

TELETYPE

ALL NFORMHEREL 8
NR 007 SF PLAINTEXT

12:00PM NITEL S/11/71 CRH

TO: DIRECTOR (105-165429) (ATTENTION: ID

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

I

ATION CONTAINED
CLASS

ENT DIVISION)

II

HUEY PERCY' ETON, AKA., RM - BPP (KB ). j

OAKLANDA CALIF., POLICEDPAT TTTMTNTOLCT

NEGRO MALE, BORN

POSSIBLY 1 V

AS WITNESS TO.TESTIFY IN THE RETRIAL OF

SUBJECT FOR MANSLAUGHTER SCHEDULED TO COMMENCE JUNE TWENTYEIGHT'

NEXT. ATTEMPTS TO LOCATE HAVE MET WITH NEGATIVE

RESULTS. OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT REQUESTS FILES OF IDENT b6
b7C

DIVISION BE SEARCHED TO DETERMINE IF HAS ARREST

RECORD AND FOR ANY INFORMATI .y MYY AID IN EATING HIM.

BUREAU REQUESTED TO H 0 IDE 0 ICATION DIVISION

FOR ARREST RECORD FOR D IMMEDIATELY ADVISE SAN

FRANCISCO OF RESULTS.

E ND

bO X7C 5 JUN I 1 71HOLD b5C

C



DEAL CU-A C, malTy Cs
COMMUNICALiCNS SECTON

JUN 41971

TELETYPE

AL INFO7
NR 021 SF CODE i

9:24PM NITEL 6/3/71 JAK

DIRECTOR (105-165429) (ATTN: D.I.D.)

LOS ANGELES

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 1P

9

T ON CONTAINED
ULARIN D

Mr. Tolson
Mr. Sullivan_
Mr. Mohr-
Mr. Bishop
Mr.BrennanC
Mr. Callahan
Mr. Casper-
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel
Mr. Walters
Mr. S 's

e. Room-
iss Holmes

Miss Gandy-

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA, RM-BPP (KBE).

SOURCE REPORTED SUBJECT, JOHN SEALE, ANDD

RETURNED TO OAKLAND, CALIF., FROM LOS ANGELES,

CALIF., ON PSA FLIGHT AT TWO TEN P.M., JUNE THREE INSTANT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JUNE TWO LAST.

SOURCE IS b2

SAN FRANCISCO WILL CONTINUE TO FOLLOW ACTIVITIES OF

NEWTON AND WILL KEEP THE BUREAU ADVISED.

END...

HOLD

REC 27

a JUN 151971

61JUN2 11971
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(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY PERCY'NTON, aka
RM - BPP (KBE)

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight (8)
an LHM containing an article written by subject
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Copy to /S
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNIT* STATES DEPARTMENT OF JL1lCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

June 10, 1971'

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

The June 5,'1971, issue of "The Black Panther",
official weekly publication of the Black Panther Party (BPP),
contained the following article written by Newton:

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, in
December, 1966. It advocates the use of
guns and guerrilla tactics to bring about
the overthrow of the United States
Government. O' >offAINED

DATE .. 1

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.
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CAPITTALIS
RE-AANALYZ

BY HUEY P. NEWTON,
MINISTER OF DEFENSE BLACK PANTHER PARTY

__ME~L ~SER VA NT OF THE PEOPLE I
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e-Ti is a dialogue in our continuing
discussion of the new thrust of the Black
Panther Party as we begin to carry out
the original vision.of the Party. When
we coined the expression "AllPower to
the People", we had in mind em-
phasizing the word "Power", for we
recognize that the will to power is the
basic drive of man. But it is incorrect
to seek power over people. We have
been subjected to the dehumanizing
Power of exploitation and racism for
hundreds of years; and the Black com-
munity has its own will to power also.
What we seek, however, is not power
over people, but the power to control
our own destiny. For us the true de-
finition of power is not in terms of how
many people you can control, to us
power is the ability to first ofall define
phenomena, and secondly the ability to
make these phenomena act in a desired
manner.

We see then that power has a dual
character--we cannot simply identify
and define phenomena without acting,
for to do so is to become an arm-
chair philosopher. And when Bobby and
I left Merritt College to organize
brothers on the block, we did so because
he college students were too content
to sit around and analyze without acting.

a the other hand, power includes
action, for it is making phenomena

perform in the desired manner. But
action without thinking and theory is
also incorrect, for if the social forces
at work in the community have not been
correctlynamyzed and defined, howican
you control them in such a way that

they act in a desired manner....Sp the
Black Panther Party has always
merged theory 'and. practice in such a
way as to serve the true interests of
the community.

In merging theory with practice we
recognized that it was necessary to de-
velop a theory which was not good for
one time and place and not another.
We wanted to develop a system of
thinking which was good anywhere--
thus it had to be rather abstract. Yet

'our theory would relate to a concrete
analysis of concrete conditions, so that
our actions would always be relevant
and profitable to the people while at
the same time advancing their thinking
so that they would move toward a trans-
formation of their situation of e,,-
ploitation and oppression. So we hade
always insisted on good theory and good
practice; but we have not always been
successful in carrying this through.

When the Black Panther Party de-
fected from the Black community, we
became, for a while, revolutionary
cultists. One of the primary char-
acteristics of a revolutionary cultist
is that he despises everyone who has
not reached his level of conscious-
ness--or the level of consciousness
that he thinks he is at, instead of
acting to bring the people to that level.
In that way the revolutionary cultist
becomes divided from the people--he
defects from the community. Instead
of serving the people as a vanguard,
he becomes a hero. Heroes engage in
ver)y-eouageous actions sometimes,
and they often make great sacrifices,



inclLding the supreme sacrifice, but
they are still isolated from thi?-pple.
Their courageous actions and sacri-
fices do not lead the people to higher
lNvel of consciousness, nor do they pro-
oiuce fundamental changes in the ex-
ploitation and oppression ofthe people.
A vanguard, however, will guide the
people into higher levels of conscious-'
ness and in that way bring them .to the
point where they will take sterner,
actions in their own interests and
against those who continue to oppress
them, As I've said previously, revolu-
tion is a process not a conclusion. A
true revolutionist will not only take
courageous actions, he will also try to
advance the people in such a manner
that they will transform their situation.
That is, delivering power to the people,
for the true revolutionist, will help

too abstract and separate fromreality;
but theW6P le are the reality- -they are
more in touch with the reality, and
most of the time they reluctantly accept
the reality. Then they develop certain
defense mechanisms to cope withitand
manipulate it, believing that it will be
like this all the time with little
change. What they don't realize is
that it is changing all the time, some-
times more slowly than at other times,
yet the situation is in a constant state
of transformation. And the people lack
an ideology, or a system of thinking,
which will help them to analyze the
changes. Therefore this leaves another
power and other interests to shape the
changes, rather than making the
changes subject to the power of the
people.

themdefne te scialpheomen in Therefore it is necessary to developthem define the social phenomena in
operation in their community and then a system of thinking to analyze things,
lead them to the point where they will so we can find out what to do in order
seize the time and make these to produce a change in the desired
phenomena act in a desired manner. manner and direction. Panther ideology

Therefore a a esire is based upon dialectical materialism,
must erefore as rence between which holds that contradictions arethe

mustrec~-nze te dffeencebeteenruling principle of the universe. That
what the people can do and what they is all phenomena, all social forces
will do. They can do anything they h
desire to do, but they will only take
those actions which are consistent with quality, which are constantly struggling
their level of consciousness and their with each other for dominance. These
understanding of the situation. When we opposing qualities are unified within

fais ther cnsciusnes, hey illthe same phenomena. It is this unity cfiWise their consciousness, they will te opstsadtercniu~
understand even more fully what they tre whices mtiontmter
in fact can do, and they will move on maintain e cotant sateo
the situation in a courageous manner. ansomatin whicods cane.
This is merging your theory with your Wesreconi h thes ohpsies
practices. W

As wa4ocus upon our theoretical have a dominant -subordinate re-
analysis of the situation, we can i3eme , latioaship to each other. A qualitative
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transformation occurs when there is a
sufficient, quantitative increase or de-
crease in one of these positive and
negative or dominant-subordinate
qualities. In the inherent struggle of
the opposites, in which one pf the
qualities increases while the other de-
creases, both forces reach a nodal
point and there is a reversal in their
dominance. This reversal is a
qualitative change. However, because
all phenomena have internal contra-
dictions, a new struggle begins and
it will eventually bring anew reversal.

'This is the nature of the constant state
of transformation of material
pAenomena. Our theoretical analysis of
history and the present day has given
us a better understanding of the contra-
dictions in all phenomena.

When we attempt to integrate our
theory with our practice, we must do
so with the fullest understanding of this
unity of the opposites which-gives
motion to matter. What we want to do
is develop strategies and programs
which use this understanding in the true
interests of the exploited and op-
pressed communities. If power is the
ability to define phenomena and then
make them act in a desired manner,
we must constantly exercise such
power in the interests of the people.
First of all we define or identify the
positive and negative qualities in all
phenomena in our communities.
Secondly, we act to increase the posi-
tive side of these phenomena and de-
crease the negative, until we trans-
form the situation by having-the-posi-
tive completely dominate the negative.

This is what revolution is about.
Basically, it is a process of struggle
between the old and the new, with
the new attempting to gain dominanc ,
while the old struggles to maintain
control. In moving to direct and con-
trol the social forces active in our
communities we are guided only by our
ideology and the true interests of the
people. We are free of any other con-
trols, because we do not have any vested
interests in the status quo. Our in-
terest is to serve the people by helping
them transform their reality, rather
than reluctantly accepting it.

Point 3 of the original 10-point pro-
gram of the, Black Panther Party is,
"We want an end to the robbery Ly
the CAPITALIST of our Black Com-
munity." That was our Position in
October 1966 and it is still oar
position. We recognize that capital-
ism is no solution to the problems we
face in our communities. Capitalist ex-
ploitation is one of the basic causes
of our problem. It is the goal of the
Black Panther Party to negate capi-
talism in our communities and in the
oppressed communities throughout the
world.

However, many people have offered
the community Black capitalism as a
solution to our problems. We recognize
that people in the Black community
have no general dislike for the concept
of Black capitalism, but this is not be-
cause they are in love with capitalism.
Not at all. The idea of 3lack capitalism
haspcme to mean to many--Pecple
Black control of another one of the



institutions in the community. We see
withinFthis characteristic ther-ezds of
the negation of Black capitalism and
all capitalism in general. What we must
dc. then is increase the positive
qptalities until they dominate the
negative and therefore transform the
situation.

In the past the Black Panther Party
took a counter-revolutionary position
with our blanket condemnation ofBlack
capitalism. Our strategy should have
been to analyze the positive and
negative qualities of this phenomenon
before making any condemnation. Even
though we recognized, and correctly so,
that capitalism is no solution or
answer, we did not make a truly dia-
lectical analysis of the situation.

We recognized that in order to bring
the people to the level of consciousness
where they would seize the time, it
would be necessary to serve their in-
terests in survival by developing pro-
grams which would help them to meet
their daily needs. For a long time we
hcve had such programs not only for
survival, but for organizational pur-
poses. Now we not only have a break-
fast program for school children, we,
have clothing programs, we have health
clinics which provide free medical and
dental services, we have programs for
Prisoners and their families, and we
are opening clothing and shoe factories
to provide for more of the needs of
the community. Most recently we have
begun a testing and research program
dn sickle-cell anemia, and we know
that 98 percent of the victims of this
disease are Black. To fail to combat
this di&eus-e is to submit to genocide;
to battle it is survival.

All these programs satisfy the deep
need -f ihe community but they are
not solutions to our problems. That is
why we call them survival programs,
meaning survival pending revolution.
We say that the survival program of
the Black Panther Party is like the
survival kit of a sailor stranded on a
raft. It helps him to sustain himself
until he can get completely out of that
situation. So the survival programs are
not answers or solutions, but they will
help us to organize the community
around a true analysis and under-
standing of their situation. When con-
sciousness and understanding is raised
to a high level then the community
will seize the time and deliver them-
selves from the boot of their op-
pressors.

All our survival programs are fjre.
We have never charged the community
a dime to receive the things they need
from any of our programs and we will
not do so. We will not get caught
up in a lot of embarrassing questions
or paperwork which alienate the peo-
ple. If they have a need, we will serve
their needs and attempt to get them to
understand the true reasons why they
are in need in such an incredibly
rich land. Survival programs will al-
ways be operated without charge 'to
those who need them and benefit by
them.

In order to carry out such programs
we have always needed money. In the
past we received money from wealthy
white philanthropists, humanitarians
and heirs to the corporate monopolies.
At the same time we were engaging
in a,blasnket condemnation of thc-smll,
victimized Black capitalists found in



our communities. This tactic was
wrong, when we received the money
for our survival programs from big
white capitalists; and we freely admit
to that.

7 When we say that iwe see within
Black capitalism the seeds of its own
negation and the negation of all capi-
talism, we recognize that the small
Black capitalist in our communities has
the potential to contribute to the
building of the machine which will serve
the true interests of the people and end
all exploitation. By increasing the posi-
tive qualities of the Black capitalist,
we may be able to bring about a non-
antagonistic solution of his con-
tradiction with the community, -while
at the same time heightening the op-
piressed community's contradiction
with the large corporate capitalist em-
pire. This will intensify the antagonis-
tic contradiction between the op-
pressed community and the empire;
and by heightening that contradiction,
there will subsequently be a violent
transformation of the corporate em-
pire. We will do this through our
survival programs which have the in-
terest of the community at heart.

We now see the Black capitalist as
having a similar relationship to the
Black community as the national bour-
geoisie have to the people in national
wars of decolonization. In wars of de-
colonization the national bourgeoisie
supports the freedom struggles of the
People because they recognize that it
is in their own selfish interest. Then
when the foreign exploiter has been
kicked-o-, the national boutrgeozsse 7

takes his place and continues the ex-
ploiatin. However, the nationatbour-
geoisie is a weaker group, even though,
they are exploiters. Therefore the
people are in a better position to wipe,
the national bourgeoisie away after they
have assisted the people in wiping out
the foreign exploiters. (NOTE: Our
analysis of the new conditions in the
world, which are revealed in our de-
velopment of the concept ofReactionary
Intercommunalism, indicates that
under the present circumstances the
national bourgeoisie and their domestic
equivalents are in a weaker position
now than they were when they were in
a state of colonialism or just freed
from colonialism. This is because
under Reactionary Intercommunalism
the national bourgeoisie is in control
of a smaller unit (a community) than-
before. Not only does this make them
weaker, it also makes it more likely
that a non-antagonistic transformation
of their contradiction can take place
because the objective interests of the
national bourgeoisie are in many ways
similar to those of the people who are
victimized.)

Since the people see Black capital-
ism in the community as Black con-
trol of local institutions, this is aposi-
tive characteristic, because the people
can bring more direction and focus to
the activities of the capitlist. At the
same time the Black capitalist who has
the interest of the community at heart
will respond to the needs of the people,
because this is where his true strength
lies.J.-far as capitalism in general
is concerned, the Black capitalist



merely has the status of a .victim,
because the big white capitalists have
tle skills, they make the loans, and
they in fact control the Black capi-
tqlist. If he wants to succeed in his
enterprise, the Black capitalist must
turn to the community, because he de-
pends on them to make his profit. He
needs this strong community support
because he cannot become independent,
of the control of the corPorate capi-
talists who control the large monop-
olies.

I The Black capitalist will be able to
support the people through contributing
t& the survival programs of the Black
Panther Party. In contributing to such
programs, he will be able to help build
the vehicle which will eventually
liberate the Black community. He will
not be able to deliver the people
from their problems, but he will be able
to help build the strong political
machine which will serve as a revolu-
tionary vanguard and guide the people
in their move toward freedom.

Our re-analysis of Black capitalism
and its relationship to the community
from the perspective of dialectical
materialism, and our practical under-
standing of the needs of the com-
nmunity and the attitudes of the people
toward Black capitalism leads us to a
new position. Black businesses which
have the interests of the community
at heart will be able to contribute
to the people through the community
programs of the Black Panther Party.
These free programs will help the-em,-
munityto survive and thus deter the

genocide which is always a threat to
our existence here.

In return for these contributions, the
Black Panther Party will carry ad-
vertisements. of these businesses m
our paper and urge the community to
support them. We will never sell ad-
vertising space in the paper, but we will
give space in return for contributions
to the survival programs which are
given free to the community. In this
way we will achieve a greater unity
of the community of victims, the people
who are victimized by the society in
general, and the Black capitalists who
are victimized by the corporate capi-
talist monopolies. In this way we 0ll
increase the positive qualities of Black
capitalism until they dominate the
negative qualities, and exploitation will
no longer be the reality which the com-
munity reluctantly accepts.

The community will see those who
support their survival, and, patronize
their places of business. At the same
time the community will also criticize
those who refuse to participate in their
survival programs, and, turn their
backs on them. If the establishment
tries to come down hard on those
businessmen who support the survival
programs, then the community will
recognize this as another form of op-
pression and will move to strongly de-
fend their supporters. In that way the
consciousness of the people and the
level of the struggle will be advanced.

ThzaJis no salvation in capitalism.
but through . this new approach, the



Black capitalist will contribute to his
ojW 7ikation by helping to buillfasf-tong

Political vehicle which is guided by
revolutionary concepts and serves as a
vanguard for the people, serving their
interests in their communities and ad,-
vocating their interests before others.
In a way our new position has the sinl-
plicity and completeness of a mathe-
matical formida. When the Black capi-
talist contributes to the survival
programs and makes a contribution to
tMe community, the community willgive
him their support and thus strengthen
his business. If he does not make any
contribution to the survival of the com-
munity, the people will not support him
and his enterprise will wither away
because of his own negligence. 'By
supporting the community, however, he
will be. helping to build the political
machine which will eventually negate
his exploitation of the community, but
also negate his being exploited and
victimized by corporate capitalism.

So we will heighten the contradiction
between the Black community and cor-
fiorate capitalism, while at the same
time reducing the contradiction be-
ti'een the Black capitalist and the Bla:k
community. In this way Black cali-
talism will be transformed from a
relationship of exploitation of the com-
munity to a relationship of service to
the community, which will contribute
to tho-survival of everyone. -

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
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MI 157-1113

Enclosed for Bureau are eleven copies of an IBM
concerning a speech by HUEY P. NEWTON, at Madison, Wisconsin,
on 4/3/71.

Enclosed for receiving offices are the following
copies of LHM:

Baltimore - 2
Boston - 2
Chicago - 6
Cleveland - 2
Columbia - 2
Detroit - 2
Indianapolis - 2
Minneapolis - 2
Newark - 2
New York - 2
Philadelphia - 2
St. Louis - 2
San Francisco - 7.

For the information of Bureau, submission of IBM
was delayed primarily to attempt to obtain a tape recorded
transcript of NEWTON's speech and secondarily to identify
owners of motor vehicles parked in the vicinity of NEWTON's
speech.

confidential source referred to in b2
enclosed LHM, who attended NEWTON's speech on 4/3/71, advised b6
on 4/5/71, that whom he knows personally, promised b7'
him a copy of NEWTON's speech which was tape recorded by the b7D
University of Wisconsin (UW) Afro American Center.

On 4/9/71, advised that he talked with
on Saturday, 4/17/71, and was informed that the tape of NEWTON's
speech was at Black Panther Party (BPP) Headquarters, in
Chicago, where it was being transcribed and that he would
furnish him a copy of the transcript.
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MI 157-1113

On 5/14/71, furnished a four page tabloid
newspaper which carried the heading, "Black Panther Intercommunal
News Service, April 17, 1971," which contained a single b2article captioned, "On The Defection of Eldridge Cleaver b
From The Black Panther Party And The Defection Of The Black b7C
Panther Party From The Black Community "by HUEYP. NEWTON* , 7D

advised he received this from on
5/8/71, at which time advised him his was complete
transcript of NEWTON's speec at Madison, advised
he did not question as to the source ofthi newspaper
so as not to arouse any suspicion. Source advised, however,
after reading the article,that it appears to be essentially
the same as what NEWTON said when he spoke at Madison on
4/3/71.

Inasmuch as the paper furnished byE
appeared to be a possible special supplementary issue of
the Black Panther Newspaper or a possible supple ent to
a regular issue of the Black Panther Newspaper,
was recontacted on 5/19/71, at which time he stated thathe
could furnish no further information as to the original b2
source or distribution of the paper. b6

b7C

In view of fact that E:= advised the paper b7D
contained a transcript of NEWTON s speech at Madison,
which was corroborated byF Milwaukee is reporting
the article in its entirety in enclosed LBM rather than in
synopsized form and is attributing information furnished
by [regarding NEWTON's speech as being furnished
by the source on the date NEWTON spoke in Madison in order
to further protect the source.

Agents who observed NEWTON and his party arrive
and depart Madison and who also obtained license numbers on cars
parked in the lot near Jay's Bar where NEWTON spoke are
SA and Ail b6

The Madison police officer who assisted in
obtaining license numbers and who furnished names of
owners on out-of-state license plates isl l
Patrolman, Madison PD.



MI 157-1113

Copies of LHM are being furnished those offices
covering out-of-state license numbers which were observed
in the area where NEWTON spoke. MilwauKee has checked
the current UW Student Directory under surnames of the
registered owners of cars with out-of-state licenses and
in those instances where a student with the same surname
and home address were located, this information was
included. Out-of-state license numbers in which the owners
have not been identified are being set forth as specific
leads. In those instances where it is noted the owner is
a student at UW, receiving offices are requested to
check indices and advise Milwaukee of positive information.

Milwaukee is indexing the names of registered
owners of all cars observed and will also conduct indices
search of these names and in the eventct any references or
main case files, the materials will be reviewed to
determine if further investigation is warranted.

IRM is cla-mf ed "Co all' in order to protect
confidential source as information contained
in attacueu m1m couuu jiovasuna ly result in the identification
of this source and compromise his future effectiveness.

LEADS b6
b7C

BOSTON DIVISION

At Boston, Massachusetts

Identify owner of Massachusetts Licen se I

NEWARK DIVISION

At Trenton, New Jersey

Identify owner of New Jersey License

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION b6
b7C

At Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Identify owner of Pennsylvania License

ARMED & DANGEROUS



In Reply. 1
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
~lsse Refer to June 2, 1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

On April 3, 1971, Special Agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation observed Huey Percy Newton,
Supreme Commander, Black Panther Party (BPP), and five
members ai his antouragre, including|

members, Illfhois BPP,
arri e Madison Airport, 4:00 PM, where they were met by
Sam alter. b6

b7C

A confidential sourcewho furnished reliable
informatiik in the Past, advisedF

University of
Wiscons1h (UW) Afro American Center made all
of the arrangements for Newton's speech in Madison.

(A characterization of the BPP is
attached in the appendix,)

Same source, as previously mentioned, advised
on April 3, 1971, that subject and his party arrived at
Jay's Bar, Route 51, Madison, at approximately 3t15 PM,
where subject spoke before approximately 400 people. Source
advised Newton made the following speech:

tco id ntialDECLASSIFIEDON

GROUP I
Excl ed om automatic
dow radin and
dec assifica 'on

"This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency."

-I -
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< The Black Panther Party bases its,
$ideology and philosophy on a concrete

0 analysis of concrete conditions, using
dialectical materialism as our
analytical method. As. dialectical ma-
terialists we recognize that contra-
dictionn Ohn lpr'd to devon N The
internal. struggle of opposites based
upon their unity causes matter to have
motion as a part of the process of de-;
velopment. We recognize that nothing
in nature stands outside of dialectics,'
even the Black Panther Party. Baut we
welcome these contradictions, because
they clarify and advance our struggle.
We .ad a contradiction with our former
Minister of Information, Eldridge
Cleaver. But we understand this as
necessary to our growth. Out of this

..contradiction. has come, new growth
and.a new return to the original"vision
of the Party.

Early in the development of the Black
Panther Party I wrote an essay titled
" The Correct Handling of a Revolu-
tion". This was in response toanother
contradiction. - the criticisms raised
against the Party by the Revolutionary
Action Movement (RAM). At that time
RAM, criticized us for our above-
ground action -- -openly displaying
weapons and talking about the
necessity for the community to arm
itself for its own self-defense. RA4I
said that they were underground, and
saw this as the correct way to handle
a revolution. I responded to them by
pointing out that you must establish
your organization above ground so that
the people will relate to it in a way
that will be Positive and progressive
to them. When yougo underground with
out -doing this, ,you bury yourself so
deeply that the people can neither re-
late to .nor contact you. Then the
terror.f m of the underground organi-.
zatibn will be just that--striking fear
into .the hearts of the very people.
whose interest the organization claimsI
to be defending- -because the peop2
cannot relate to them and there is no-
.body there to interpret their actions.
You have to set up a program of
practical action and be a model for
the community tofollow and appreciate.



The original vision of the Party wad
to develop a lifeline to the people, by
serving their needs and defending them
against their oppressors who come to
the community in many forms--fro
armed police to capitalist exploiters
We knew that this strategy would raise
the consciousness of the people a
also give us their support. Then, i
we were driven underground by thd
oppressors, the people would support
us and defend us. They would kno1
that, in spite of the oppressor's inter1
pretations, that our only desire wag 1
serve their true interests; and the
would defend us. In this manner
might be forced widerground, but the1
would be a lifeline to the community
which would always sustain us, because
the people would identify with us an
not with our common enemy.

For a time the Black Panther Pan
lost its vision and defected from tl
community. With the defection of E
dridge Cleaver, however, we can mol
again to a full scale development
our original vision, and come out
the twilight zone which the Party
been in during the recent past.

The only reason that the Party 1'
still in existence at this time,
the only reason that we have been aN
to survive the repression of the Pa



and murders t f'some of our most ad-
vanced comrades is because qfthe Ten-

!Point Programt -- our i survival pro-
gram. Our programs would be mean-
ingless and insignificant if they~ were
not community programs. This is why
it is my opinion that as long as the
Black community and oppressed people
are found in North America the Black
Panther Party will last. The Party
will survive as a structured vehicle,
because it serves the true interests
of oppressed people and administers to
their needs -- this was the original
vision of the Party. The original vision
was not structured by'rhetoric nor by
ideology. It was structured by the
practical needs of the people, and its
dreamers were armed withanideology
which provided a systematic metod of
analysis of how best to meet thdse
needs.

When Bobby Seale and I came to-
gether to launch the Black Panther
Party, we' had been through many
groups. Most of them were so dedicated
to rhetoric and artistic rituals that they
had withdrawn from living in the
Twentieth Century. Sometimes their
analyses were beautful, but they had,
no practical programs which would
deliver their understandings to the
people. When they did try 'to develop
practical programs, they often failed,'
-because they lacked a systematic
ideology which would help them do

.concrete analyses of concrete con.-
ditions to gain a full understanding of
the community and its needs. When I
was in Donald Warden's Afro-Ameri-
can Association, I watched him tr- to
make a reality of community control
through Black Capitalism. But Warden
did not have a systematic ideology, and
his attempts to. initiate his program
continually frustrated him and the com-
munity too. They did not know why
capitalism would not work for them,
even though it had worked for other
ethnic groups.

When we fornied the Party, we did
so because we wanted to put theory
and practice together, in a systematic
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manner. We did this through our basic
Ten Point Program. In actuality it was
a 20-Point Program, with the. practice
expressed in ' What We Want" and the
theory exPressed in "What -We
Believe". This program was designed
to serve as a basis for a structured
Political vehicle.

The actions we engaged in at that
time were strictly strategic actions,
for political purposes. They were de-
signed to mobilize the community.Any
Section which does not mobilize the

,-community, toward the goal is not a
revolutionary action. The action might
be a marvelous statement of courage,
but if it does not mobilize the people
toward the goal of a higher mani-.
gestation of freedom, -it is not making!
a political statement and could even
be counter-revolutionary.

We realized at a very eafly point
in our development, that revolution is g
a process. It is not aparticularaction,
nor is it a conclusion. It is a Process.
This is why when feudalism wiped out
slavery, feudalism was revolutionary.
This is why when capitalism wiped.
ut feudalism, capitalism was revolu-:

tionary. The concrete analysis of con-*
crete conditions will reveal the true
nature of the situation and increase
our understanding. This process moves
in a dialectical manner and we under-
stand the .struggle of the opposites
rased upon their unity.

Many times people say that our
Ten-Point Program. is reformist; but:
they ignore the fact that revolution is
a process. We left the Program open-
ended, so that it could develop and
people could identify with it. We did
not offer it to them as a conclusion;
we offered it as a vehicle to move
them to a higher level. In their quest
for freedom, and in their attempts to
prevent the oppressor from stripping
them of all the things they need to exist,
the people see things as moving front
A , to B to C; they do not see things
as moving from A to Z. In other
ivords they have to seefirst some basic.
accomplishments, in order to realize
,that major successes are Possible.
Murh of the. time the revolutionary will



have to gyide them into this under-
standing. ut he. can never take them
fromn A to Z mn one jump, because
it is too far ahead. Therefore, when
the revolutionary -begins to indulgein
Z, .or,, final, conclusions, the -people
do not relate to him. 'Therefore he
is no longer a revolutionary, if re-.
volution is a process. This makes ;
any action or function which does not
promote the process - non-revolu-
tionary.

When the Party went to Sacramento,
when the Party faced down. the police-
men in front of the office of Ramparts,
magazine, and when the Party patrolled
the police with arms, we were acting-.
(in 1966) .at atime when the people had
given u#' the philosophy of non-violent
direct action and were beginning to deal
with sterner stuff. We wanted them to
see the virtues of disciplined and or-
ganized armed self-defense, rather
than spontaneous and disorganized out-
breaks and riots. There were Police
r lert Patrols all over the country,
out we were 'the first armed police
patrol. We called oierselves thd Black
Panther Party for Self Defense. In all
of this we had political and revolution-
ary objectives in mind, but we knew
that we could not succeed without the



support of the people.
Our strategy was based on .a con-

sistent ideology, which helped us to
understand the conditions around us.
We knew that the law was not pre-
pared for what we were doing and
policemen were so shaockod tai4 thay
didn't know what to do. We saw that
the people felt a new pride and strength
because of the example we setfor them;
and they began . to look toward the
vehicle we were building for answers.

Later we dropped the term "Self-
Defense" from our name and just be-
came the Black Panther Party. We
discouraged actions like Sacramento
and police observations because we
recognized that these were not the
things to do in every situation or on
every occasion. We never called these'
revolutionary actions. The only time
an action is revolutionary is when the
People relate to it in -a revolutionary
way. If/they will not ise the example
you set, then no matter how many
guns you have, your action is not re-,
volutionary. .

The gun itself is not- necessarily
,revolutionary, because the fascists
carry guns--in fact they have more
guns. A lot ofso-called revolutionaries
simply do not understand the stateme t
by Chairman Mao th4 "Politicalpower
grows out of the barrel of a gun.f'
They thought Chairman Mao said poli-

t icad Power is the gun, but the emphasis
is on grows. The culmination of
political power is the ownership an4
control of the land and the institutions
thereon, so that you can then get rid
of the gun., That is why Chairman Mao

,,makes the statement that, "We are
advocates of the abolition of war, wq
do not want war; but war can only be
abolished through war, and in order
to get rid of the gun, it is necL ssafy
to take up .the gun." He is always
speaking of getting rid of it. If he did
not-look at it in those terms, then he
surely would not be revolutionary! , In
other words, the gun by all re-
volutionary principles is a tool to be
zsed in our strategy; it is not an end



in itself. This was- a. part of the
original vision of the Black Panther
Party.

I had asked Eldridge Cleaver to
join the Party a number of times. But'
he did not join until after the con-
frontation with the police in front of,
the office ofRamparts Magazine, where
the police were afraid to go for their
guns. Without my knowledge, he took,
this as the Revolution and the Party.
But in our basic program it was not
until Point 7 that we mentioned the
gun, and this was intentional. We were
trying to build a political vehicle
through' which the people could ex-
press their revolutionary desires. We!
recognized that no party or organiza-
tion can make the revolution, only the

people can. All we could do was act
as a guide, to the people. Because
revolution is a process, and because
the process moves in, a dialectical
manner. At one point one thing might
be proper, but the same action could
be improper at another' point. We al-.
ways emphasized a concrete analysis
of concrete conditions, and then' an
appropriate response to :these' con- .
ditions as' a way -of mobilizing the
people and leading them to higher levels
of consciousness.

People constantly thought that we
were security guards and community
Police or something like this. This is
Why' we dropped the term "Self De:-
fense" from our name and directed
the attention of the people to the fact
that the only way they would get sal-
vation is through their control of the
institutions which serve the. com-
munity. 'This would require that they."

organize apolitical vehicle which would
keep their support and endorsement
through its survival programs of
service. They would look to it fqgr

,answers and guidance. It would not lie
an organization which runs- candidates
for political office, but it would serve
as 0 watchman over the administrators
whon; the people have placed in office.

Because the Black Panther Party
grows out of the conditions and needs
of oppressed people, we are interested.in everything the people are interested



vn,If though we 'M00i agg thge
particular . concerns as the final
answers to our problems. We will
never run for political office, but- we
will ,endorse and support those
candidates who are acting in the
true interests of the people. We may
even provide campaign workers for
them and do voter registration and
basic precinct work. This would not
be out of a commitment to electoral
politics, however. It would be our way
of bringing. the will of the people to
bear on situations in which they are
interested. We will also hold such
candidates responsible to, the com-
munity, no matter how far removed
their offices may be from the com-
munity. So we *,lead the people by

blowingg their interests, with a view
toward raising their consciousness to
'see beyond particular goals.

When Eldridge joined the Party it was
After the police confrontation, which,
left him- fixated with the "either-or"'
]attitude. This was that either the com-
munity picked up the gun with the Party
r else they were cowards and there

iwas no place for them. He did not
realize that if the people -did nct re-
'late to. the Party, 'then there was no
iway that the Black PantherParty could

ake -any revolution, because the
record shows that the -people are the

makers of the revolution and of iorl
41 1 - - 9 ' 1 . Iif 11 '1
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Sometimes there are those who er-
? ress Personal problems in political
terms, and if they are eloquent, then
hese Personal problems can sound
,ery Political. We charge Eldridgk
leaver with this. 'Much of it is pro-'
ably beyond his control, because' it is
a Personal. But we did not know thaihen he joined the Party, he was doiso only because of that act in fropf Ramparts. We weren't trying trove anything. to ourselves, all wvere trying to do, at that particula

boint, was defend Betty Shabazz, But
ve were praised by the people.

Under the influence of Eldrid
,,leaver the Party gave the community
'o alternative foridealing.with us, exjcept by picking up'tIhe gun. This movie



0

was reactionary simply because the
community was not at that point. In-
stead of being a cultural cult group,
we became, by that act, a revolution-
ary cult group. But this is a basic
contradiction, because 'revolution is a
process, and if tha acts you commit do
not fall within the scope of the process
then they are non-revolutionary.

What the revolutionary movement
and the Black community needs is a
very strong structure. This structure
can only exist with the support of the
people and it can only get its support
-through serving them. This is why we
have the service to the people
program - the most important thing
in the Party. We will s jve their
needs, so that they can survive through
this oppression. Then when they are
ready to pick up the gun, serious
business will happen. Eldridge Cleaver

.The Black Panther Party defected
from the community long before El-
dridge defected from the Party. Our
hook-up with white radicals did not
give us access to the white com-
munity, 'because- they do not guide
the white community. The Black com-
munity does not relate to them, so
we were left in a twilight zone, where
we could not enter the community with
any real political education programs;
yet we, were not doing anything to
mobilize whites. We had no influenza
in raisinga the oncost

influenced us to isolate ourselves fromB
-e Black community, so that it was where wemdeieytd t

:jr between the oppressor and the We went through a free speech
Back Panther Party, not war between movement in the Party, which was not
the oppressor and the oppressed com- necessary, and only further isolated
munBty. Us from the Black community. We had

all sorts of Profanity in our Pape

and very other word which droppdd
from, our lips, was Profane. This did
ndthdppn befo%-I wasjailed, because
I would not stand for it. ButEldridge's

- continued on next page.



continued from last page

influence brought this about. I do not.
blame him altogether; I blame. the
Party because the Party accepted it.

Eldrdge was never fully in the
leadership of the Party. Even after,,
Bobby was snatched away from us, 1
did not place Eldridge in a position
of leadership, because he was not in-
terested in that. I made avid Hilliard
administrator 'tf programs. Knew that
Eldridge would not do anything to lift
the consciousness of the comrades in
thrParty. But I, knew. that he, could
make a contribution; and I pressed him
to do so. I pressed him to write and
edit the paper, but hef wouldn't do -it.
The paper did not even come out every
week until after Eldridge went to jail.
But Eldridge Cleaver did make great
contributions to the Black Panther
Party with his writing and speaking,
We want to 'keep this in Mind, because
there is q positive and negative side to
everything.

The correct handling of a revolution
is not to offer. the people an "either-.
or" ultimatum. We. must instead gain



the sup pdrt of the people through
serving their needs. Then when the.
police or any other agency of
repression tries to destroy the pro-
gram, the people will move to a higher
level of consciousness and action. Then
the organized structure can guide the
people to the point where they are pre-
pared to deal in many ways. This was'
the strategy we used in 1966 when we.
were related to in a positive way.

So the Black Panther Party has
reached a contradiction with Eldridge
Cleaver and he has defected from the
Party, because. we would not order'
everyone into the streets tomorrow to.
make a revolution. W 'recognize that
this - is impossible .'because our
dialecticy or ideology, our concrete
analysis of concrete conditions say that
lit is a fantasy, because the people are
not. at that pointhow. This contradiction.
land conflict may seem unfortunate to
Iome, but it is a part of the dialectical.
Process. The resolution of this contra-
'diction has .freed us from incorrect



analyses and emphases.
We are now free to move toward

the building of a community structure
which will become a true voice of the
people, promoting their interests in
maty ways. We can continue to push
our basic survival program., We can
continue to serve the people as ad-
vocates of their true interests. We can
truely become a political revolutionary
vehicle which will lead the people to
a higher level of consciousness, so
that -they will know what they must
really do in their quest for freedom
and they ,will have the courage toadopt
any .means necessary to seize the time
and obtain that freedom.

HUEY P. NEWTON
MINIS2%A OF DEFENSE
BLACICPANTHER PARTY,
SERVANT OF.THE PEOPLE
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

During Newton's speech the following license
numbers were noted on cars parked in Jay's Parking Lot
by Special Agents of the FBI and a representative of
the Madison Police Department, which numbers were sub-
sequently checked through the appropriate Motor Vehicle
Departments:

Delaware

PC4091 James & Watson Funeral Home,
Main Street,
Millsboro, Delaware.
1966 Ford Station Wagon

Illinois

Current University of Wisconsin (UW) Directory
lists same home address.

"34 1"
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AV1124

567180

Chrysler Leasing Corporation,
Avis Rent-A-Car,
10319 Belle Plaine,
tiller Park, Illinois.
1971 Dodge four door.

Chrysler Leasing Corporation,
Avis Rent-A-Car,
10319 Belle Plaine,
Schiller Park, Illinois.
1971 Dodge four door.

Indiana

Current UW Student Directory lists
I I

Maryland

Current UW Student Directory lists
same home address. I I
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Massachusetts

Missouri

Current UW Student Directory lists
same home address.

Michigan

Minnesota

New Jersey

Current UW Student Directory lists
wiithe same home address.

I
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same home

same home

Current UW Directory lists al I
address. /

Current UW Directory lists an
address.

Current UW Directory lists
same address.

New York
be
b7C

same home
Current UW Directory lists a
address,
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same home
Current UW Directory lists a
address.

Current UW Directory lists a
same home address.

Ohio

Current 1W Directory lists a
same home address.

Pennsylvania

South Carolina
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Current UW Directory list
same home address.

Wisconsin

J74353 Schappe Pontiac, Incorporated,
801 East Washington Avenue,
Madison, Wisconsin.

I I
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1968 Volkswagen.
State Auto Sales,
1960 State Street,
Racine, Wisconsin.

V69430

a%+I4iI
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1967 9hevrolet.
The eoples Bookstore, Inc.,
302 Main Street,
Racine, Wisconsin.

1971 Chevrolet.
Koch Motors, Inc.,
313 West Johnson Street,
Madison, Wisconsin.

Ii

C26963

W10214
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At approximately 4:40 PM, on April 3, 1971,
Special Agents of the FBI observed Newton and his party
leave Jay's Bar anc travel to the Madison Airport
where they boarded North Central Flight 272, leaving
Madison 5:30 PM, scheduled to arrive Chicago, 6:45 PM.

On April 1, 1971, the same source, as used
previously,advised the Afro American Center,t

agreed to pay the BPP $2,500 plus $375 expenses for
Newton's travel to Madison, in addition to paying $250 for
the rental of Jay's Bar.

"o4

b6
b7C
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U D STATES DEPARTMENT O USTICE

4u 11 FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
ileNo.asSan Francisco, California

June 4, 1971

All A0N. COfNTAINED

HUEY PERCY NEWTON . .

Page one of the May 29, 1971 issue of "The Black
Panther", the official weekly publication of the Black
Panther Party (BPP), contained a statement of Huey P. Newton,
Minister of Defense of the BPP, on the dismissed case against
BPP Chairman Bobby Seale and Eri6ka Hluqgins:

The Black Panther Party (BPP) is a black
extremist organization started in Oakland,
California in December, 19)66. It
advocates the use of guns and querrilla
tactics to bring about the overthrow of
the United States Government.

"The dismissal of the case by the State of
Connecticut against ourG.airran Bobby -eale
and our Comrade Eric'IaHuggins is a clear
indication that the might and power of the
People is beginning to show. That the judge in
New Haven was forced to say, "It is humanly
impossible to find a jury", means several things;
that the State was not willing to spend another
several million dollars; that a re-trial would
be so obscene as to cause an even greater and
louder demand from the People for Bobby and
Ericka's freedom than before; and that no where
could a jury of twelve people be found that
would bring back a conviction.

"We certainly will be glad to welcome
Bobby and Ericka back among us; but we are not
so foolish as to allow this compromise to cloud

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of
the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to you-
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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our vision; Bobby and Ericka will be back among the
People, but thpy are not free, the People are not
free; id th re are hundreds more political prisoners,
A orge Jacks nd the Soledad Brothers, Ruchell

/Magee, Ang avis, and all the unknowns, all the
Black and poo people viciously incarcerated right
now in this country's maximum security camps, and the
masses of oppressed people throughout the world that
are still suffering under the direct or indirect boot
of oppression of the U.S. rulingcircle.

"It is the power of the People and the People
only to whom we will be thankful and the People in
whom out faith rests for the future. Bobby and
Ericka have spent two long years in isolated and
barbarous prisons, and nothing will justify
those years, except the victory of the People,
Black People, poor people, all the oppressed
people of the world over the fascist, imperialist
U.S. Empire.

"ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE"

The May 29, 1971 issue of "The Black Panther"
also contained the text of the statement given by Newton
on May 19, 1971 to the Black Odyssey Festival at Berkeley,
California.

On May 30, 1971, San Francisce Radio Station KDIA,
broadcast what it represented to be a tape of Newton's
speech at the Black Odyssey Festival. A recording of this
broadcast was made and the content is essentially the same
as the following excerpt from the Black Panther Party
newspaper.

-2-



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

STATEMENT BY HUEY P. NEWTON,
MINISTER OF DEFENSE

BLACK, PANTHER PARTY
SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE

TO THE BLACK ODYSSEY FESTIVAL
The Center for Urban-Black Studies

Graduate Theological Union
Berkeley, California

Since 1966, the Black Panther Party
has gone through many changes; it's
been transformed. I would like to talk
to you about that and about con-
tradictions. I would also like to talk
about the Black Panther Party's re-
lationship with the community as a
whole and with the church in
particular.

Sometime ago when the Party
started, Bobby and I were interested
in strengthening the Black community,
that is, a comprehensive set of in-
stitutions, because there is one thing
we lack and that is community. We do

May 19, 1971
have one institution that has been
around for some time and that is the
church. After a short harmonious re-
lationship with the church, in fact a
very good relationship, we were
divorced from the church, and shortly
after that we found ourselves out of
the good favor of the whole Black com-
munity.

We found ourselves in somewhat of
a void where we were alienated froin
the whole community; and we had no

THE BLACK PANTHER. SATURDAY. MAY 29, 1971
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way of being effective, as far as de-
veloping'the community is conerrr'ed.
The only way we could aid in that
process of revolution--and revolution
is., a process, it's not a conclusion, or
a set of principles, or any particular
action--was by raising the conscious-
ness of the community. Any conclusion
or any particular action that we think
is revolution really is reaction be-
cause revolution is a developmental
process. It has a forward thrust which
gets higher and higheras man becomes
freer and freer. As man becomes freer
he knows more about the universe, he
tends to control more and he therefore
gains more control over himself, that's
what freedom is all about.

So I'll talk about the mistakes that
were made. Sometimes I hate to call
them mistakes because maybe they
were necessary things to bring about
the necessary change in the Party,
the necessary transformation, or bring
about the new. I am sure' that we will
have other kinds of contradictions in
the future, some that we don't know
about now because they are in rather
low-key. I am sure they will build
up to hurl us into a new thing.

We see the church itself as going
through phases of development. Some'
times it has found itself somewhat
isolated from the community. Today
the church is striving to come back
into the favor of the community; so
with the church the Black Panther
Party will attempt this also.

A short time ago there was an
article that appeared in the Black
PantherPaper, if you read tha poli-

tical 21, an, I hope that you do. It's
called "The Defection of EldFiUge
Cleaver from the Black Panther Party
and the Defection of the Black Panther
Party from the Black Community."
(Editor's note: In that, article, the'
Minister of Defense stated: "We were
trying to build a political vehicle
through which the people could express
their revolutionary desires. We re-
cognized that no party or organization
can make the revolution, only the people
can. All we could do was act as a guide
to the people. Because revolution is '2
process and because the process moves
in a dialectical manner. At one point
one thing might be proper, but the same
action could be improper at another
point. We always emphasized a con-
crete analysis of concrete conditions,
and then an appropriate response to
these conditions as a way of mobilizing

'the people and leading them to higher
levels of consciousness.") I would like
to concentrate today upon the defection
of the Party. I think that's a larger
unit, for sure, and I hate to place
blame upon individuals in our Pary
in particular, because they're always
governed by a collective called the
Central Committee. When I disagree
with the Central Committee (and I did
much disagreeing and arguing when I
was in prison, but I was outvoted) when
we come out of the meeting, I support

the position of the Party unti the next

meeting.

I think at first that we hav. to have
some organized apparatus i? order to

bring about the change neces:: ryThe
only time we leave our political



machine or our institution altc etheris
whin wdJfeel that we cannot b, '-gabout
the change. As amatteroffac he very
posture of the organization c -the in-
stitution will strip us of our Iividual
dignity. That would leave no com for
us to -change anything, beca- e we'll
be stripped of that basic qua, y that's
necessary for us to go on . iggling
to make the new. So I feel 4at this
was the case with the Party 2nd that
can be argued one way or an' ier, but
individually I thought that the I rty still
should be held together. I kne if Ileft
we would have to form a ne Party,
a, new institution in order tc be that
sur or that guiding light in e corn-
munity. Also I would have t( contend
with new contradictions.

We always say that contr f ictions 0
are the ruling principle of the z diverse.
I'll mention this word time -d time
again because I think that .' s re-
sponsible for much sufferi, When
things collide it hurts; but the collisionn
.is also responsible for deve pment.
Without contradictions et rything
would be stagnant, because -ontra-
diction is that principle where posing
forces struggle against each there in i'
order to gain dominance ba. .d upon
their unity. So everything ha- an in-
ternal contradiction, and, as ,ointed L
out, the church also has that.

Contradiction, or the strain i at tries
tb make the inferior superic to the
thing that is in control, give motion
to matter. We see this throu4 out the
universe, in the physical world, as well
as in the biological world. 'e also
see ft in cultures. We see szat de- 5

velopnent comes whenthephe -menon
occurs that we call acculturaL. -cThat
is, two societies meet, when .dtures ,
meet they collide because the have a
contradiction, and both are ) -dified.
They say that the stronger sh is less
change and the weaker more iange.
All the time the weaker is at. mpting
to gain dominance over that ot. ;rpart.
But something happens, they 1h will

,never be the same again bec :se you
have a kind of synthesis, w, Tre you
have the thesis, antithesis, anc *e syn-
thesis. In other words that 's all
working toward the truth of th ;rinity.
This principle of contradict. a, this
striving for harmony, seems tc perate
in all of our disciplines an( ce can
see how it operates.

So the Black Panther Pc ty was
formed because we wanted to oppose
the evils in our community. " >me of
the members in the Party wer not so J
refined--we were grasping foy 7rgani-
zation. It wasn't a college can us or-

ganization; it was basically' an ;rgani- i
zation of the grass roots, and 0
anytime we organize the most vic-
timized of the victims, we run into a
problem. To have a Party or a church
or any kind of institution, whether wd
'like it or not, we haveto have adminis,
trators. The institution, the organi-
zation, or the Party in this case--how
it functions, how effective it is---will
depend upon how knowledgeable, how
advanced in thinking the administrators
will be. We attempt to apply the ad-
ministrative skills--ifyou are a grass-
roots organization-- to the .probLems
that-aYW'most heard in the communi-
5



ty-MVAen we do this, it is somewhat
abstract in a way.

History shows that it's there, and
because most of the parties that have
led people out of their difficulties to
change the situation have administra-
t6rs that have what we sometimes call
the traits of the bourgeoisie or else
de-classed intellectuals. In other
words they are the people who have
gone through the established institu-
tions, rejected them, and then applied
their skills to the community. They
gave it to the community, therefore
making their skill not a bourgeoisie

,,kill, but a people's skill. It was trans-
formed through the contradiction of
applying what's usually bourgeoisie to
the person who is oppressed; and that
itself is a kind of transformation.

With our Party we're not so blessed
with this. History does not repeat itself;
it goes on also transforming itself
through its dialectical process. We
see that our Party, while we have ad-
ministrators (we need them in the
Party), the victims have not received
that bourgeoisie training. So I will not
apologize for our mistakes, our lack
of a scientific approach that we tried
to use and put into practice. It was a
matter of not knowing, of learning, but
also starting out with a loss, a loss
that history has never seen. That is,
that a group attempting to influence
and change the society so much and at
the same time have its administrators
as much in the dark much of the time
as the-p;e pie that they are trying to
change. In our Party we have nowwi-ht

we call the Ideological Institute where
we are tecih-ing these skills. And we
also invite those people who have
received a bourgeois education to come
and help us, letting them know that they
will, by their contribution, make their
need to exist--as they exist--null and
void. In other words, after we learn
the skills they will not be bourgeois
anymore, because that will evaporate
with its application.

I explain this to show some of the
mistakes. I won't go into particulars
but I will show you generally what
happens, because it's also happened to
the church. I say that everything seems
to negate itself through contradiction.
Remember it is transformed by the
contradiction, so therefore its cId
quality, its old composition is trans-
formed so much until it has a new
composition. We call it a thing negating
itself; sometimes we call it the ne-
gation of the negation, because just as
it is formed, it is also being negated
by something else, and we see that
this goes on in the process of de-
velopment.
,'As far as the church is concerned,,
the Black Panther Party, and other
community groups who call themselves
concerned with the political and not
the spiritual, criticize the spiritual.
We say that it's only a ritual; it's
irrelevant, and therefore we have
nothing to do with it. We say this 'in
the vot-xt of the whole cam.munity
having something to do with the church,



usually on one level or another. That
is one way of defecting from lte7 om-
munity, and that is exactly what we did.
Once we stepped outside of the church
with that criticism we stepped outside
df the thing that the community was in-
volved in and said to them," You follow
our example; your reality is not true
and you don't need it." I think that
people do the thing that they think they
need and they probably do it on that
level, one way or another.

Now without judging whether the
church is operating in a total reality,
I'll venture to say that if we judge
'WIhether the church operates in a
ituation of relevance to the total com-

hzunity, we would all agree that itdoes
not. That is why you develop new pro-
grams and become more relevant so
your pews will be filled on Sunday.

So we will say that the church is in
its developmental process, then; first
it needs to exist. We feel that with our
new direction, which is an old direction
as far as I am concerned, but we'll
call it new, because there has been a
reversal in the dominance in the
Central Committee of our Party
because of reasons that you probably
know about. So we go to church and
we are involved in the church and we're
not doing it in any hypocritical way.
f think that it is a thing that man needs
(t this time, and he needs it because
f what? Because we scientists cannot

answer all of the questions. As far as
I am concerned when all of the questions
are answered, when the odd is not
answered, when the unknown is not
answered4-4hen there is roo r God
because that unknown is God. God is a

thing that we kmow nothing about really,
andThitris why as soon as the s cienist
develops or points out a new way of
controlling the universe or part of it,

suddenly that thing is no God. In
other words, at one point wh .thund.?r

clashed it was God's clap, j sting his
hands together. As soon asw ound out
that it was not God, then t say that
God has other attributes b2 not that
one. So in that way we too on what
was His before, you see? B, you still

haven't answered all of the .westions,
so He exists. And those scie. lists thht
say they can answer then are di :-
honest.

So we go into the church realizing
that we cannot answer the qi .stions at
this time, that the answe : will be
delivered at some time, a i we feel
that when they are delivere they will
be explained ina way that we can under-
stand and that we can c: .4trol. We
noticed--I went to church ,r years,
my father is a minister a: - I spent

15 years in the church, this was my
life as a child--we saw one thing?.
That is as we approach the unknown,
ye see that sometimes a group of
people will find something out or feel
tiat they have discovered something
they can control and say this is not
God, while the other group will say
tlat we have to approach my God dif-
jerently for the simple reason that
3hey attribute other characteristics tb
Cod. So we get many denominations,
you see, all struggling to understand.

WheizI.was going to church I used
to hear much of the time, they would



;ay that God is within us and so
'here]foreGod is some pdrt of us.
Ind God is that part of us that's
>ery mystical, in the sense that we
lon't understand it., But as man de-
>elops and understands more and more,

then he will approach God, and finally
he will reach heaven and therefore he
u ill merge with the universe. I've
never heard one preacher say that
there is a need for the church
in heaven, the church would negate
itself. As man approaches his de-
velopment and becomes larger and
larger, the church therefore becomes
smaller and smaller because it is not
needed any longer. Then if we really
get ministers who will deal with the
social realities that cause the misery,
s6 that we can solve them, so that
man will become larger and larger,
then their God within will come out,
we can see it and merge with it. Then
we will be one with the universe.

So I think it was rather arrogant
of my Party to criticize the community
for indulging in a practice to deliver,
this answer. The only thing we will
criticize in the future is when the,
church does not act upon these evils
that we feel cause man to go on his
kjees. The man goes on his knees
and humbles himself under the awe,
t4 at large force that he cannot control.
But as man becomes stronger and
stronger, his understanding greater
and greater, he will have a closer
walk with thee; You note they say walk
and noT crawl.

So with the church we will all start

again to control our lives and control
our communities. Even with the Blaqk
church we have to really create a corn -
munity spirit. We say that the church
is an institution, but in itself it i's
not a community according to
sociology. The sociological definition

of a community is that a community
is a comprehensive collection of in-
stitutions that will deliver our whole
life, provided that we can reach most
of our goals within it. It serves us
and we create it in order to carry
out our desires. In the Black com-
munity we have the church as an in-
stitution that we created, they let ,us
create. They warred against us, 5ut
finally we got that compromise and we
worship as a unit, as a people concerned
with satisfying their needs. At the time
the white church was not satisfying our
needs, because the actual questions
could not be answered in human terms
because they felt we were not human
beings. So therefore the white church
does not answer our cause or our
problem at all, so we formed our own.
They let us form it because they felt
if we're not human beings then why
should we go to church? So through
that negative thing a positive thing
came out again. We started to ad-
minister fraternities, anti-lynching
groups and so forth, but they still
would not let our community exist.
We came here in chains and I guess
they thought we were meant to stay
in chains. But this wasn't the case
and the_way we started to move out
and have that forward thrust w-sTo



orggn , a political machine or trying
to develop a community so that iirculd
have the apparatus in order to fight

blIck. You cannot fight en organized
machine back individually, so we woula
ibork with the church ,t order to
establish a community to satisfy most
of our needs so that .we can live and
operate as a community group.

The Black Panther Party, with its
survival programs, plans to develop -
the institutions in the cor:' munity. We
have a clothing factory -we are just -

erecting on Third Street- where we
will soon give away about 300-400
nuw clothes a month. And we can do
this by robbing Peter to pay- Paul.
What we will do is start to make
golfing bags under contract to a com-
pany and with the surplus we will buy
material to make free clothes. Our
members will do this. We vill have no
overhead because our collective--we'll
exploit our collective by raking them
work free. We'll do this not just to
satisfy ourselves--like the 'hilanthro-
pist, or to serve--to save someone
from going without shoes, even though
this is a part of the cause of our
problem. People make the revolution;
we will give the process a: forward
t/4rust. If we suffer genocide we won't
be around to change things. So in this
uay our survival program; is very
practical.

What we are concerned with is the
larger problem, so we will be honest
and say that we will do like the
churews, ye will negate ournecessity
for existing. In other words, after we

accomplish our goals then the Black
PZrtthemr Party will not nee. Wtr-exist
because we have already created our
heaven right here on earth. l72iat we're
going to do is administer to the com-
munity the things they need in order
to get their attention, in orer to or-
ganize them into a political nachine.
In other words the community : will thens
look to the Party and look to those
people who are serving th2ir needs
in order to give them guit:nce and
direction, whether it is olitical,
whether it is judicial, or ui; ether it
is economic.

So our real thing is to organizee
across this country. We have '8 chap-
ters and branches and I word like to
inform you that the so-called split is
only a myth, that it does not exist.
We lost 2 chapters in that -o-calletl
split and I will tell you that t3 burden
is off my shoulders, I was glad to
lose them because it was lik a yoke,
I was frozen. Even though I couldn't
make a move I already told )ou that
I wo'zldn't get out of the whcl. e thing
then, because 'certain people -,ad such
an influence over the Party. For ine
to have taken that stand it would hcve
been an individual stand. So ncv were
about three years behind in our five
year plan, but we will now move to
start to organize the community around
the survival programs, IL- ad-
ministering shoes.



We_have a shoe factory that we're
opening up on 14th and Jeffeso. We
have the machines and everything else
donated. We'll use .it to get inmates
out of prison because most of us know
how to make shoes through making
shoes in the prison. So it will serve
two purposes. We can give them a
position in the shoe factory and there-
fore get somebody out on parole;
secondly they'll come out with the idea
of giving a certain amount of shoes
away each week, and we'll have a
right to wear shoes program. We'll
point out that everyone in the'society
should have shoes and we should not
have a situation like in Beaufort County,
South Carolina where the children--
many of them--70%o of the children
suffer brain damage because of mal-
nutrition. They have malnutrition be-
cause of the combination of not enough
food and parasites in the stomach.
The worm eats up half the food that
they take in. Why? Because the ground
is infested with the eggs of the worms
and they don't have shoes to wear.
So as soon as we send a doctor there
to cure them they get the parasites
a ain. So we think that a shoe pro-
g am is a very relevant thing, first
id make them live, to create those
conditions so that they will grow up
and be able to work out a plan
to change things. If they have brain
damage, they will never be a revolu-
tionist because they cannot plan be-
cause they have already been killed.
That 4.nocide in itself.

So we will do this and we will point

out to this government, to thi&.sacial
ordla-that they must administer to its
people because they say that they're
supposed to be a representative
government, representing the needs of
the people. Then serve them. If they
don't do this then they have a right to
'be criticized. What we will not do in
the future is jump too far ahead.
We can jump too far ahead and say
that the system absolutely cannot give
us anything which is not true, the sys--
tem can correct itself to a certain
extent. What we are interested in is for
it to correct itself as much as it
can do and after that if it doesn't
do everything that the people think is
necessary then we'll think about rq-
organizing things.

To be very honest again I thirik
there's great doubt whether the
particular arrangements can do this.
But until the people feel the same way
I feel then Pll be rather arrogant
to say dump the whole thing just as

we were arrogant to say dump the
church. Let's give it a chance, let's
work with it in order to twist as many
contributions and compromises out of
all the institutions as possible and then
criticize after the fact. We'llknow when
that time comes, when the people tell
us so.

We have a program attempting to
'get the people to do all they will do.
It's too much to ask the people to qo
all they can do, because we know we
can do everything. But that is not the
poir4,Jjk point is how do we get them
to do all they will do, until they



eventually get to the point they will
have to b? doing all they carn-FYo be-
cause they will be satisfied with
everything else? This is the kind of
program we have.

When the Party stqrted we started
because we recognized that what was
growing out of the movement was
what we called a cultural cult group.
We defined a cultural cult group as
an organization that disguised itself
as a political organization, but really
it was more interested in the cultural
rituals of Africa in the 1100's before
the contact with the European. Instead
of administering to the community and
organizing it, they would rather wear
bubas and get African names and use
t/}tis and demand that the community
do the same and do nothing about the
survival of the community. Sometimes
they say that "well if we get our cul-
ture back then all things will be
solved," this is like saying to be
regenerated and born again is to solve
everything. We know that it is not
solved.

We went into a thing just as closed
in as the cultural cultist group. You
might know many churches that are
very reactionary and you might call
them a religious cult. They go through
many rituals but they're divorced from
reality. Even though we have many
things in common with them we say

they isolate themselves from reality
because they're so mise;cable and
reality is so hard to take. Ye know
that by us operating within t.e.2 reality
does notmean that we accept itwre k

operating within it, so thai we can I

change it, because what we '.o as re-
ii vohZonzsts we're somewhat abstract

in our approach. The people ce always
real. They think they are re( , but' we
know that reality is changi, all 'the
time, but what we want to do harness
those forces that are causing-, e change
in order to direct them in a esirable
direction. In other words the develop-
ment will go on, but we have no
guarantee that it will devel. . so man
can live. We have 'no guar ,tee that
the bomb won't be dropped, & :we know
that there are certain ways .2t we can
plan for the new reality, an in order
to do this, we have to take soi a control
over the now. So the pDple who
withdraw, like I mentioned th . ,eligious
cultist group, do the same thing as
the cultural cultist group.

These are new words the.; we have
coined. The Panthers ar always
coining words, because we h. ,e to keep
defining' the new reality: the new
phenomena. The old words fusee us
sometimes, because thi is have
changed so much. So we . _y to stay
abreast, by developing or ipulating
definitions, the old lexical 3finitions
become so outdated ter the
qualitative leap (the trans" >rmation)
that it doesn't match at all <zat we're
talking about now.

The new word that we c -e talki g
about now is what I was ilty of.' I
was guilty of this when Ic ered the
Black troops to Viet Na, -- I won't
talk about whether it was mc -ally right
or wrong--I will say that ar thing that
you say or do as a revolu onist that
does-not. spur or give tLk forward
thrust to the process (of revolution),



is wrong.Remember that :'Ae people
are the makers of history, - ze people
make everything in their sc Iety. They
are the architects of the _ciety and
ifyou don't spur them on , en I don't
care what phrases you us whether
they are political or religion: , you can-
not be classified as being levantt to
that process. You might be- 'actionary
because if you know you're a ongand do
these things then Nou';-e 2actionary
because you are very very - ilty. You
deserve many stripes. .mrne of us
didn't know. Pm probably ore guilty
than anyone. I keep search. ag myself

to see whether I knew we weregoing
wrong. I couldn't influence them (the
Central Committee) and maybe I should
hAve been charged with an individual
violation and gotten out that they didn't
know. I think most of them didn't know,
so they're not as guilty as I am. But
anyway, the new word that we call
what we went into for a short length
of time--a couple of years--is revolu-
tionary cultist.

The revolutionary cultist uses the
words social change, they use words
for being interested in the development
of society, he uses that terminology,
you see. But his actions are so far
divorced from the process, and organi-
zipng the community until he is living
in a fantasy world. So we talk to each
other on the campuses, or we talk to
each other in the conspiracy of the
night, with concentration upon the
weapons thinking that these things will
produce change, without the--p4ple
themselves changing it. Of course peo-

pie wilt do courageous things and call
them-suves the vanguard.~-BI u the
people who do things like that arf
either heroes or criminals. They are
not the vanguard because the vanguard
means spearhead, and the spearhead
has to spearhead something, if nothing
is behind it, then you are divorced
from all the masses, and, not the van-
guard.

I am going to be very criticized
now by the revolutionary cultists and
probably even more in the future be-
cause I view the process as going in
stages. I feel that we can't jump from
A to Z, we have to go through all
that development. So even though could
see a thing is not the answer, I don't
think it's dishonest to involve myself
in it for the simple reason that the
people tend to take not even one step
higher, they take a half a step higher.

Then hang on to the reality or what
they view as the reailty, because they
can't see that it is constantly changing
and when it finally changes (quali-
tatively) they don't know why.
Remember that part of the reason it
changes around them is because they
are there, so they participate whether
they like it or not.

So what we will do now is involve
ourselves in anything or any stage cf
development in the community, support
that and try to introduce some insight
into it. Then we will work very hard
with the people in the community and
with this institution so that it can
negate itself. We will be honest about
this and we hope they are honest.
They will be honest if they acept this
thing, that is the reality that everything



is negated and this is how we go on
to hfighER levels. -

I would like to say this to notify
you that in the future there will be
many articles that come out. Most of
thzm will be re-analysis. I am doing
an article now called " To Re-analyze
Eiack Capitalism", but I'm not going
to go into that because it's a long
rap. But I think this is the kind of
thing we're involved in and we'll judge
how successful we are by whether we
can take the community with us.

I was warned when I got up here
that it would be more appropriate for
a ,question-and-answer period, so I
guess that we'll start now because
Pin subject to go on and on.
QUESTION: I would like to know in
your Re-Evaluation of your former
stance in relationship to the com-
munity, in what ways do you expect
to merge or bring together the com-
munity of the Catholic Church into the
Black Panther Party?
MINISTER OF DEFENSE: First that I
say that we can't change the reality,
or direct it, or harness the forces
until we know them. We have to gather
information about it. We cangatherin-
formation about the church by ex-
plriencing the church. As a matter of
fact that is how we gain facts, through
empirical evidence, observation and
experience. So in order to do this we
have to go there. You see the only
laboratory in society we have is the
community itself, and we view our-
selves as not only scientists but also
activisI&s

Now we say we try to merge theory

0

with practice. So we're going to
churchJ§7'ow. I went to chucJ-last
week for the first time in 10 years,
I guess. We took our children with
us. We have a youth institute, the
Samuel Napier Youth Institute. We have
about 30 children now and we took the r
to church and involved ourselves. We
plan to involve ourselves in many com-
munity activities, going through the be-
havior the church goes through in order
to contribute to the community. We also
kope to influence the church, as Pm
sure the church will influence us. Re-
member that we said that even when
whole societies and cultures meet they
are both modified by each other. And
I am saying that the very fact that
we're there is the new ingredient in
the church and we know that we will
be affected, and we hope that they wil
be affected. But I warn you that te
hope that we will have more effect
than you.

Just briefly I mentioned our Youth
Institute. We have children from 3 to
14, most of them have already been
kicked out of schools and we : ve a
shortage of facilities because th hard
,core Black community or what,. want
to be the community now is 5 st, an
aggregate. People who happen to be
Black.

We are teaching them first hat I
mentioned before, bourgeois kills.
This is a necessary thing for us to
learn-i--n order for us to understand
the phenomena around us, the society.



Ontiwsecond hand, we don't 1V-e the
way the skills have been used, sc we're
going to use them a differe. way.
Thirdly, our children are no going
to withdraw. As far tzs I'm co- :erned
I don't like parochial schools, don't
l;ke separate schools, but I th k that
sometimes you have to use a s tegy,
just as the Black Panther Pa 'v is a
Black organization. We know .at we
live in a world of many cultru 3s and
ethnic groups and we all inter .cnnect
in one way or another. We sco that
we are the contradiction to the :reacl-
iolqary western values, but we :annot
separate because we're here. Tech-
nology is too far advanced fG us to
isolate ourselves in any geogy' 5hical
location--the jet can get there -,o fast
and so can the early-bird TV s -- so
what we have to do is share t: .e con-
trol of these devices.

So far as our children a,3 con-
cerned the only reason they ar.- at this
separate school is the public chools
were not giving them the corre ?t edu-
cation. They can hardly learn :o read
and write. I don't want them to end
up as I did. I only learned how to
read after I was 17 and this will not
happen to them. I've only been reading
frYr about 10 years or so, an. that's
npt very good--I don't read very good.
Anyway our children, just c, we're
going back to the church, o- ;' whole
plan is for our children not tog ,.aduate
from our school and live in a fantasy
that everyone has the under. tanding
that the do. Our effort is to k, -p them
in there just as long as it af ll take

for them to go back into th: school
in ordr Fto organize it and ake The
school relevant. In other worc s we're
going to send them back nto the
wilderness, but we're going to se-rid
them with their purseandthei, scribes
with them this time.
QUESTION: When David Hillic dspoke
to the National Committee F Black
Churchmen that met in Berl ley, he
called the preachers who were zthered
there a bunch of pimps and other-
fuckers, and bootlicking pi.:5s and
motherfuckers, which is inf -nation
that never should have been me a public
anyway. And he threatened t it if the
preachers did not come arour. that the
Panthers would off some of the
preachers. Imagine that if y 're lot
able to influence the Black c. urch 2s
much as you think that you ill, ulill
the Panther Party return to this
particular stance?

MINISTER OF DEFENSE: If you under-
stood my talk, the Black Panther Party
will not take the separate individual
stand. We'll only take the stand of the
community because we're interested in

what the community will do and will

do to get themselves liberation. We
will not be arrogant and we wouldn't
have the most rudimentary knowledge
if we didn't know that we cannot bring
about the change. It eas very wrorg
and almost criminal for some people

in the Party to make the misthe to
think that the Black PantherParty could
ovgthi'ow even the police 'br-. It
ended up with the war between the ;olice

r



and the Panthers, and if there is war,
it needs to be between the coITr Tnity
qnd the reactionary establish it or
else we're isolating ourselves.

As far as what David Hilliar- said,
what it did was alienate you, anc hat's
what you're talking about. So ereJ
fore it alienated us also, it pt. z's in
a void where blood was spillec frowd
one end of this country to the "her,
our blood, while the com unity
watched. Our help watched on, y .see?
But it was more our fault than eirs,
bIecause we were out there sayi - that
iwe were going to lead them .to' a
change. But we can not lead the i into
a change if they will not go. As . mat-
ter of fact, we cannot exist indio ;ually
if we don't band together to re5 -t the
genocide against all of us: So :st as
I criticize David Hilliard, I c; 2icize
myself, because I knew that st I was
going on and I argued again.: it, I
didn't leave the Party and finally
the change came about.

And so what I say about it :s that

I understand, and the reaso that I
didn't leave was that it wa Yt an

outrage to my humanity even ough I
cringed everytime. Because I Ader-
stood that he did it not out o, hatred
Lut because of love. He did it * cause

hg was outraged by the chur: P's in-
activity, as you're outraged i Dt you,
but you in the Plural), outr ,'ed at
this situation, and he was o ragedj
of course, because of your is Alation.
So we're all in the same boat; o when
we end up in the same boat the. means
we'fitmified right there. 15*
THANK YOU VERY MUCH
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Source Three u ,

Informants of the Los Angeles Division have no
as of yet ascertained what transpired during NEWTON's 7 1
visit to the residence. The Buick vehicle -
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

ly, Please Refer to Los Angeles, California
June 7, 1971

HUEY P. NEWTON k.r/r, -2 ~
RACIAL MATTER-

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

An Appendix page for the Black Panther Party (BPP)
is attached.

The following sources have provided reliable
information in the past.

Source One advisq8 that Huey P. Newton, Supreme
Commander of the BPP; and
John/Seale, former Production Manager of the BPP newspaper,
intended to fly to Los Angeles from San Francisco on June 2,
1971. Source One reported that Newton would visit

in Los Angeles and also confer with b6
b7C

,b6
Source One also advised intended to b-C

bring| |to Los Angeles and leave
with there.

Source Two advised that, on June 2, 1971, Newton,
| |Seale, and deplaned from Pacific
Southwest Airlines (PSA) Flight 542 at Los Angeles Inter-
national Airport at 9:40 p.m. The party of four was taken

/6W-0 /.-3 I
77,~
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HUEY P. NEWTON
RACIAL MATTER -
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

by an airport limousine service to the Ramada Inn at 9620
Airport Avenue near the air terminal. The group entered
the bar at the hotel and remained there until 10:30 p.m.
While in the bar, Newton and Seale appeared to have a dis-
cussion, during which there was 6bvious disagreement.
Later, Seale left the group and made a phone call. At
approximately 10:30 p.m., the group left the bar and met
several people in a parking lot, at which timer

taken away in a Volkswagen sedan.

b 6Newton,| and Seale then took a cab to 7b
which is the residence b-.

ofl ISource Two also advised that
parked in front of the residence was a vehicle registered
to and a Buick registered to
of Los Angeles.

Source Two advised that, prior to midnight,
June 2, 1971, vehicle and the Buick both departed
the residence. At approximate :00 a.m., a dark colored
Volvo automobile left residence and drove into
a residential canyon area of Beverly Hills. This vehicle b
had two persons as occupants, one of which was a Negro b
female. The other could not be positively observed.
Source Two also advised that at approximately 3:30 a.m.,
this vehicle returned to the residence, after
which all lights were extinguished.

Source Two advised that no activity was noted at
the| residence for the rest of the early morning
of June 3, 1971, until approximately 12 noon, at which
time Newton and Seale were driven to Los Angeles Inter-
national Airport. Both individuals were observed boarding
a PSA flight which departed Los Angeles at 1:15 p.m. on
June 3, 1971.

Source Three advised that visited the
BP pad located at| |in the late morning b6
on June 3, 1971. Source Thfee advised had said b7c
she had wanted to see a BPP member in Los
Angeles, while she was in town. Source Three advised that

-2-



HUEY P. NEWTON
RACIAL MATTER -

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

b6
transportation was arranged to travel from 78th b'C
Street to the airport at about 12:30 p.m. because she had
to catch a flight back to the Oakland, California area.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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TO SAC, SAN eU)It CO (157.1203)

PRO DIRECTOR, PSI (1-0165429)

HUBY PZRCY NUWTON, ARA., RM - BPP (KB).

RBURTIL JUNE TWSLV INSTANT.

BASIS INFORMATION FWNISDI

SIMILAR DRI OPTION. NO FBI NUMBER A
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JUN 12 1977
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DIRECTOR' *FSI (105-16 DAu 6/15/ 71

SAC, SAN-FRANCISCO (157.1203) (P)

O aALL INFS ATIO CONTAINED
SUBJECT: HE{7 L IMTON, akar 4so - a gas>HEl'l AtA7L 1-

4 0 -San lracisco .

ReNYlet to Bureau 12/7/70.

Relettrhorted th4*'-.a 11/13/*n 4 representative
of Harcourt Brace saJan( ,Inc.,
York city succeepays to Earcourt Brace and., Word A , advised
that the book titled "The Pantbzy:to be t y subject
and J. HI A vBLAR wln be pu Ashed, until late fall, 1971.

LEAD

NEW YORK

ATL IV YORK CITY, _EW YORKh Will determine if the
above-mentioned book is still scheduled to bepublished and
will attempt to obtain an ad ance copy Of the book.

Bureau (Rl)
2 - New York (157-2702)
2 - San Francisco
JLC /jr
(6)

,~y4

JmAll,

(RM)

?'.-
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m ~~Mr. Sulliivan....

'OM N CAT IONSA'n M r - -

8M97Brennan

A110. CONTAr
3:44 PM U GENTM6/28/71aMCC

Mr. Conrad..
rT-TEfL1E Mr. Dalbey-

Mr. Mohr-

PLAIN Mr. Caleh

jvo Mr. Caser-

oR04 S Mr. Felt-
P44 M U ENT 6/28/71 MC Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars-
TO DIRE TOR (105-165429) Mr. BeaverRE TORTele. Room-

FROM S FRANCISCO (157-1203) IP Miss Holmes-
Miss Gandy

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE).

ALAMEDA COUNTY ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY FRANK VUKOTA,

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, ADVISED SUBJECT APPEARED IN ALAMEDA COUNTY .
SUPERIOR COURT, OAKLAND, MORNING OF JUNE TWENTYEIGHT INSTANT.

SUBJECT'S ATTORNEY, CHARLES R. GARRY, FILED A CHALLENGE TO THE

GRAND AND PETIT JURY PANELS. MATTER ASSIGNED TO SUPERIOR COURT

JUDGE HAROLD HOVE, DEPARTMENT SIX, AND RECESSED UNTIL JUNE

TWENTYNINE NEXT, WHEN GARRY WILL PRESENT WITNESSES CONCERNING

MAKE UP OF JURY PANELS.

ALAMEDA COUNTY ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY DONALD WHITE

IS HANDLING PROSECUTION.
I

RC 16
9119

ADMINISTRATIVE

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF ALL DEVELOPMENTS.

END u - -

MSE

FBIVASH DC
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ALL INrJATIO0N CONTAINED
HEREiN S CLA&tEDAs r
DATE ES

TIIYE 6p-URGER

b6
TO: SAC, SAN RAcIsco (157-1203) 1 - b7C

PROM: DIRECTOR, PMI (105-165429)

HUYT PERCYlT
RM-WP; IE

REU MAY TWERTT-8VEN NINETEEN 85VNTT-ONE.

NEWTON'S TRIAL F0M MANSLAUGHTER SCEDED TO BEGIN TOAT,

JUNE TWENT-EIGBT.

SAN FRANCISCO EEP BUREAU ADVISED B TELTYE 1, DEVELOP-

ases.

JLA:alb
(3)

NOTE:

Retel advised Newton's trial rescheduled for today.
We should be kept advised as Newton is Suptreme Comander of
the 3PP and there will be considerable publicity in this trial.

HEC A
g2 JUN 29 1971 b6747TrolIson
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Mohr
Bi sh op
Brenn'an, C.
C allahan
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Conrad
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEST ON, ir

COMMUNICATIONS SECT N 7

JUN 291971 ' _" A

TqON, CONTAINED

NR 012 SF PLAIN CONT iN

8:52PM EL 6/29/71 FCO DATL -i WuLters-

TO: DI TOR (105-165429)
dr. Walters

Tele. Room..

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) ss Hlmes
Miss Gandy-

b'

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE)

ALAMEDA COUNTY ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY DONALD WH ,

OAKLAND, CALIF., ADVISED SUBJECT APPEARED IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR

COURT, DEPARTMENT SIX, JUNE TWENTYNINE INSTANT, WERE PRE-TRAIL

ARGUMENTS BY HIS ATTORNEY CHARLES R. GARRY TOOK PLACE. GARRY CONTINUED

HIS CHALLENGE OF THE COMPOSITION OF THE PETIT AND GRAND JURIES. 
GARRY

CALLED ELEVEN SUPERIOR COURT JUDGES AS WITNESSES TO SHOW HOW 
NAMES FOR

ALAMEDA COUNTY GRAND JURIES SELECTED.

WHYTE STATED HE DOES NOT EXPECT THE SELECTION OF TRAIL JURY TO

BEGIN UNTIL WEEK OF JULY SIX NEFT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JUNE TWENTYEIGHT LAST.
REC- 325

END 45
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The information mentioned in
was furnished the Bureau previously i
communications:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165706)

SAC,SAN FRANCISCO (157-1204)

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
RACIAL MATTERS

ReBuairtel 6/18/71.

paragraph two of reairtel
n the following

San Francisco report 1/14/71, entitled HUEY PERCY
NEWTON; this report contains information concerning NE TOfN's
"'"urv l Program".

San Francisco LEM 1/27/71, entitled HUEY PERCY NEWTON,
which set forth the complete text of NEWTON's speech at Boston
College, 11/18/70, concerning "The Survival Program".

San Francisco LHM 3/8/71, captioned BPP - INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS, which set forth the text of NEWTON's interview on the
JIM DUNBAR television show RGO-TV, 2/26/71, in which NEWTON first
used the phrase publicly of "survival pending revolution".

'San Francisco LHM 3/22/71, entitled HUEY PERCY NEWTON,
reporting the NEWTON - LOUIS FREEMAN "Black Montage" program on
radio station KDIA, 2/28/71, in which NEWTON again used the term
"survival pending revolution".

New York LHM 5/25/71, concerning NEWTON's appearance on
the DAVID FROST Show 5/14/71, in which NEWTON pointed out that
the Panthers believed in "non-violence".

Milwaukee LHM 6/2/71, entitled HUEY PERCY NEWTON which
set forth the text of NEWTON's speech at the University of
Wisconsin, 4/3/71, concerning the "survival program".

San Francisco LHM 6/4/71, entitled HUEY PERCY NEWTON
which set forth the full text of NEWTON's 5/30/71, speech at the
"Black Odyssey Festival", Berkeley, California, in which NEWTON
expounded his "survival program" theories.

2 - Bureau (RM-RRR)
2 - San Francisco

D 1 j r

JUL 1

OT RECOR

'1

6/24/71



SF 157-1204
DET/jr

San Francisco LHM entitled BPP - ORGANIZATION, 5/18/71,
reported that the party was dropping the term NCCF and that all
Panther groups in the future would be known as BPP Chapters.

The recent statements by JOHN SEALE and
concerning the decision to discontinue publicizing purges in
order to avoid pinpointing purged individuals to law enforcement
is being included in the current investigative report concerning b6
the BPP now in the process of preparation and this will be sub- b7c
mitted to the Bureau in the immediate future.

San Francisco LHM 5/20/71, entitled
San Francisco LHM 4/5/71 entitled STRONGHOLD CONSOLIDATED
PRODUCTIONS and Los Angeles LHM 4/30/71 entitled
all contain information concerning relationship with
NEWTON. The intimate relationship between and
NEWTON was not submitted in LHM form for dissemination since this
appears to be a personal escapade only and was included in the
bi-weekly airtel summary as background information. However, an
LHM concerning this relationship is being submitted.

WFO LHM 5/3/71, entitled BPP - TRAVEL OF LEADERSHIP,
set forth information concerning ELDRIDGE CLEAVER's travels in
the Congo.

CIA teletype to the Bureau 5/8/71, contained the same
information but it was marked specifically by CIA "no
dissemination" and therefore was not submitted in LHM form.

San Francisco LHM 3/24/71, entitled BPP - INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS, contained the information concerning the European
solidarity groups and the Red Panthers.

Paris LHM 5/19/71, entitled BPP - INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS,
reported the factionalism among BPP supporters in France.

In accordance with Bureau instructions, this office
will continue to prepare LEM for dissemination of pertinent BPP
activities.

In addition, the BPP investigative report, which
pursuant to Bureau instructions must be submitted semi-annually,
but which has been submitted on more frequent intervals by
this office will continue to correlate for dissemination purposes
all important developments and activities on the part of the BPP.

2
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MAY 1962 EDITION
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UNITED STATES GO RNMENT

Memorandum
DIR1-CTOR, FBI (105-165429)

3AC, MINNEAPOLIS (157-877) (RUC)

HURY PERCY NVWTON, aka;
RM - BPP; TREASON (KBE)

DATE: 6/30/71

ALL INFORMAT 0 CONTAINED
HEE1 IS -NCLASS)FED
DATL y 

00: SAN FRANCTSCO

Re Milwaukee airtel to Bureau dated June 2, 1971,
enclosing LHM of the same date,

Page 18 of referenced LHM indicated that Minnesota
licenses registered to the following persons were observed in
a parking lot during the speech of HUEY PERCY NEWTON at
Madison, Wisconsin, qji April 3, 1971.

b6
b7eC

Indices of the Minneapolis Division indicate tha:
the above persons are all on the Security Index from the
Minneapolis Division and have been identified by sources as
members of the Worker's League in the Minneapolis area.

44 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Milwaukee (157-1113) (RM)
2 - San Francisco (157-3765) (RM)
1 - Minneapolis
DTD:mjt
(7)

I V -

9 JUL 6 1971
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* fEi~L ~~L~j (2: r~2-3 r. Tr son
-COMMUNICATONS SEC10N Mr. SunJivin

Mr. Mr
J UN f 0 1971 a

TELETYP 
NR 006 SF PLAIN /'L ~'MAJNcN

ALI-TO CONT6:30PM NITEL 6 30/71 FCO ilF0 0 I , D
TO: DIRE TOR (105-165429) r6 F 0

FROM: SA FRANCISCO (157-1203)
Tele 1. b6

sb7C
MlissGu

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA. RM - BPP (KBE)

DONALD WHYTE, ALAMEDA COUNTY ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY AT

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, THIS DATE ADVISED AS FOLLOWS:

CHARLES R. GARRY, DEFENSE ATTORNEY IN NEWTON TRAIL CONTINUED

HIS QUESTIONING OF ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT JUDGES AND JURY

COMMISSIONER RE MAKEUP OF GRAND AND PETIT JURY PANELS. COURT RECESSED

UNTIL TOMORROW WHEN ARGUMENTS WILL BE HEARD ON DEFENSE MOTIONS

CHALLENGING THE JURY PANELS.

ADMINISTRATI VE:

RESFTEL JUNE TWENTYNINE LAST.

END

RECD THREE

KPT FBI WASH

CL R

RE 172tL8 9

62JUL 8 11911.

I



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F BI

Date: 6/24/71

Transmit the following in
(Type in plantext or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (10 16 706) M S U L D
FROM SAC, CHICAGO (15-1291) (P) 6 -f96

SUBJECT: BLACK PANTHER PARTY -
CHICAGO DIVISION

RM - BPP
(00: SAN FRANCISCO)

On 6/22/71. who has furnished
reliable information in the past and who has been assigned the
permanent symbol CG T-6 in captioned matter, provided the
following: b2b6

I a member at the Illinois Chapter b7C
of the BPP, Chicago, was in contact with

of that Chapter, in which regar
inquired as to the possibility of obtaining the services
of Minister HUEY NEWTON for an engagement in Chiao in
late September, 1971. |was advised by
that "the Minister" is not performing public speaking
engagements any longer.

The above is provided for the information of the
Bureau and San Francisco.

IN THE EVENT THE ABOVE IS DISSEMINATED, IT SHOULD
BE PARAPHRASED AND CLASSIFIED CONFIDENTIAL.

au (RM)
Cr ~L 105-165429) (HUEY P.>EWTON)

3 - San Francisco (157-1904) (RM)
(1 - 157-1203) (HUEY P. NEWTON)

4 - Chicago
(1 - 157-1291 SUB F)

CES/sis /
(10)

ii-
NOT RECORDED

10A 1iii Q 1Q71

r gSellient inharge
Sent M Per _ _ _ _

1,0 1 - V-1 0 4-1- '133

z
0X
O

b6
b7C



COM ;UNICATIONS S:CTION

JUL 6 97

NR 006 SF PLAINTEXT ALL n 7OST

6:5 1PM NITEL /6/71 CRN Hc

TO: D ECTOR (105-165429  If By

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE).

DONALD WHYTE, ALAMEDA COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFIt,

OAKLAND, CALIF., ON JULY SIX INSTANT, ADVISED THAT MOTION BY

DEFENSE TO SQUASH ADMISSABILITY OF NEWTON'S PRIOR CONVICTION

IN NINETEEN SIXTYFOUR DENIED. SELnTION OF JURY BEGAN BUT NO

JURORS YET SELECTED AND IT IS ANTICIPATED IT WILL TAKE REMAIN E

OF THIS WEEK TO SELECT JURY.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JULY TWO LAST.

UACB, SAN FRANCISCO WILL NOT SUBMIT A DAILY TELETYPE

CONCERNING SELECTION OF JURY UNTIL JURY COMPLETED. THIS CASE\

WILL BE CLOSELY FOLLOWED HOWEVER, AND BUREAU WILL BE APPROPRIATELY

ADVISED OF PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS.

END.

RECD FIVE

KPT FBI WASH

CLR

-q69



FD-16 (Rev. 5-22-64)

X 4

*1

FBI

Date: 6/25/71

Trgnsa*#th following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL,
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-115429)

: - SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P)

BJEC E WT aa ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
CT: HUEY P. EWTON, aka HERE IS AuLAS, iHED

(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST) B
00: San Francisco

Enclosed for the Bureau are five (5) copies of
an LHM concerning Subject.

The enclosed LHM is classified 0 ali
to protect the identity of the sources, disclosure of
which could affect the national defense adversely.

Source one 1:

Source two i

The article mentioned in the LHM, captioned
"Statement By HUEY P. NEWTON To The Black Odyssey Festival"
on 5/19/71 was submitted to the Bureau by airtel and LHM on
6/4/71.

The artic e appearing in the 6/5/71 issue of "The
Black Panther" concerning black capitalism by NEWTON, as
mentioned in the enclosed LUM, was furnished to the Bureau
by airtel and LHM dated 6/10/71.

The article by NEWT &ning the movie "Sweet
Sweetback" that appe in th /71 issue of "The Black
Panther" newspaper w- furnished to the Bureau by LHM.J

Bureau (Encl. 5 (RM)
San Francisco
(1 - 100-51311) (J. HERMAN BLAKE) L 197

JLC/wqs /3p /'a
(5)-.MO

A rved:C
J~~ U:LI54 gent in Charge

Sent M Per 2
U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1

.r"11 
(L.--4



U ED STATES 'DEPARTMENT OjJSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Plese Refer to San Francisco, California
File No.

June 25, 1971

H1UEY PERCY NEWTON

On May 26, 1971, source one reported that
EZZI was editing a transcript of a speech by Huey P. Newton,
Minister of Defense of the Black Panther Party (BPP), which
Newton had made on May 19, 1971 at the Black Odyssey Festival,
Berkeley, California. According to the source, after
had completed the editing of the transcript, the text o
speech would be printed in the May 29, 1971 issue of "The b6
Black Panther" newspaper. b

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, in
December, 1966. It advocates the use of
guns and guerrilla tactics to bring about
the overthrow of the United States
Government.

CO IAL

Ex lud from automatic
Down ad' g and
Dec assification

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the
FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it
and its contents are not to be distributed outside yo a ency.

/ .1 /7q3



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

The May 29, 1971 issue of "The Black Panther"
contained the text of Newton's speech mentioned above.

On May 29, 1971, a second source re orted that
had told Newton on that date L J hopes to have

the book he is currently writing about Newton and the BPP
completed around June 1, 1971. Newton requestedF
edit transcripts of speeches previously given by Newton and
include those speeches in the book.

b6
On June 11, 1971, second source reported that b7c

was then writing an article for Newton to be printed
in the June 19, 1971 issue of "The Black Panther." This
article will be a critique of the movie "Sweet Sweetback"
and taken from notes made by Newton and Newton's secretary,
Gwen Hodges, when they had viewed the film.

On the same date, this source also reported that
an article by Newton appearing in the June 5, 1971 issue of
"The Black Panther" had been rewritten and edited
This article was captioned "Black Capitalism Re-Analyzed,"
and it states that black businessmen should contribute to
the BPP in return for which the BPP would advertise the donor
"free" and its newspaper so the community and the people
would know whom to support.

The article concerning the movie "Sweet Sweetback"
appeared in the June 19, 1971 issue of "The Black Panther"
as scheduled.

On June 6, 1971, Newton traveled to New York City
to meet with Melvin Van Peebles, producer and director of the
movie "Sweet Sweetback." Newton took with him a film titled
"The Death of Fred Hampton," which he hoped to have Van
Peebles review in an effort to secure Van Peebles' support
in having the Hampton film shown in theaters as a co-feature
with "Sweet Sweetback." Newton returned from New York on
June 8, 1971.

On June 10, 1971, source two reported that while in
New York City, Newton went to the offices of Cinemation, the
distributant office for the film "Sweet Sweetback." When
Newton arrived at the office, he encountered a white man, who

-2-

CO* A



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

was supposedly in charge of the office, and the white man
immediately inquired as to why Newton had come to that office.
Words of anger were exchanged between Newton and this
individual, and Newton threatened to slap the face of this
"rich cat" and take over his office. However, Van Peebles
arrived before any blows were struck and proceeded with
Newton to Van Peebles' residence for discussion. According
to who accompanied Newton to the office and
residence of Van Peebles, the residence was a filthy place,
presided over by the "ugliest white woman in New York, and
who Newton described as "looking like a woodpecker."

According to this source, Newton and d dined
with Van Peebles in his residence, but that Newton had to get
drunk in order to "take it.." Van Peebles supposedly showed
his black su remac theories by ordering the white woman
around, and complained that his flea-ridden cat kept
jumping up on er while at the residence. Newton discussed
with Van Peebles his desires to have Van Peebles review the
film "The Death of Fred Hampton," and Van Peebles agreed to
take it to a screening room and look it over. However, Newton
was certain that Van Peebles was not interested in the film
because when it was returned to Newton the next day, Newton
noted that the seal on the canister containing the film had
not been broken. Newton complained to the source that Van
Peebles did not bother to even come to the airport to see
Newton before he returned to California and instead sent his
woman with the film. As a result of this meeting with Van
Peebles, Newton concluded that any social message in "Sweet
Sweetback" had gotten into the picture by accident, and what
Newton saw in the film was not a self-projection of Van
Peebles, but only Newton's own interpretation. In that
regard, Newton stated that Van Peebles showed a lack of
social consciousness concerning the movie, and Newton was
disillusioned with Van Peebles after their meeting. Newton
further claimed that Van Peebles was really "bad" and he did
not understand his own movie.

b6
b7C



FD-323 (Rev. 11-29-61)

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

U D STATES DEPARTMENT 01ISTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

June 25, 1971

Title HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Character

Reference San Francisco letterhead
memorandum, dated and
captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
infomation in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the PBI. It is the propertyof the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.



TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

OPTIONAL FORM NO 0 5010-107
AY t962 -4TION

GSA n. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES G * NMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429) DATE: July 6, 1

C, ORICAGO (157-3765)
MMATION 00CNTAINED

-NLASSREDHUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka "Y
RM - BPP; B

TREASON (KBE)

(00: San Francisco)

Re Milwaukee airtel and LBM dated 6/2/71.

Referenced LHM, pages 16 and 17, listed the
following individuals as holders of automobile licenses
of vehicles parked in the vicinity of Jay's Bar, Route
51, Madison, Wisconsin, on April 3, 1971. HUEY P. NEWTON,
Minister of Defense of the Black Panther Party, was the
principal speaker at a BPP affair held at that bar on that
date:

0' I

-14

95i~
jUL A 971

1'
(' I

- Bureau (RM)
1 - Milwaukee (157-1113) (Info) (1M)
1 - San Francisco (157-1203) (Info) (RM)
2 - Chicago

1 - 157-3715
cES/jto

5 s Jsti, U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

)71



Chrysler Leasing Corporation
Avis Rent-A-Car
10319 Belle Plaine
Schiller Park, Illinois
1971 Dodge four door

b6
b7C

Indices of the Chicago Office contained no
references identifiable with any of the above captioned
individuals.

The following confidential informants who are
familiar with BPP activities or members of the Illinois
Chapter of the BPP in Chicago, advised as of June 25, 1971,
they could furnish no information regarding the above
individuals and knew none of them to be affiliated in anyway
with the BPP:

b2
It is noted that the two automobiles bearing 6

Illinois license plates assigned to the Avis Rent-A-Car b7c
Company were according to I Irented by b7D
at the request of the BPP in Chicqgo and carried members
of the Illinois Chapter of the BPP to Madison on April 3,
1971, to serve as bodyguards for HUEY P. NEWTON following
his arrival by air. The identities of those serving in
this capacity other than are unknown.

In view of the above, Chicago is taking no
further action in this matter.



F B i

Date: 6/25/71

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL - REGISTERED

------ -- -- -- -- - - - ----- - - - - - - - - ---- - ----

TO: D CTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P
17

BJECT: HUEY P. NEWTON, aka.
RM -
(KEY
OO:

BPP
BLACK EXTREMIST)
San Francisco

CL.4
I 0 4
.................................

Enclosed for the Bureau are five (5) copies of
an LHM concerning activities of Subject.

The enclosed LHM is classified C AL to
protect the identity of the source, the disclosure o which
affect the national defense adversely.

Source utilized in the LHM is

Two (2) copies of this communication are being
fu nished to Los Angeles Office for information inasmuch
as reside withi -that division.

/01 /S/); ct 25 PS APPROftA AGENCIES

could

9X-105

/ e; Z sEC-39
Bureau (Enc. 5) (RM)
Los Angeles (Enc. 2) (RM)
San Francisco 7 JUN 71

JLC/jb #S-3
(8)

AppsQved:
4 ~LS etAgent in Charge

Sent M Per

U, S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 156U0 - 4,G (11)

4

)
'I4,'

1 -
4 -

J ,II~
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T LTTED STATES DEPARTMENT JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

InR y, PkneaseRejer San Francisco, California
File No.

June 25, 1971

HUEY P. NEWTON

On June 23, 1971, source reported that
from Los Angeles, California, had arrived at the apartment
of Huey P. Newton, Black Panther Party (BPP) Minister of
Defense, 1200 Lakeshore Avenue, Apartment 25A, Oakland, b7C
California, at approximat el 7:15 P.M. on that date.
Indications are that travelled from Los Angeles
to Oakland via air.

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California in
December 1966. It advocates the use of
guns and guerrilla tactics to bring about
the overthrow of the United States
government.

b6
b7C

C 0 N F\D NTIAL
Group I
Excluded f m automatic
downgradi nd
declassifat on

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.



C U 11TI

HUEY P. NEWTON

Source further advised that spent the
night of June 23-24, 1971 in Newton's apartment and
that no discussions concerning BPP policy and procedure
took place.

Source also reported on June 24, 1971 that
departed Newton's apartment at approximatley

11:15 A.M., June 24, 1971 to return to Los Angeles.



In Reply. Please Refer to

File No.

USED STATES DEPARTMENT OW STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

June 25, 1971

Title HUEY P. NEWTON

Character

Reference San Francisco memorandum
dated and captioned x above,
at San Francisco, California

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency,



CONIML\NCAT S S L N

NR 013 SF PLAIN TELETYPE ivir. ualu-yMr. Felt

8:58PM NI 
Mr. Gae

P, ~ Mr. Rosen-
Mr. Tavel

TO: DIRECTOR (105-165429) >Mr. Walters

ATE Mr. Boyars
Mr. Beaver=FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) Tele. Room-

olmes.
andy_

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE).
b
b

ROBERT BERNARD, ALAMEDA COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFIC

OAKLAND, CALIF., THIS DATE ADVISED AS FOLLOWS:

JUDGE DISALLOWED DEFENSE CHALLENGE OF GRAND JURY PANEL.

PRE-TRIAL PROCEEDINGS TODAY COVERED DEFENSE MOTION TO EXCLUDE

EVIDENCE OF NEWTON'S PRIOR CONVICTION IN NINETEEN SIXTYFOUR FOR AN

ASSAULT WITH KNIFE, AND INVOLVED TESTIMONY FROM NEWTON THAT HE WAS

UNAWARE OF HIS RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT WHEN HE TESTIFIED IN NINETEEN

SIXTYFOUR. EVIDENCE OF SUBJECT'S PRIOR CONVICTION IS IMPORTANT

INASMUCH AS IT ALLOWS STATE TO ASK FOR A SENTENCE OF TWO TO FIFTEEN

YEARS FOR MANSLAUGHTER. DISTRICT ATTORNEY EXPECTS MATTER OF EXCLUSION

OF PRIOR CONVICTION WILL BE DISPOSED OF TOMORROW AND SELECTION OF

JURY MEMBERS WILL BE NEXT ORDER OF BUSINESS.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JUNE THIRTY LAST.

END LDREC-39

HOLD /
f , * J UL 1971

jdJUL 13 1971



Mr. Tolson -

Mr. Sullivan
Mr. Mohr

JUL 2 1971>:
7,r, 1 t,_ -

TELETYP-,Al NFOIAT OGNCONTAINED
NR 007 SF PLAIN

8:00 PM NITEL 7/2/71 FCO 'ft !:3

DIRECTOR (105-165429) s Gandy-

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 6

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE)

JACK MEEHAN, ALAMEDA COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE AT

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, JULY TWO INSTANT, ADVISED AS FOLLOWS:

PRE-TRIAL TESTIMONY IN HUEY P. NEWTON CASE CONTINUED THIS DATE

CONCERNING ADMISSABILITY OF NEWTON'S PRIOR CONVICTION IN NINETEEN

SIXTYFOUR. BOTH SIDES ARGUED MATTER AFTER COMPLETION OF TESTIMONY

AND SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE ADVISED THAT HE WILL RULE ON THE MATTER J3IIY

SIX NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFNITEL JULY ONE LAST.

END

HOLD

VI

0M RL IR

REC 20.

17 JUL 9 1971

4k;7l



AUNICATIONS SECT0N

JUL 101971 Nz

DRL FBI WASH DC

JUL5

arsan-
NR 001 SF PLAIN n, 1Pias -

4 32 PM NITEL 7/10/71 BEH 0r. Gale
Tr. Rosen

TO: DIRECTOR (105-165429) Mr. Tavel
Mr, Walters

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P) Mr. Soyars
Mr. Beaver-
Tele. Room-
miss H Imes--
Miss G-

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA, RM - BPP (KBE).

DONALD P. WHYTE, ALAMEDA COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFIC 6
b7C

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, ADVISED THAT ON JULY NINE LAST SELECTION OF

ALTERNATE JURORS FOR NEWTON'S TRIAL WAS COMPLETED. JURY MADE

UP OF TEN WOMEN AND TWO MEN. ALTERNATE JURORS ARE TWO BLACK MEN,

ONE BLACK WOMAN AND ONE WHITE WOMAN.

DEFENSE ATTORNEY, CHARLES R. GARRY, AND ASSISTANT DISTRICT

ATTORNEY WHYTE, DELIVERED OPENING STATEMENTS ON JULY NINE LAST

AND THEN CASE RECESSED UNTIL TEN A.M. JULY TWELVE NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE JULY EIGHT LAST.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END )11 JUL 13 1971



FEDERAL BUREAU 0 v- -

CaMMU ATi .S cC;ON

JU 81971

ELETYPE

004 SF PLAIN

A URGENT 7/8/71 MCC

D RECTOR (105-165429)

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

Mr. Conradc
Mr. I1 by
Mr. F*lt
Mr. G le
Mr. RUsen
Mr, TUAi r-
Mr. Walters-
Mr. S vars
Mr. Bewevr.
Tel@, Room.
Miss Holmes-
Miss Gandy.....

AU.

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., PM - BPP (KBE).

DONALD WHYTE, ALAMEDA COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE,

OAKLAND, CALIF., ADVISED SELECTION OF JURY FOR NEWTON'S TRIAL

COMPLETED AND OPENING STATEMENTS ARE TO BEGIN MORNING OF JULY

EIGHT INSTANT.

JURY CONSISTS OF TEN WOMEN AND TWO MEN, WHICH INCLUDES ONE

BLACK, ONE LATINO AND ONE GRADUATE STUDE THE UNIVERSITY OF

CALIFORNIA. A BLACK WAREHOUSEMAN AND A JAPANESE WOMAN WERE

SELECTED Al ALTERNATES.

ADMINISTRATIVE

RESFT(EL JUL SIX LAST.

BUREsD WIL1BE KEPT ADVISED OF PERTINENT

END

5~3 JUL 20.ra u

J I

NR

9:44

TO

FROM



-3 6 #Rev., 5-2 2-6 4)

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED
(Priority)

- --------------------------------------------------------------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

F A ,SA FRANCISCO (157-1203)

SUBJECT. UEY P RCY NEWTON aka
RM - B P jNFfMT

EM - Ar ALL INFORMIAT
(KEY B ACK EXTREMIST)
00: San Francisco HEREI . m,

Re San Francisco airtel and LHM dated 6/25/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are five (5) copies of
an LHM setting forth article by Subject which appeared in
the 6/19/71 issue of "The Black Panther" newspaper.

The enclosed LHM is classified t"; d4tialto
protect the identity of the source, disclosure of which
could affect the national defense adversely.

Source is :

REC-39 /

HtCLOSURE '10

Bureau (Enls. 5) (RM)
San Francisco

1pky 10mzi

Sent M Pe
S.4 l cial Agent in Charge

I
SB I "



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNIJ STATES DEPARTMENT OF J*TICE

FsDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

July 6, 1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

On June 11, 1971, a source reported that Huey
Percy Newton, Minister of Defense of the Black Panther
Party (BPP), had viewed the movie, "Sweet Sweetback" in
an Oakland, California theatre on two or three occasions
and had liked the movie so much that he wanted to write
an article about it to be Drinted in "The Black Panther"
newspaper. Newton took with
him to view the movie, and they made written notes about
the film, from which the article would be prepared.

The BPP is a Black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, in December,
1966. It advocates the use of guns and ?7c
guerrilla tactics to bring about the over-
throw of the United States Government.

On the same date, the source advised that
as using the notes made by Newton and

on the movie "Sweet Sweetback" and was in the
process of writing an article for Newton to be printed in
the June 19, 1971 issue of "The Black Panther" newspaper.
This article will be a critique of the movie "Sweet Sweet-
back", and Newton will be shown as the author when it is
printed in the BPP newspaper.

C 0 N I IDEN T IA L

Excluded from automatic
downgrad g and
declass'fi ation

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclu-
sions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

The article concerning the movie "Sweet Sweetback"
appeared in the June 19, 1971 issue of "The Black Panther"
newspaper as scheduled. An introduction to the article
was written by BPP Chairman Bobby Seale and several photo-
graphs from the movie accompanied the article. Following
is the introduction and the article as it appeared in the
BPP newspaper:
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HE WON'T BLEED'"ME
A REVOLUTIONARY ANALYSIS OF SWEET SWEffBACK'S BAADASSSSSTORG

Y HoEY P. NEWTON MINISTER OF DEFENSE, THE BLACK PANTHER FALY,

SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE WITH AN INTRODUfTitN BY BOBBYSEALE,
CHAIRMAN THE BLACK PARTNER PARTY

The feeling that I have now that I It-seems that it has taken nothing
am back on the scene with Brother more than the7act that Brother Huey
Huey P. Newton is , one where I P. Newton is free, and now I find my-
remember the time when Brother self free from Jail Number One and
Huey was always there to interpret out in the larger social Prison. But
the cultural things and symbolicforms we are with our people in the Black
jd expressions of the people in

aid exrsiI"f h epei community and BrotherHuey.P. Newton
rent forms of art. This was over is now giving forth a Profound in-deh

three and a half years ago, the last analysis, a beautifIl revolution
time Brother Huey and I were together. peoples analysis. of "Sweet Sweei-

Now that I am back on the scene I back." 'He is graspingforus the people
have had the chance to be with many all the symbolic meanings ofthe movie
righteous Party members and com- and explaining them to us
munity people. Together we have n w have read the analyst
shared the experience of going to the given by Brother Huey we 'should unite
theatre to see "Sweet Sweetback" theas brothersand sisters in the struggle
latest movie on the set. Our Minister and go back and see "Sweet Sieetback"
of Defense, righteous, beautiful Bro- but not to be entertained, we should
tkr Huey P. Newton was there in- do it because we can be educated and
te preting all the symbolic meanings our consciousness and understanding
of the movie, and showing the essence, can be increased. I am going to see. 't*
of the real-life experience of the Black again with Brother Hue y's anays s
community- as it is put together in my guide. I hope you will too.

Iswsetem hteetback." ha Btake noth

sE CrPANTHER SAilAY JUNE 19 1971
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comptentto jdgeits content. He
The..nery popular movie produced and competent to judge soent._h

dircte b MevinVa Pebles caledkneWll~film-wasnot something which
directed by Melvin Van Peebles called would upset the Black community be-
"Sweet Sweetback's Baadasssss Song" cause of its explicitness. He wanted
contains many very important mes- youth and children to see it because h
ages for the entire Black community. knew they would understand it. Ye
n many levels Van Peebles is at- -m * sv a *&emtig t cmmuicte om cncil he movie was given an "X" ratingempting to communicate some cruci al Pver his protests, thus making it im-

ideas, and motivate us to a deeper possible for the youth to see. But it
understanding and then action based Cs a real message for them, for just
upon that understanding. He has like "Moo Moo" one of the youthful
certainly made effective use of one of characters in the movie, they are our
the most popular forms of communi- Mre
cation--the movie--and he is dealing Melvin Van Peebles had great dif-
in revolutionary terms. The only faculty obtaining the funds to make this
reason this movie is available to 'us', movie, therefore it is a low-budget

'th its many messages is because movie. In some parts the sound and
lack people have given it their highest the lighting are not as good as th y
support. The corporate capitalist would might have been if he could have 4d

never let such an important message 'greater freedom to make the film. J
be given to the community if they were have found that its messages and sig-
not so greedy. They are so anxious nificance are clearer when I combine'
to bleed us for more profits that they viewing the film with listening .to the
either ignore or fail to recognize the record of the sound track and reading
many ideas in the film, but because the book. I 'would urge all of you who
we have supported the movie with our want to- understand the deep meanings
attendance we are able to receive its of the movie completely to also buy
message. i the record and the book. (NOTE: The

It is the first truly revolutionary book is available in' paperback for
Black film made and it is presented '$1.00, and the record for $5.98. Both
to us by a Black man. Many Black may be obtained for $6.00 by sending
people who have seen the film 'have a check or money order to Lancer
missed many of its significant points.4 Books, 1560 Broadway, New Yo4

have seen the film several times' N.Y 10036)
Ind I have also talked, to about 50 - "Sweet 'Sweetback" blows my mind
60 others who have seen it and each ieverytime I talk about it because it is
time I understand more. so simple and yet soprofound. It shows

When Van Peebles first presented the robbery which takes place 'in the'
the film he refused to submit it to Black community and how we are the
the Motion*Picture Associationi'be hral' v s. *Then it.shows-hotohe
rated because 4e knew they were not i mimst den ith shows situtevictims jnust deal with their, situation.-
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using many institutions and many'ap-
proaches.-ft demonstrates that one of
the key routes to our survival and the

ccess of our resistance is unity.
"Sweet Sweetback" does all of this

y using many aspects of the com-
munity, but in symbolic terms. That
is, Van Peebles is showing one thing
on the screen but saying something
completely different to the audience.
In other words he is signifying, and
he is signifying some very heavy things.
I am going to go through the film and
analyze some of the scenes, and then
I am going to talk about some of the
general- ideas put forth in this truly
revolutionary movie.

When the movie opens we see the
ces of the women; there are young
ces and old faces, light faces and

dark faces, but in all of them there
is a sign of weariness, sadness, but
also joy. You soon recognize that the
women are in a house of love, a house
of prostitution, a house of ill-reptel'
and of course it is all of these things,
depending on what position you are
viewing it from. This is the essence
of the whole film, the victim and tl,
oppressor looking at things in a much
different way, from a different point
If view.

The .women are tired, yet they are!
happy. This is because theyarefeeding
,a small boy. As you look at the women
you see that they -are strong and beau-
tiful Black women, definitely African
in ancesty and symbolic ef-Mother1
Afriea. The size *of ,some qf their,

breg .*si nifes haV Afrier'is fo-
tentially the breadbasket of the world..!
The women are feeding stew to a s
boy who is WP arently veryhungry,
as he douins it they keep offering h
more. These women with their large
breasts potentially coud feed and
nourish the world, and if this is so
certainly they 'have the potential to
raise their liberator, for that is what
the small boy is, ,the. future of the
women, of Black people, liberation.

They are in a house of Prostitution
not of their own will, but because of
the conditions the oppressor makes
for us. They are there to survive, and
they sell their love to do so, therefore
our love is distorted and corrpte
with the sale. When- you have nothing
else left you give tip your body, jus
as when you are starving you might
eat your fingers; but it's the conditions
which cause this, not the desire to taste
your own blood; you have to survive.

The women standing around the small
boy are not saying anything but by con-
timing to nourish him they are telling
kim that they can give him more than
enough, not only food, but much love.
This love is not for sale, so there-
fore it is uncorrupted, it is pure lov
uacred and holy. Even though the be
is weak and has many sores in his
face a the love and no &"lnt

5
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of the women he can become -ery
strong-man. The sores in his face
come from' malnutrition and poor
health, and Van Peebles is signifying
the fine line between survival and death.
J en though the women can feed him
ad clear up his malnutrition, they can-'
not do it freely and totally, becatis
they have to also sell, they have to
sell in order to provide.

I have seen small children in the
Brownsville section of Brooklyn, in
West Oakland, in Chicago, and in'
Harlem with sores on their bodies like,
those on the boy's face. That is why
we have health and food programs, be-
cause we are determined to make them
healthy again. The women in the film
are doing the same thing. They know'
he is their future and so they give.
him love and nourishment that he might
become a strong man, but not just 'a
man in the physical sense, but that he
might become a liberator.

Next we see the boy is healthy and
growing, working as. a towel boy in.
the house of prostitution. Then we
see the prostitute making love to him.

ud this was a scene of pure love
d th'efore it was a sacred and

hply act.' Even though it was in a house
of prostitution, it was not a distorted
or corrupt thing. We see this by the
very words the woman uses, because
she tells the boy that he ain't at the
photographer to get his picture taken;
she tells him to move. In the back-

round we hear religious music, sig-
'rying what is happening and what will.

hppen-latter. First there is " Wade
i the Water", and we recognize that

the boy is being baptized; then there
is " ThM iMe light of Mine, Pengenna
let it shine," signifying what will
happen in the future. The music in[*
dicates that this is not a sexual scen
this is a very sacred ritefor the boy,
who was nourished 'to health, is now'
being baptized into manhood. And the
act of love, -the giving of manhood, is
also, bestowing upon the boy 'the, char-
acteristics' which will deliver him from
very difficult situations. People who
look upon' thist.as a sex scene 'miss
the point completely; and people who
look upon the movie as a sex movie
miss the entire message of the film..

What happens is not a distorted a t
of prostitution even though it tak ,s
place in a house of prostitution.
place -is profane because of the op-
pressive conditions, but so are -our
communitids also 'oppressed. The
Black community is often 'profane be-
cause of the dirtiness there, but this
is not caused by the people, they are
the victims of a very oppressive
system. Yet within the heart of the
community, just as in the film, the
sacred rite of feeding and' nour-
ishing the youth goes on; they are
brought to 'theif manhood as liber
tors.

Van Peebles shows this in the fil
because when the love scene is com-
pleted, the boy is no longer a boy, he
has become a man. He doesn't have
a climax until he reaches an adult age.
Even though we may have sexual inter-
couriigs children, we don't have a
climax; it is an introductidft-which
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makes .it a part of somethinwzwhich
is ,Oriien to us. But in the film
thi. climax came at the appropriate
time, after he has become a man;
tha is, he. has learned the deep sig-
nif cance of what she was trying to
te ch him. It wasn't an act or any
mechanical sort of thing, but it was
the building of his spirit.

So he grows a moustache while he
is having sexual intercourse with her,
from about 10 years old he ends up
about 25. But as soon as he reaches
a climax, that is,. as soon as he be-
comes a man, theh he is ready to go
ot .andlfight. This is symbolized by*
hrs putting on his hat, because when you'
pA on your hat, it symbolizes that*
you are fixing to go somewhere.

The whole film is centered around
movement, his putting on the hat to go,
and his running and running. I think
this shows the alienation he feels in
his position. He is -constantly in move-
ment or "in the process". When you
ar in process you are always going
or preparing to go. These symbols
are used very well..

The oppressor would not view th&
hive scene in the same way, because
hs whole introduction to sex is from
a perverted perspective, divorced from
his whole being. That is why he rated
the film "X", because what he saw
was a vex movie. We know that it is
much more than that. He is introduced,
to sex as something outside of him-
self, while it is hard for us to remember
our first sexual experience..-t4s notl
something-outside of us. It grows in

7

us q&.any other part of our personality,
and it is very integrated jusifas our
arms, our hand or our breathing. This
is; why it was very necessary to ha 9
this young boy having this relatioftsh .
in a place that is viewed from the ou
side as dirty and profane, because our
community is also considered dirty and
Profane.

Byt we do love and we have holy
experiences ;at the same time that we
are being stripped of everything else.
Then we sell that holiness in order
to survive; but it's not holiness any-
more,- it's transformed by the sale.
But nevertheless, the holiness is apart
of us, so it serves us. But at the sam
time the holiness serves us, it remai
as dirtiness to the outsider, becaus
he is the cause of., the profane con-
ditions of the victims, and also be-
cause what he is getting is not love,
but the' sale of the prostitute.

To the boy she was not a prosti-
tute because - there, was no money
passed, instead she introduced him to
the thing that would give him his
fullness as a person and his survival
in the end. She introduced it to him
as a boy because it 'is said: " Train
up a child in the way he should* go
and when he is old, he will not depay
from' it." (Proverbs 22:6) Of course
he won't depart from it, if it becomes
an integral part of his .personality,
because' to depart from it is to de-0
Part from himself. The women were
giving the boy more than simply a
suxrial thing because he unswetir
hope, and this is why they feel happy

I-'~ I



about the sacrifice they are making. ff '6dent w~nf to b there
You can see it on their faces-when but 17Xe71'want one of _his. meot-m a
they are feeding him, or at the point scapegoat arrest. The cops breap off
of orgasm when the woman tells him their'haraA~ent 0 ime 16 time
that he has a sweet back, and that is and go over to 'bserve the freak shoj,
where he gets his name. Not only is even though they have seen it
he baptized into his fullness as a times.'

an, he gets his name and his Sweet backs now having sexual in-
identity in this sacred rite. tercourse with the sister, but there is

Every time after that when Sweet_2 no holy music because it is not love,
back engages in sex with a sister, i it is a Performance given in order to
is always an act of survival, and a survive. He is selling himself to the
step towards his liberation. That is audience and the cops who are the real
why it is important not to view the freaks. Dylan's "Ballad of The Thin
movie as a sex film or the sexual Man" would apply here, because in
scenes as actual sex acts. VanPeebles the song the-freaks go to see the geek
is righteously signifying to us all. The who offers them a bone and they don't
first scene was far from anything know why. But see the audience
sexual, that is why the holy music or the freaks--including the cops
during the scene. It is only dealing with don't have to'be there. They cause
s xual symbols, the real meaning is conditions which make itnecessaryfoy
fifr away from anything sexual, and so people to go to these lengths to survive,

ep that you have to call it religious. d then they pay to see the per-
When Sweetback puts on his hat he formance the people put on. They are

does not leave the house, he does not the real freaks and the people go
leave the victim's ghettoes, he grad- through the act with real hostility and
uates and starts to perform there inoj hatred for the people who cause them
freak show. Hewould simulate se to be there in the first Place.
intercourse before an audience tha There are also Blacks in the
paid to observe this scene. He starts audience, and this is stroke ofgenius

~by .Van Peebles, because it symbolizes
out playing the part of a dyke, with the total blindness of the audience of
false breasts and a beard, but then freaks. They are laughingata situation,

is fairy godmother comes along, he when they are in fact getting their
!ets his wish and becomes a man heads cut of ssw

scapegoa as Thke cop 3ak off

before the audience, taking offthis beard swallower, who in the end will than
and showing his penis--it looks like a the audience for the loan, because they
missile and shocks the audience. were really there, only they did not

While this is going on, the cops know it. The scene shows how far the
'are hareoing Beatle, the owner of: oppressor will go, becausetwhe it is
the -cat house. He has been pd yithem asked if anyone in the audienelwats

uto chT e Sweet back, this wetry

fras Dya'2Bla fTeTi
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couldn't hold his girlfriend 'down. The br6ught into consciousness and revolu-
announcer would not let hr-g o tionizerfcause he is doingouTt he
there, because the police were is doing in order to survive,'but
watching.eventually his very survival' iswatchng. stake. The . oppressor won't even

The police, as I said, are taking Jour acts of survival continue, h
.yoffs and letting the house exist, tries to totally crush you, so tat

aid this is an indictment of them. survival becomes a very revolutionary
Not 'only do. they cause the conditions, act. At the Point of life and death,
they then pay to go see it, because it r all of the hatred for the oppressor is
is amusing to them. But the freak.show unleashed for survival purposes.
is not put on by freaks but by victims. Th-e.Tke in the film really dot
The victim does what he has to do to want Sweetback. All they want to do is

survive e . of his crippled an use him for a cover. because they are.survive becausee of' scdpe and
v' timized position. The freak pays going after Moo Moo, the young re
h for his laughter 'and the victim' evolutionary. Sweetback goes along with
a cepts the pay, but with vengeance in them because of hig low level of c -
mind. bsciousness. This is no. hard Jaskb -

ncause when an individual victim a 
I think that it is ironicand also without aarenss o t si ,

very~~~evnual hisoli very vnwhl Ia s ua , is a

is just like the organism th't wants to
writing this, I can look out of my survive. THE UNITY COMES OUT OF
window and see the Oakland Au- CONVSCIOUS SS
ditoriumr where the Oakland Police Fo d short while Moo tho
Officers Assoc. is holding its ansuai and Sweetback are handcuffed together,
circus. I don't see any Blacks going but when the Police start to bead the
in. We are realizing more and more iessr

y bthem and tell Sweetback to stand aside.
They have tried to make a circus of Sweet back attempts to lookawsy from
our circumstances and our communi- their beating of Moo* M ou.
ts, t our awareness is growing ando e ace o th

tare moving toward dealing with the bassose ohat l ev of the

Irssr thinkio that it isirncsn alsotw
vesymi that verydcve whilera

i inmcontrol--his Jovah complex. ie
just like Sweet Sweet back did. thnsthat he has his victims so corn-

In the film and in the community lately in line, that this freak show
the oppressor, keeps demanding more performer who is Paying them. so that
and more from the victims--that is he cansajive, will have no feelings
why they want one of Beatle's men, for another victim
But this.i also why the vict snfth
the lowest levels of awareness will be 9



Sweetback attempts to look away policemen, amost cutting ff their
whilethFepolice are beating Moo-Mrbo. heads.
Just the turning away is showing how This is very bloody scene, but
much of the time the masses attempt it was very important that they shoe
to dismiss the atrocities of the op- the blood all the way up his arm.

Pressor, even when attempts are made makes me think of the statement b
to communicate to them. They will Frantz Fanon in his book The Wretche
Pr tend that they are too busy with of The Earth-where he says that the
oter things because they are trying to peasant creeps into the settler's room

survive; but they fail to realize that at night and cracks the settler's head

their real survival depends upon thei .open. Then the blood spurts across

social consciousness and therefore his face, and it is the only baptism
unity. The oppressor will demand more he ever remembered.
and more of them until they willperish The Black audiences really respond
without that unity. to this scene, because it is another

At its lowest level, survival is just baptism; but instead of wading in the

organism getting by as an individ- water as Sweetbock did earlier, this
il person or as an individual family. is a baptism in the blood. As each blol

Wzat hey must realize is that the op- went' down, you could hear the tension

pressor will not allow that, he will being released in the audience, because
right at that moment it was a climaxkeep demandingmore--highunemploy-fothasine.

ment, poor housing, poor health and for the a tence
poor education, and more taxes--until one of the few criticisms I have
their very death. So they attempt to of this film is that there is no re-
look away; but because of compassion is no more a scene of violence than
and their identity with the whole the earlier baptism was one of sex;
situation, they cannot completely turn t
their backs, and this is what causes t was a growing into manhood. Sweet-
the neurosis of some Blacks, ack grew into a man when he was in

But through Sweetback, Melvin Van ed with that woman and he also grew
Ieebles is righteously signifying, and be a man when he busted the heads

aching the people what must really of his oppressors there. When he was
.be done to survive. When Sweetback with the' woman, ft was like a holt
realizes that he cannot turn his back, unio, and when he takes the heads
he takes the handct4ffs, the chains which his oppressors, it is like taking th
have been used to hold him in slavery sacrament for the first time. In the
and he starts to kick as. Using his first baptism he did not beco-me a
handcuffs' as a weapon against the op- whole man -because he went into- thqt
pressor rather"than as the .ooj, of freak sho but when he is baptized
submis Ro8 he downs both of the in the blood, he righteously ifrBUR on 10



to a higher level, because the next Beatle, but he does not have to, be-
time'hTsTs with the police witThdan- causeeadfle is deaf--he-cwnnot hear
cuffs on, he -gets away, and the time what is being said anyway.
after than when he is with the police
wiqh handcuffs on in that pool hall, When he leaves Beatle the came
he knows what he must do and he does sh6ws Stoeetback with a terrifyinglo 

sn his face. He has realized that those
Like I said before, Van Peebles is he knows best have such a low level

righteously signifying, because he en- of awareness that he cannot expect
gages the audience in a climax in the aid from them. He realizes that the
scene when Sweet back downs the police. -lack of unity is a very hurting thing,
What -he does 'is equate the most and when he walks out of Beatle's
ecstatic 'Moments in the film with the place, he walks tight into the hands
actions he is encouraging the people of the police, who pretend to be nice
to engage in, so he is advocating a until they realize that he is not playing

oody overthrow, because the victims the part of the meek victim. Then they
at to survive, work him over thoroughly.

e next point that Van Peebles Sweetback is saved by that so a
develops in the film is the need of the community unity he failed to find th
Black community for greater unity, Beatle. The people rescue him bypre-
and how the lack. of unity will only- tending to be in need of money, and
deliver 'us into the hands of our op- therefore they offer to wash the car of
pressors. What happens? Sweetback, the- police. Instead they are engaging
helps Moo Moo get up, bidhen Sweet- in a very revolutionary act and they
back' gos his own way and makes itsave the brother from the oppressor,
back to the cat house and there he while at the same time delivering a
encounters Beatle. Beatle starts to deadly blow to the police. What Sweet-

ive him advice, but everybody back has done for Moo Moo is repeated
cognizes that Beatle is not really for him by the community.
ponding to Sweetback's situation. Sweetback is on his own now, but e

Peebles gets this point across is locked into a pair of handcuffs. Hi w
beautifully. While he is giving this ad- does he get them off? Through unity. lie
vice,, Beatle is sitting on the toilet, goes to a woman who he has been with
He' wipes himself, gets up, and Vith- before, and she tells him to beg. This
out washing his hands, he takes a is obviously not the first time this has
towel' and wipes" his face. This is happened but Sweetback cannot beg

I that what is coming out .anymo cause he has beenlans-
o Beat's' mofth is the same thing

it is coming' out the other end--
s it ba nothing else' Naoedhat
Sweetback .never 'says a wo Ird to



formed by 'the baptism in blood. He
ne!ffTier at this moment, ex-
uality cannot be based on war any
ljmger, it has to be based on love and
inity. He makes love to her and after

at the handcuffs are off. This sig-
nifies that it is the unity between the
Black man and the Black woman which
is able to liberate them both.

In his first baptism Sweetback ac-
quired the ability to love, but he
could only truly love and unify with
the woman, when he had done away
with the people who made his woman

e oppressor's woman and himself
he oppressor's man. Then they could

r eally have the unity which is symbolic
of the liberating love of the Black man
and woman.

Sweetback is on his own again, but
this time without the handcuffs. In the
meantime the film takes us back to the
cat house and hiiold boss BeatleBeatle
is, *being hassled by the police who want
to know where to find Sweetback.

eatle doesn't really know, but if he
id, he would have told them, because
eatle has no consciousness, he is

deaf. And to prove how true this is, the
police finally deafen him.

Sweetback moves through the com-
munity, looking for the, assistance he
needs to get away. He doesn't get all
that he needs, but he gets all that
ach can give. At the church he gets

Black Ave Maria and the power
ign. The minister recognizes that his

religion is a hype, because he tells
Sweetback that Moo Moo is giving4he
people tke-redf religion. .

At the gambling den he gets little
apparent sympathy. The managezrkeePs
tWlling him he is a dead man, and h'
really does not need money. In th
scene Van Peebles is again showi4;
the community of the victimized, just
like the performers in the freak show,
because the manager explains to Sweet-
back that he cannot make any money
on his operation. By the time he gets
finished paying off everybody who is
exploiting him, he pays a dollar and
a dime for every' dollar he makes.
This is another example of the op-.
p ressor demanding more and more

of the victims.
But the gambler does what he can

he gives Sweetback a ride. There
some unity, but not enough; and during
the ride Sweetback spots Moo Moo, the
man he left behind,. and they are re-
united. This is as it should be, be-
cause Sweetback is leaving the com-
munity with the person who was the
beginning of all this, Moo Moo. They
are tWo unlike characters, but yet
they are linked together. .

Moo Moo symbolizes jhe revolu-
tionary who is trying to fee the pe
ple, his whole program is point d
toward people.'like Sweetback, co
munity people who are- very unaware,
yet they are trying to survive. Sweet'
back then symbolizes the most un-
conscious persons in the community,
people who are sometimes- viewed as
more worthless than the pimp. Swe t-

, back is not a pimp and would not do as
much as a pimp would; he is much liss
aggreui..A pimp willworkg.Lpjting
girls on the block, watching them,



collecting money, beating them and with the motovcycle "ang aha :s a
conrolling them. He may als'otTeal numbef-f-ings. First of all it is a
and deal in dope and so forth. Sweet- triumph of the soul force (Which th
back won't do any of this and yet women gave Sweetback in the firs
the women love him, because he's scene) over all the mechanical del.'
got such a sweet sweet back. He will development of the oppressor. When he
ju t stay home and the women will is challenged to a wrestling duel, the
bong him everything he needs. He, gang leader picks up a motorcycle to
adcepts their goods, but he doesn't show brute strength. Then with the
care what they do. So the sweetback knife the gang leader shows how ef-
is actually more worthless than the festively they have mastered this wea-
pimp on one level, because he won't pon. When the gang leader reveals
take the chances that a pimp would herself to be a woman, Sweetback knows
to survive. He has submitted more,, that she is no match for the weapon.
almost' to the point where he is a ye- ' he chooses. The gang Promises to do
getable and is just taken care of. So them in after she does him in, but in
the fact that Sweetback would not stand the end " tth Pres" is laid dout
any more victimization,g that he iden- the ground in complete submission
tfed with Moo Moo as beingsone of The Black women showed him the

e victims, and the fact thatMoo to liberation and he used his knowledge.
is O's revolutionary program is effectively. -

pointed to the lowest level of conscious- .oVan Peebles i also sgnifying other
tess in the community means that even things in the motorcycle gang scene.
though they are unlike characters, even First of all there isthe symbol of the

thmogh Moo Moo is young and Sweet back strength of the nhite woman over the
getblder, an is just unlkey hat y S white man--and they don't even know

would be bound together because they it. Then 'there is is d outhe
are, in fact. Aryn--the superior r race. The presi-

Wen wth gMbMoers ein neak ofdent of 'the gang is big and robust

Wen vitims gander thefat etak Moa olbrtinadhnsddi nweg

the imageefet of white superiority. TfieMoo Moo to the edge of town, they tell' n criticis havso s ther

though~~~~~~ thyaeniecaatrnl ri tiofallIthre ther so the

Sweetback to buy himself a lastsupper s hof he bee n oerthe
because he is a dead man. Theirlel thar -~~sh u the iea blnet r~aher
of cons ciousness s so low that they whe manand they do' t hw
w bhelp him to a point, but they still. The e r es the s, of the
ae ieve that ultimately the oppressor

Whn triumph and Sweetback will die,
Sweetback and Mo o Moo are deter-

mined jh sbsebrvive, however, loJndey 13
begin their journey. The encounter



people have the ability to ph! -f
all 4hese symbols of oppre . y
will save us.

I should point out tha hisb uel
with the Aryan someon sta a
derby hat and a silly little onSwt -

k. It is like a per
mnstrel show or a cakewalIg,

But Sweetback takes off tfe d(*by ha
and in that way he te others
that this is no performance' th# s
dealing for survival. He deal ' i
survive,4f much to the it * ap-
point nt, cz4they roar off or heir

n cycles, ldwing their cornered
der on fthtfloor.

Some 'he gang eway M tc;
nd Swee4ack #ethag them ta since'
weetback shas. won the duet, twy roill

take are him and Moo Mo3by giving
t .shelfr in a mountain cabin;tey

sl thepolice. This cabin corn-
a bl hall and when th police

a, po Mt a Swee' :ack arc
po tWhv; rke police ter

etback offer4 ,is hands for the Jfs
t then movk usin them to don

ne policeman.#a2t he Bs da,. a
weapon to deoI with th &e'5 wa:
Moo Moo has ken sho taac: us
familiar surv I techpws .
because he dtals with who

ailable to hn. The pool cu
spear and he states tAs
rough the 4 st, aa saew:o

all the way t the hi of te
is not technology that v. bn-is
his ability to use rhe .t & ,
of the Black cx.., r

another important .
Thesejstof the se <

unity of /the a

creativity ; m ' arJ
situatiars.'"3weet~q4k sendsivj'
on a motorcycle because h tsA
future. Then he, makes it on As fq
by himself. He (his plea f
feet to do th#yV they
fail him. All ' a his fee
one knife,r4 4e .gts Y.

In the n.ttime police art in
the conference raoo( ad CO
missioner teIs them unth
killers and nggers. Thn he call
Black policemen as to upolvia
They neve; say a wr drin
movie, but in m/n Ages yo
they are de,. &*,,x-y J ad, 4tt
they are sopaatdfr 2 the m
of victims of Mich .y are a

The polc samp on the entre
munity,. The y raid aotel and riP
the eyes ofa rot her. hen they rea ize
that he is not Sweetbock their reply is .
"So What?" Melvin Van Peebles is
making it plain that we- are altSweet-'
backs and we are all united in this
muim.zzao AL one point they bring
'onle to the morgue to identify a

oy as Sweetback; they run their
gat'ae &5ain with some speech about

democracy and communism. They use
: r -deaf of bourgeois democracy

tee community; but Beatle ij a
eaf rn.t and has been deaf for a log
- =u he some respects he is also a
Ltd ~man, because even though he

ope rats a cat house and survives,
he cannot read, They are the cause
of is problems, he cannot Jeaz, he

, yet they want him to be

4-

1 ~
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#le citizen" and help them.
Beatle has been sifec'jted

Biblical dktum: "Wherefore if
.7and or"' thy foot offend thee,, cut

Vm aff and cost them from thee:
is better for thee. to enter into life

21t or maimed, rather thanhavingtwo
ind 'or two feet to be cast into
oerlasting fire. And if thime eye of,

mt Thee, luck 'it out, and cast i
,om thee: 'it is better for thee ti
tev' into life with one eye, rather

ran kaving- two eyes to be cast into,
e fire."~ ('Matthew 18: 8-9)

:Van Peebfes is continuing to signify
n esa t the- Black

ermunity. When BReatle sees that the
rge in the morgue is not Sweet back,
res up with joy. Hl e gamns his

eating in a sense, and also his sight.
whosvever will save his life

a11 lose it: and whosoever will ose
q ife fo my. sk shall find it"
,thew 1 25) We message

d#yk learl1 because the camera im-
d4y Mitches to a shoe shine

ndichere the brother is shining the
ad's ,snoe, vith his ass, and he is
oall Oelf 1 the man, for Beatle, what
a c 7ao
, t1he police go through the com-

a4itwy searching for Sweetback, and
people stand as one. They don't

tw atythiby; The message here to
.r Is to "stop snitching",

lere'? is iea4 for unity, not for re-
ealing our secrets. When I was in
&e Penitentiary I learned the worse
rk*--a inmate can accuse another

n Peebles shows how

rir1cm i-zY-q[ n avoid this and save
2 i ggy ivfr'm their oppfess7rs.

th me meanti se we see Sweetback
making i through the edges of the city

and heading fog the desert. He has none
of the high 'red technology of th
ovp ressor,. he does have hisfe .
In one so e see him going by
a large factory, it looks like a chemical
plant or something like that. Here you
see the drama being symbolized to its
fullest, Sweetback with his feet, making

hman" s highest manifesta-
tion of technological skill, and you
realize that this is the dramadevelop-

ing, the soul-force of the people against
the technology of the oppressor. The
only question is which will win? The
answer is given by Sweetback in hi
plea to his feet, he says:
Come on feet
cruise for me
come on legs
come on run
come on feet
do your thing
who put the bad mouth on me
anyway the way I pick em up
and put em down
even if it got
my name on it
won't catch me now.
There is Sweetback's answer to the
oppressor's technology, even if the
bullet has his name on it, it won't
catch. him now. Why? BecauseSMpe-
back has feet, and they will save him.

15
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VIs., is also the beginning of'e # cops and saves Moo Moo,
dialogue between the runn Sueet, then - Sweetback whoa-4-
b k and the colored a s. As so L going? What does Swdetbal~k
a he hits the desert where the situation. "Where did you get that S i
is. really going to p ad, the colored This indicates that Sweetback he
angels come In try to discourage understand his need for unity wit
him, but he s feet, he has heart Moo. Yet after his encounter with
and he has urage, and in the dl Beatle, Sweetback realizes that- he
logue he re sts their discQlragement cannot depend on his boss, the. guy
as much a he. resists the"fechnology, he should have been able to depend
of the poli 'aye ways arching. on, but Moo Moo was somewhere out

Now I fW, like to discuss the there being hunted and so was Sweet-
moviefront dierea n bac--and they were united.

oabo sThen when the gamblers are giving
mpabo antrtan Sweetback a ride to the edge of to

s eifw scenes. Same, he spots Moo Moo and he tells s
he een mention a comrades to stop. This is the seco d

ready, u .that it is important time he speaks about the revolutionary.
to re- because MelvinVan Now when Moo Moo gets in the car he
Peebles em so effectively and tells the brothers who he is, but they
he is ary dvance our awareness still don't see their need for unity,
and ing, so we repeat for because to them he is not Moo Moo,
added e so he is the guy who gotstheir partner

4Te f ey idea or concept which into trouble. Th S*a #So victim
I tlink ovie presents to us is rather th, : hi tiin ize him,
the needf ity among all the mem- but this i; I i
bers ? tutions within the coi- of tarea: s a Actr did t
vzuni of 'ms. We see the idea of earlier, b t a v irzby

ity b the young and the old his awarerws - h p . 4nd n.
Uy expressed in the love and Our unity witt t oe of con-

- the women give to the young sciousness, : a the po t of
boy, Iso in the concern Sweetback the movie, to russ e ciogness
expresses for Moo Moo after 0b of the Blac cw t'
realizes that he is truly unified with Tts news also d-Mnisras the
Moo Moo. You will recall that Swet4- functional uny _etways present
back has an actual dialogue at caly and the future On'tce itAg we see
ix points in the movie, three of these this in the n tig oishm
oints are in relationship to Moo 7 L "i :' C m ) s e:'2 ue
o the revolutionary and tim n , a ' di . ked him

eous street brother see theirja 
-

unity. When Sweetback firsAikM,

A



to t them. So pendisphe it is stmr the Place community.
an must do all they can, Most of the audisces at h7i1ovie
him aggve. are Black and they talk to the scre .

also see the unity between t4 They supply the dialogues, because 11
and the future when Sweet- of us are Sweetbac, we are all in the

vsis the church. Ie get ne rof victims.
Ind he gets a little ntor This is clearly seen when Sweetback

f te tue #astre O comes back to Beatle for help. Sweet-
alribution to the community. Th back says nothing, but Beatle lets it

er ;tells him thaA what hd come out of both ends. The audience
oMoo Oas the c ct replies to Beatle for Sweetback, and

says: "'You saved 'the Plan they supply the dialogue. This happ ns
were ?p lam4ing ? bd throughout the film. So the thing to
s why the MAon's ow on you.' do is not just see the film, but aso
laterwno to recognize how yow the viewer are'
e to sca b wh o M also an actor in the film, because you

64es the Blak are as much a victim of this oppressive
rnsad The mo system as Sweetback. I

st_ asks tb e The unity of the community is shown )
he is domng and -e repie: throughout the film and we should get

a our fture, Brr. Take ." the message the brother is signifying
e movie also d4monshzes the to us. When the community sets the

ae of uaily amni g the entire Wack police car afire and saves Sweetback,
unity. Thi.s ~shown a hA very that is an expression of unity. When
sing lw& - ize movie 4 v ap- they deny ever having seen him in
indicating that the mo.e is order to permit him to escape, t at

storing THE WI COMARINITY. is an expression of unity. When tley
There is no h dare. one raid the motel and rip the brother's
utstanding trde t ,al Iere s.: the eye out, they say "So what?" when
0munit. te told this is not SWeetback. But it is

of partipnts, t d ot Sweetback in a sense, because the
even tell whaoob -, y played, This brother is another victim, like all of
4s al an attempt to p-ay don. rhe in- us are. When Beatle is rolled up to

Sidualislic approach to our survival the morgue and realizes that the body
ci % s ~ boees his unity as a victim with his

~ they allte4s~ow_ Jzim isnoSwe h

'et fact that Swa .. aL, i st no
dicilogue in t!" - nys
hlardil..gaything a _ s e 17



brother he failed to help who is also
a fm. And Beatle rieks up
laughing--they are unified. And in the
next scene at the shoeshine stand Van
Peebles signifies to the man that he can'

ss his ass. 'h e
J Another expression of unity in the

fim is the power symbol. When the
minister tells Sweetback the signifi-
cance of the job he has done for Moo
Moo, he then says a Black Ave Maria
for him, but ends up giving him the
power sign--unity. Then when Moo Moo
gets on the motorcycle to escape and
then leave Sweetback, this is different
from their first parting. They give

e( ch other a soul shake, so that even
though they go separate ways they are
unified.

Finally the film demonstrates the
importance of unity and love between
Black men and women. This is shown
again in the scene where the woman
makes love to the young boy but in
fact baptizes him into his true man-
hood. Then again when the woman
makes love to Sweetback and then gets
the handcuffs off him, we see that
these are not sex scenes, they are love
scenes in a very holy and righteous
ontext. The second woman wants
weelback to beg, but he can beg no
nger because he has been trans-

formed. His baptism in the blood trans-
formed him--he has ripped off his op-
Pressors and he is truly a man; he
can never beg again, and he does not.

For a long time the Black com-
munity has been a collection of People
who survive together in one place, but
unity is , sential for liberation as well

as survival. 'When we have this unity,
the fattkrof one becomes the-faith of
another as in the case of Sweetback
and Moo Moo. When we have our con-
sciousness increased to the point th zt
we understand this, we will have
unity. But we must understand that
the victimizers will always try topre-
vent this unity.

Another idea the film gets across
is the different point of view between
the victim and the victimizer. The vic-
timizers cannot accept the reality and
truth of the view of the victims, and
therefore they say that the victims are
always wrong in their view of reality.
Indeed, they even go so far as to sig-
nify that the victims cannot control nd
direct their own lives. This is sIen
first of all in the' fact that the filli is
labeled with an "X" rating. This is an

act of the victimizers, trying to con-
trol what we shall see, and more than
that, trying to say that the ways, in
which we are forced to survive are
profane and dirty. They say that we are
like freaks in a show; but we understand
that in fact the freaks are those who
force us to live in wretched conditions,
they may be profane conditions to he
oppressors, but we know how to m e
our conditions a survival situation nd
we do not see ourselves as profane. The
oppressors see Sweetback as a sex
film, but if we truly understand our-
selves and unify with Sweetback, we
will see that the film advocates a
bloody overthrow of the oppressor.
Melvin Van Peebles is ritously
signffr.

18



tff you must, go aS far1 aS ecom&-
ity will go, and then move out on Another idea which Melvin Vfr n

ur own, leading the people to a higher Peebles puts across is the uselessns
level of consciousness. Sweetback of cultist behavior in our struggle for
relies on the community much more survival and liberation. In earlier
than Moo Moo, because he understands issues of the paper I have talked about
that revolution is a process, going the revolutionary cultist, the cul-
from A to B to C and so forth, rather tural cultist, and the religious cul-
than trying to get the, people to jump, tist. Van Pee bles strikes some heavy
from A to Z. blows at the religious and cultural

The oppressors does not understand cultists. For example, the minister
this, he does not understand the understands that he is not moving the
strength of the will of the people. When people toward their true liberation.
the two policemen catch Sweetback He tells Sweetback that what h
a er he leaves Beatle's place, they doing is giving the People a 4yp
ai e friendly because they cannot ac- which gives them a little happiness
c ;pt the idea that the community will but he then goes on to say that Mo
free itself. So they ask Sweetback how Moo and'the younger guys are laying
many people were in the ambush? How down the real religion. So this is a
did they work it? The oppressors can-, blow against those religions in the
not accept the idea that the oppressed Black community which do not help
could do this without a lot of planning, people deal with the conditions which
without a large number of people. It drivegtem to their knees, buLinstwad
was Sweetbpck and Moo Moorba-to want to keep the people on theirknees.
the victimized it had to beomonre than 19

that. A difference in point of view, a
PoinY-6T'view which is too oe used
to control us, but we must make our
own point of view prevail.

Another difference in point of viw
is seen with the chains which a~re
used on Sweetback twice in the film.
To the oppressor they are the chains
which keep us in a submissive posi-
tion, but each time for Sweetback, the
oppressed, they become tools of
liberation. We will be even stronger
when we learn how to turn the op-
pressor's tools against him, rather
than submitthnto thom

I

The vi-e of the victims is seen in
many ways. One of them is"TiF~7he
understanding of Moo Moo and Sweet-
ba k. They both know that they are
vi4 tims, although Moo Moo has not
re, Ily gotten his complete program to-
gether for the community. Yet they seek
the same goals offreedom and libera-
tion, and they recognize that some-
times you have to use stern stuff to
accomplish your goals. They also
recognize that even though the com- ,
munity may not support you entirely)
they will support you to a point and

s th-
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The strongest blow against cultist
behEDvtor, however, is savedfdFliecul-
tural cultists. We see this in the African
garb which the minister is wearing.
This is signifying that a lot of cultural
9 tionalism and the meaningless re-.

'ions in the community are deceiving
tje people in the same ways.'

In another way the film makes this,
point more strongly and also indicates,
the true way to liberation. When Sweet-
back arrives at the gambler's den,
the men around the table are engaged
in a conversation. The manager has
complained to Sweetback that he can-
not even make any money on this.
operation because he is paying off so
Mny .others. Cultural cultists offer

'ny empty solutions to our op-
pression, and this scene hits at these
solutions.

After the manager's speech one
gambler says: "And Africa shall
stretch forth her arms," and then
another replies "Yeah, and bring back
a bloody. stump." Now we have to
understand the true issue in order to
see this as a blow at cultural na-
tionalists, who are cultural cultists--
with African clothes, bones, and othe
t ings, but no way to liberate the
I ople. Cultural cultists, who try to
cdaim that they have the way, often
use this scripture to support their
ideas: "Princes- shall come out of
Egypt; Ethiopia shall soon stretch out
her,_liands unto God."(Psalms 68:31)
You can see that what Van Peebles
is signifying is that those wliJT'he

such meaningless arguments to mis-
lead the-people have nothing-rt offer
because when they stretch forth their
arms, they will draw back a blood
stump. Still, however, Van Peeble
does show us how a bloody stump may
not be a meaningless thing, if we get
out of that cultist bag. How. does he
do this? He shows the blood on Sweet-

back's arms each time. he downs the
cops. In his first baptism by blood,
there is blood all the way up to his
elbow. And later when he downs -the
cops in the poolroom, there is blood
up to his elbow again. .That is the
true route to liberation, stern action
when the situation demands that
seize the time, -and turn away fr
cultist behavior.

-There is" another key idea. which
comes through repeatedly, and that
is the ability of the people to, survive
even "fider the hArshest: conditions.
We 'do this by using the means avail-
able to us and never worrying about
the fact that we don't have all the.
technology that the oppressor has. You
will recall that Sweetback was in chains
and in the back of the police car when
the people "washed" it with gasolin,.
What did the Brother do? He made it
out of the car and then walked rigt
through the police and firemen who
were arriving to try and deal with
the situation. He walked right through
them--he did not panic and run, he
just calmly turned a situation of op-
pression to his advantage.'

Later . on when Sweetback-and
Moo Mo d separated for the final.
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time the Brother was facejwth a
very difficult situation, and he had very
little to carry him through. But when
the colored angels began to get down'
on him, he told them "I got feet."
'is was again symbolizing survival.

was not simply that he had feet,
however, he also had the ability to use

the technology of the oppressor in his
own interest. He did not become dis-
couraged because he had no car. Vanl
Peebles could .have had him steal'a
car, but instead he had Sweetback use
the basic skills ofsurvival, with nothing
but the things he had learned for sur-
viving the oppressor for so many years
on the block. He doesn't have a car,
but he rides--on the top of a truck,
ii side the back of another truck, on a
f eight train, he uses the oppressor's

technology, but in his own interest.
He also survives by using the sys-

tem against itself. He meets another
traveler and pays him to change clothes
and run when he is chased. This throws
the police off his trail and helps him
survive, but it also means that he ends
up with clothes which are much more
suitable for his long run across the
desert. Later in the film, when he is
near the border and the dogs are after
him, the two men--the owner of the

the dogs and the police--get into a
ht among themselves about whether

t~e dogs will be untied. This is all
to Sweetback's advantage, turning the
oppressors against each other, and he
makes Jaie.scape. as

In another way he survives the way

that the, Black community has always
survived*- using the resoutr-at his
command even though they are not the-
resources others would use. Survi Wa
forces some very harsh decisionslm
us. When his wound is causing him a
suffer, he urinates upon the earth and
uses his own urineto make a. mudpack
which he applies to the wound--it pro-
duces a rapid healing. These are the
kinds of home 'remedies we have long
had to use because we could not get
proper medical attention. Later, we
see him bathing his face in a pool of'
muddy water. It sustains him. When
I sau) it I thought of that- song which
says "I'd rather drink muddy 'water,
and sleep in a hollowed out log, hn
stay here and be treated like, a di ty,
dog."

These are survival techniques all,
the audience can identify' with because,
they realize they are necessary. They
don't identify with the time, he catches
that lizard .and. .downs, it,. raw. But
this is no different from 'the times.
when we had to eat the chitterlings,
hog maws, and other foods, not because
we wanted to, but because that was all
we had to eat. We may deny it, we'
may not identify with, it, but it carried

us through. And the point we shout,
understand is that if you do not subt
to the oppressor,- you may be fore
to make some harsh decisions, eat
some undesirable, foods,' but, this is
better than being well-fed in some
sociaT)T Fson.-;
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Sweetback has only' one tool with
himTFIs knife, and he uses Tyverb ef-
fe tively. It reminds me of that point
in The Wretched of the Earth where
FInon says that if you don't have a gun;
then a knife will do. He uses his knife
to escape at the rock concert, by
pretending to be making love to the
girl in the bushes. He uses the knife.
against the lizard. 'And then when he
hears the dogs coming after him, he,
again* pulls it out and he -uses it--
he really deals. But we should know
i would be this way, because earlier
if the pool room when he was facing
t'e policeman with a gun what did
Sweetback have? A tool the community
knows how to use very effectively, a
pool cue. But he did not use it to down
pool balls, he turned it into a spear
and downed the oppressor. You don't
teed a gun, what you need is the con-
sciousness of what it will take to sur-
*ive and prevail in any given situation--
4nd then act accordingly.

So what I have done is given you a
scene-by-scene analysis of the movie,
then an analysis of some of the major
ideas and concepts which the movie put
forth. Now I will show how the moveN
also raises the consciousness of the
community by analyzing it in terms
of some aspects of the ideology of the
B ack Panther Party. We see ideology

a systematic way of thinking about
phenomena, not as some set ofabstract
conclusions. Our approach is one that
uses dialectical materialism, which
holds fjjLcontradictions are the ruling
principle of the universe. Eveffyiere,

in all of life, the socialIi:s, the
naturt-fbrces, and the biological and
physical forces, we can find contra-
dictions. What we mean is that
every Phenomenon there is a contr-
diction between opposing forces which
struggle to gain domination over each
ther. We call this, the thesis and anti-'

thesis, or the -unity of the opposites.
Because these opposites are hofk.k
fled and constantly in struggle with
one another, they give motion to the
matter composing the phenomenon. So
we say that matter is constantly in
motion, or constantly in a state, of-
transformation. The transformation
takes place in a dialectical man"
with the thesis struggling against e
antithesis; these ae the. cant t-
dictions. The struggle is resolved in;
a synthesis, which contains elements!
of the old contradictions, but is at a:
higher level, and then a new' set oa
contradictions arises.

The essence of the ideology'of the
Black Panther Party is, that we re-
cognize. that matter is constantly in
transformation in a dialectical manner.
But when we understand this and under-
stand the forces in operation, we can
control them rnd direct them in a:
manner which is beneficial for t e
community. Therefore what we want o
do is understand the contradiction
within every aspect of the Black com-
munity and move on them. by trying to
increase the positive side of each con-.
tradiction until it comes to dominate
the negative side. This is how we de-
fine .hajgr--the ability to dene
phenomena and make them act in a, 22
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desired manner.
f-yr understand where thurPanther

is coming from, you will understand
that Sweet Sweetback is a beautiful
e mplification of Black Power, for
w at he does is decide how he wants
things to come out and then he makes
them act in' a desired manner.- The
movie is also an exemplification of
the dialectical analysis and the con-
stant transformation of phenomena. I
don't know whether Melvin Van Peebles
was aware of this when he made the
movie, but it does have these features
arid probably so because the PantheA
ieology is an extremely effective ap-
Pb'oach to all phenomena. It gives us
lots of insight and understanding. I

For example, we say that all
phenomena contain contradictions with
positive and negative qualities. To con-
trol the situation, then, what you must
do is increase the positive qualities
of any phenomenon until they dominate

e negative qualities. Sweetback does
is on a number of occasions, Take
r example the chains. The handcuffs

are definitely negative when they.are
used to keep him in submission; but
when Sweetback realizes that he ca
ignore the beating of Moo Moono0
longer, what is he to use fora weapon?
lThen the same chains which were used
to bind become tools of liberation--
their positive qualities are used to
vercome their negative qualities. He
id this again when he was caught by
e police, in the pool room--he of-

fered his hands for the chains. Not
becaus.Jhe.wanted them, but begahe
realized that this Would put the police

off ther gurd, and alsog gi him
another weapon to use against them.
We see this again, when the polic
are using helicopters, cas and gun
and the radio to track downSweetbac
What'does he use? Their technology;
but in a positive way--he hitches rides
on trucks and trains, and they help
to deliver him from the jaws of the
monsters who are using the most ad-
vanced technology to try and capture
him. If we. understand dialectical ma-
terialism, we will understand more
about how to -look at both the positive
and negative qualitiesof phenomena 1
that we catt control our destiny.

The'film also shows the positive Id
negative features of community institu-
tions. In other articles I have said that
the Black Panther Party was. wrong in
-its blanket condemnations' of comi-.
munity institutions, instead bf analyz-
ing their qualities. The moie shows
the. positive and-negative features of
-the church, for example. The minister
is sayinJg to* Sweetback. that he has?
nothing to offer the community, he can
only give the people a hype which will
bring them a little bit of happiness 'n
their misery, and he cannot- oJir
Sweetback a hide-out be'dduse.)t
police--{"the Man") knows everything.
This shows his negative and re-

'actionary side. At the same time we
see his positive and progressive side,
because he is operating a withdrawal
center where people addicted 'to drs
can come and dry. out. There is
blanket condemnation, he 'shows t
churn . aking a real contributions
the survival of the comnunt hat



needs-to-.happen is for peopl.with a in the case of Beatle. At first Beatle
higher level of consciousness to in- is an tnividual surviving aTIaasic
crease the positive contribution the level, running a cat house and then
church makes until the positive be- giving up one of his men in order to
comes the most important feature of 'continue to operate. Then Beatle offe s

advice which is nothing more than a
the church, then it will be able to do pile of dung. Next we see Beatle going

ore for the people. through 'the revolutionizing process,
The same, is true in the case of because if he knew where Sweetback

he gambler. He cannot offer Sweet- was, he would have told on him. But
back any money, he is exploiting and because he was deaf before and because
he is also exploited, and when th he cannot cooperate with the police,
Brother really needs help he has they actually - deafen him--the con-
no money to give him. What's more te aculydfnhi-heo-ditions revolutionize him. WI4en we next
the advice he gives is worthless be- see Beatle it is in the morgue scene
cause he says that Sweetback is dead and he cracks up as he realizes that
and tells him to get himself a last Sweetback has escaped - they are.
supper. But there is also a positive unified. Beatle has seen that he also
quality to the gambler, because he will is a victim and there can be no co'
give Sweetback and Moo Moo a ride oseavtin theoresso bencas
fn r Part of the way. Actually he can operation with the oppressor becaus e

they will bleed you to death; if you
ive them a ride all the way to the want to live you have to resist. And
order, but he will only give them a' the shoe shine man uses his ass on

ride to the edge of town where they the shoes ofhis oppressor.
run into the motorcycle gang. But the There is also a progression within
point is made very well, that you have the community. They rescue Sweet-
to work with the people as far as they ~back, and aid him as much as they can
will go, and not jump too far ahead by i

'forcing them to do things they do not t ihi epeen they b daf
want to do at that particular level of thearing the plea of Sweetback to hisconsciousness. So he carries the posi- hean g the le o ea tmhi
tive qualities of the gambler as far feet hivieg hi job a
as theY will go, and then strikes out
dain. This is taking your resolution The community's progression is a b

om point A to point B, rather than shown in .the transformation of e
trying to jump- from' A to Z in one colored angels. We hear the, voices
step. We have to find out what the "of the community as the police search
people will do and get them to do for Sweetback, but when he reaches
that much. .]' the desert we hear the voices of the

The-+mgression of the pge as angels in a dialogue with Sweetbgpk.
their consciousness increases is shown On 7 1 ecord Melvin Van Peebles 24



refers to this as an opeia era
is ly a story fold in song), and
the dialogue between Sweetback and the backwgtds angels. The point is that
angels is really Sweet Sweetback's the angels are against the ?tilfests
BaadAsssss Song. In the book Vai of Sweetback, but they are tra -
P ebles refers to the angels first a formed, because their interests are_
6 lored angels, then he refers to them fact the same as his. This is the d-

Black angels. On the record he logue with the angels, the baadasssss
refers to them ,as Reggin (spell it song:

Ifyou cant beat em join em
'Thats what they say
You talkin bout feitfday
You cant go on like that Sweetback
Not long as your face is Black

feah I'm Black and I'm keepin on
Keepin on the same ole way
They bopped your mama
They bopped your papa
Wont bop me
They bopped your sister
They bopped your brother
They wont hop me
*THEY BURNED OUR MAMAS
THEY BEAT OUR PAPAS
THEY TRICKED OUR SISTERSTHEY CRIlNED OUR BROTHERS
WONT BLEED ME
WONT BLEED ME
WONT BLEED ME
They bled your mama
They bled your papa
But he wont bleed me

Use your Black ass from sun to sun
Niggers scared and pretend they don't see
Deep down dirty dog scared
Just like you Sweetback

Just like I used to be
Work your Black behind to the gums
And you supposed to thomas tell he done

You got to thomas Sweetback

They bled your brother
They bled your sister
Yeah but they wont bleed me

Progress Sweetback
Thats what he wants you to believe
No progress Sweetback
He aint stopped clubbing us for 400 years
And he dont intend to for a million /

kHe. sure treat us bad Sweetback
-We can make him do us better

: '~i

Chicken aint nothing but a bird
White man aint nothing but a turd
Niggeyaint skit

Get my hands on a trigger
You talkin revolution Sweetback
I wanta get off these knees

You talkin revolution Sweetback

You cant make it on wings
Wheels or steel Sweetback
We got feet
You cant get away on wings
wheels or steel Sweetback
Niggers got feet

He bled your brother
He bled your sister
Your brother and your sister too
How come it took me so long to see
How he get us to use each other
Niggers scared
We got to get it together if he kicks a brother
It gotta be like he kickin your mother
They hype you into sopping the
Morow out your own bones
Justice is blind
Yeah and white too
Justice is blind
The way she acts she gotta be
The num is jive
Not too jive to have his game
Uptight in your kinky bean

Stand tall Sw.etback he
Aind gonna let you
I'm standing tall anyway
The man tmow everything Sweetback
The man 'rnow everything
Then he ought to know Im
Tired of him fuckin with me

2 (5~Use your feet baby
Run motherfucka
Rim Swealback
He wont bleed me

1I~

I
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We can see the transformation of
the angels if we see the opera in
relationship to the scenes in the movie.
When he arrives at the desert, the

st difficult and lonesome part. of
h whole trip, the, colored angels
castise and ridicule him. They be-"
lieve, like- the gambler, that he is a
dead man and it will only be a matter
of time until he is caught. So they
signify, about how the Man bopped
his brother and sister, how he bled
his momma and poppa, and how he will
get Sweetback. But Sweetback is deter-
mined because he knows they won't
bopI him, they won't bleed him. Why?,
"I igot feet". All he is signifying is
that I can deal, and I can survive.

When he uses his urine mixed with
mud to make the pack which heals his
wounds, the angels begin to change.
They see too that he will survive, so
they start to become Black. They re-
cognize that they too are like Sweet-
back, and they point out that they have
been treated bad, too, but they have
been acting like Uncle Toms. Sweet-
back is going to get his finger on a
trigger, get off his knees, and fight
a revolution. So when he makes the
n7u4 pack, the Black angels begin totell
hm to.run, they want him to deal, now,
they don't want him to Tom. They too
have been transformed, because Sweet-
back has increased their positive
qualities by showing them it is not
necessary to submit all the time. At
some 4oaint you have got to-get off
your knees.

Their transformation coqtinue be-
cause whe*4ke police looses the hound
dogs (slave dogs) after Sweetback and
he draws his knife, the Black angels
begin to sing "This little, light of
mine, I'm going to let it shine." tis
is the first time we have heard t 4s
song since Sweetback's baptism into
his manhood. The growth he -x-
perienced the first time this song'vws
sung, the way he learned from those
women in the house of prostitution,
is going to serve him again. They gave

Ihim love and strength because he was
their future, their liberator, and now
their training is going to serve him,
now that he is. older. The angels are
transformed, and Sweetback survities.
,This brings us to the end of the movi ,
and the negation of the negation. t
the beginning the community of -
pressed was in' contradiction with e.
oppressors. The oppressed were trying
to survive, but the oppressors would
not permit that, they wanted more.
They wanted to bleed them to death
and completely dominate them'. 7%ey

wanted to. dominate by dividing the
community, Sweetback against Moo
Moo, Beatle against Sweetback. But'
this continued oppression led the pe le
to realize that their salvation w old
only. come through unity, and uity
would only come through heightened.
levels of consciousness. So they unify.
and Sweetback revolts against the op-,,
pressors and makes good his escape.
Many do not believe he will make it,
,their consciousness is not aahigh as
his. Ire--,reaching for the stars--

I
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making it to the border--but they will
only-tuft him to the edge-Tvflown.

Sweetback has his high level of con-
sciousness, that is to say, he is a
Sweet Sweetback because he has come
to understand that freedom, liberation,
and the ability to love requires tha
fist of all you have to recapture the,
holy grail, you have to restore your
dignity and manhood by destroying the
one who took it from you. When you
do that, even if you do not completely
escape, you are a dangerous man, be-
cause after that the oppressor knows
that you will no longer be submissive.
Therefore ripping off your oppressor
is the first step toward freedom and

e.
This understanding did not come

e, sily to Swieetback. He attempted to
look away from Moo Moo, and then
after rescuing him, -he attempted to
make it on his own, only to be mis-
led by Beatle. This put him in thej
situation of a revolutionary, in the
sense that he knew then that he could
not find a place of refuge within the
system without a whole transforma-
tion of the conditions of oppression.

I say this because many people think.
that revolutionaries are made out of,
some kinds of abstract predicaments.
This is not so, they are transformed
by a particular set of situations that
are sometimes unique to each in-
dividual. What brings one person int
his revolutionary consciousness is dif-,
e ent from what will bring another,"

,lAwen we reach that Point,.we realize
that we-fee all unified as victims.
That. is what happened to Sweetck,

Moo Moo, Beatle, the angels, an4 the
comm Tin the film. That -why.
the film stars the Black community--
all of us. We must understand
unity and also how we must /,eightft
our consciousness.

So like I said, we have the negation
of. the negation. The oppressor who,
wanted (9 exploit Sweetbackand Beatle,
ends u beaten by them because they
will take his stuff no longer--the ,fe-
gation of the negation.. The contra-
diction between the community, as re-
presented by Sweetback, and the op-
pressor, as represented by the dogs,
has been resolved.

However each synthesis leads to new
contradictions. Right until the end Meir
vin .YanPeebles is signifying and coL

ing a message, to .us,. What is I
new cntradiction? Sweetback has
killed two dogs,, but one is still there,
refreshing himself in the water mingled
with the blood- of. the other dogs..1
Sweetback got two dogs, who is going
to get the other?. That is the dog we
must down.. So the movie ends with
the words "Watch Out". This has a
dual meaning. It is telling all the many
Sweetbacks across the, land to watch
dut for thct third dog and be prepare
to deal when he shows up. 'It als
says to the oppressor to watch out foij.
the Sweetbacks across the land, be-
cause they are coming to collart.some
dues. R I752usly signifying ..

I

I
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When Bobby and I started th'F Blat'E
P nthT~Party, we wanted1if-ild the
Back community, the love, the sacre4-

ss, and the unity we need so de -

perately. This is still our goal and e
try to help the community survive by.
administering our many survival pro-
grams. Sweet Sweetback helps to put;
forh the ideas of what we must df to
build that community. We need to ee
it en and learn from it.
ALL P OER TO THE PEOPtT"'

28*
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

San Francisc6, California

July 6, 1971

Title HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Character

Reference San Francisco airtel dated
and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

QYA
This document contains neither recommendatLons nor conclusions of the FBI. It 18 the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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TELE
At

NR 006 SF PLAINTEXT HE
9:22PM N EL 7/13/71 JAK DA
TO DIRE TOR (105-165429)

L NFORMIAT OP 00ONTAINED
RE " A1 ED
TE2 Z BY iSO

Mr. Tolson............
Mr. Felt____
Mr. Sullivan...
Mr. Mohr.
Mr. Bishop..
Mr.Bremian
Mr. Callah
Mr. Casper_
Mr. Conrad.-

Mr. Gl.....
Mr. Ponder-.
Mr. Rosen..._...
Mr. Tavel_

Mr. Scyrm
Tele. RDM
M iss Holmes-...

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P Miss Gandy.-

HUEY P.'EWTON, AKA., fM - BPP (KBE).

DONALD P. WHYTE, ALAMEDA COUNTY ASSISTANT DISTRICT b6
b 7C

ATTORNEY, OAXLAND, CALIF., ADVISED THAT ON AFTERNOON OF JULY

TWELVE LAST, OFFICER HERBERT HEANES, OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT,

TESTIFIED AT LENGTH REGARDING THE ALTERCATION BETWEEN OFFICER

JOHN FREY AND NEWTON AND HIMSELF ON EARLY MORNING OCTOBER

TWENTYEIGHT, NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN. HEANES TESTIFIED THAT AT N

TIME DID HE SEE A GUN IN EITHER THE HAND OF NEWTON OR OFFIC R

FREY.

ON JULY THIRTEEN INSTANT, HEANES WAS CROSS-EXAMINED BY

NEWTON'S ATTORNEY, CHARLES R. GARRY, DURNG WHICH GARRY ASKED

HEANES IF HE HAD KILLED OFFICER FREY. HEANES REPLIED HE

DID NOT AND EXPLAINED HE HAD AIMED HIS SERVICE REVOLVER AT

ND PAGE ONE 9...

' l 
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

NEWTON'S STOMACH AND REMEMBERS FIRING ONLY ONCE WITH HIS LEFT

HAND. HEANES POINTED OUT HE HAD JUST RECEIVED A BULLET WOUND

IN HIS RIGHT ARM. HE FURTHER TESTIFIED THAT AFTER NEWTON WAS

ARRESTED AND WAS WALKING WITH FREY TOWARDS HEANES PATROL CAR,

NEWTON WHIRLED AROUND TO HIS LEFT, FACING HIM (HEANES) AND

STARTED SHOOTING. HEANES SAID HE DREW HIS PISTOL AND WAS

IMMEDIATELY SHOT IN THE ARM.

ON JULY TWELVE LAST, STATE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEALS

TURNED DOWN THE ACTION FOR DISMISSAL FILED BY GARRY EARLIER ON

THAT DATE, ON THE BASIS IT HAD NO MERIT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JULY TWELVE LAST.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END...

HOLD
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A~ Mr, Tolson L...
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION Mr. F (,It --------
COMMUNICATIONS SECTION F ,rSECIONMr. Mohr-.

Mrl. R_ .Th

JUL 121971 Mr.Brenran
Mr. Callahan

44Mr. Casper-_...
MR 006 SF PLAINT XT 0EEEMr. Conrad

7:28PM NITEL /12/71 JAK ALL INFORMANT
Mr. P-mder_

OR ~~~HERE I" I rFosn_
TO DIRE OR (105-165429) MrT

D Aaers

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P r. Wars..

Mrl. Tolom_

~b6 Miss HIolme.s.-
(J b7C Miss Gandy ......:J

HUEY P.NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE)o

ALAMEDA COUNTY ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY DONALD P.

WHYTE, OAKLAND, CALIF., ADVISED NEWTON'S TRIAL RESUMED JULY 6

TWELVE INSTANT, AND OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT RADIO DISPATCHER

CLARENCE LORD, WHO WAS ON DUTY EARLY MORNING OF OCTOBER

TwENTYEIGHT SIXTYSEVEN, WHEN OFFICER JOHN FREY WAS KILLED,

TESTIFIED. RECORDING OF RADIO COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN

LORD AND FREY WAS PLAYED. LORD WAS CROSS-EXAMINED BY NEWTON'S

ATTORNEY CHARLES Ru GARRY.

WHYTE STATED THAT ON JULY TWELVE INSTANT, GARRY FILED

ACTION IN THE STATE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEALS SEEKING DISMISSAL

OF ALL CHARGES AGAINST NEWTON ON GROUNDS NEWTON HAS BEEN PLACED

IN DOUBLE JEOPARDY. GARRY CONTENDS THAT WHEN JUDGE HAROLD Be

ND PAGE ONE RC2

Mr. ohr...

Mr.refa
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

HVE SELECTED ALTERNATE JURORS AFTER ORIGINAL JURY AND

ALTERNATES SELECTED NEWTON PLACED IN DOUBLE JEOPARDY. SELECTION

OF ADDITIONAL ALTERNATE JURORS MADE AFTER REGULAR JUROR BECAME

SICK AND HAD TO BE REPLACED.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JULY TEN LAST.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END...

HOLD



ERMAL BUREM OF lk tNGAN
MUNICAllONS SECTIO

JUL 91971

NR 009 SF COD

10:41PM NI L 7/8/71 JAK

TO D RECTOR (105-165429)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) IP

4 Mr. Mohr.
Mr. Bishop.
Mr.BrennanC
Mr. Callaha
Ti. Casper-
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey--
Mr. Felt--
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters-

Miss andy.~
HUEY P. NEWTON , AKA., RM - BPP (KBE).

DONALD WHYTE, ALAMEDA COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE b6
b7C

OAKLAND, CALIF., ON JULY EIGHT INSTANT, ADVISED THAT DURING

NIGHT OF JULY SEVEN LAST, ONE OF THE FEMALE MEMBERS OF JURY

FOR NEWTON'S CASE WAS INVOLVED IN AN AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT AND

IS UNABLE TO CONTINUE ON JURY. ON JULY EIGHT INSTANT, ONE

OF THE ALTERNATE JURORS WAS SEATED TO TAKE HER PLACE AND JUDGE

RULED THAT THREE ADDITIONAL ALTERNATE JURORS BE SELECTED.

SELECTION OF ALTERNATE JURORS BEGAN THIS DATE AND WILL CONTINUE

N JULY NINE NEXT. WHYTE STATED TRIAL WILL NOT GET UNDERWAY

NIL POSSIBLY JULY TWELVE NEXT.

INISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JULY EIGHT INSTANT
tT 436VISkdl

.. BUREAU WILL BE K ASSED
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. TO
v1962 EDITION

IS. GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES

Memoranau
TO Mr. C. D. Brenn I(

FROM

SUBJECT: HUEY P. TON
RACIAL MATTERS - BLA
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST

:1
.MENT

n
DATE: 7/12/71 bc

ALL INFO ATION CONTAINED
E is NCLAS&lEDATE , Bfs

CK PANTHER PARTY
)

Tolo

suanC DOC

Callahan
Casper
Conrad
Dalbey
Cale

Ponder
Rosen

Tavel

Walters

Soyars
Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

The purpose of this memorandum is to advise
regarding status of the trial of Huey P. Newton, Supreme
Commander, Black Panther Party, which began in State Court,
Alameda County, Oakland, California, 6/28/71. Newton is on
trkt for manslaughter growing out of the fatal shooting of
a police officer in Oakland on 10/28/67.

During previous trial on this matter in 1968,
Newton was convicted of voluntary manslaughter. Newton

'i8~:( served 22 months of a 2- to 15-year sentence. He was freed \
on $50,000 bail when the California State District Court of
Appeals reversed the conviction on grounds there was a preju-
dicial error by the trial judge in omitting instructions to
the jury on the defense of unconsciousness. Newton had been
shot in the stomach, and the defense claimed Newton had been
shot first and could have been unconscious when he shot the
officer. A California law states that a person who is unco
Iscious is not responsible for his actions. -<

Since the current trial began on 6/28/71, the en
time has been taken up with arguments by the defense and selec-
tion of the.@juy, ,Jury completed 7/9/71. Defense and prosecution
gave opening stdteke s 7/10/71. Trial scheduled to resume
7/12/71.

ACTION: For ihfo an.

1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. C. D. Brenan

I Ison
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